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Update on diverticulitis
09:00-10:30 / Hall 6

Diverticulitis: Where are we now and where are we 
going? 
Not available

EAES & SAGES Guidelines on diverticulitis
Patricia Sylla, United States

Learning Objectives:
•	 	Review key findings of the 2018 EAES and SAGES consensus 

conference on the management of acute diverticulitis 
•	 	Review updated recommendations regarding management of acute 

diverticulitis based on review of the best available evidence 
•	 	Explore areas of persisting disagreement with adoption of consensus 

recommendations into clinical practice 

Abstract:
Since the EAES 1999 consensus conference on diverticular disease, a 
growing number of studies and trials on the management of acute di-
verticulitis (AD) have been published reflecting significant changes in the 
medical and surgical management of uncomplicated and complicated 
AD. This presentation will review the most notable results from the re-
cent 2018 SAGES and EAES consensus conference on AD management. 
Specially, updated recommendations regarding the epidemiology, diag-
nosis, management of uncomplicated and complicated AD, emergency 
and elective operative AD management will be reviewed, as well as the 
level of evidence in support of these recommendations. Areas of con-
troversy, ie where consensus could not be achieved based on members’ 
disagreement with expert recommendations will be highlighted, as well 
as recommendations with a low likelihood of changing members’ cur-
rent practice. Future research will focus on elucidating the reasons for 
low adherence to clinical recommendations supported by high level of 
evidence, and uncovering strategies to increase adoption. 

References:
Kohler L, Sauerland S, Neugebauer E (1999) Diagnosis and treatment of 
diverticular disease: results of a consensus development conference. the 
Scientific Committee of the European Association for Endoscopic Surgery. 
Surg Endosc 13(4):430-436. Francis NK, Sylla P, Abou-Khalil M, Arolfo S, 
Berler D, Curtis NJ, Dolejs SC, Garfinkle R, Gorter-Stam M, Hashimoto DA, 
Hassinger TE, Molenaar CJL, Pucher PH, Schuermans V, Arezzo A, Agresta F, 
Antoniou SA, Arulampalam T, Boutros M, Bouvy N, Campbell K, Francone 
T, Haggerty SP, Hedrick TL, Stefanidis D, Truitt MS, Kelly J, Ket H, Dunkin BJ, 
Pietrabissa A (2019) EAES and SAGES 2018 consensus conference on acute 
diverticulitis management: evidence-based recommendations for clinical 
practice. Wexner SD, Talamini MA (2019) EAES/SAGES consensus confer-
ence on acute diverticulitis: a paradigm shift in the management of acute 
diverticulitis. Surg Endosc 33(9):2724-2725. Surg Endosc 33(9):2726-2741. 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

ESCP Guidelines on diverticulitis
Marja A. Boermeester, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•	 	Patients with acute uncomplicated diverticulitis (except those 

immunocompromised) do not require antibiotics routinely 
•	 	Routine (endoscopic) follow-up is not recommended in 

asymptomatic patients after acute diverticulitis 
•	 	Primary anastomosis with or without diverting ileostomy can 

be performed in selected patients (hemodynamically stable, 
immunocompetent) with Hinchey III or IV diverticulitis 

Abstract:
Acute diverticulitis and its treatment are surrounded by believes and tra-
ditions, and contradicting guidelines [1] EAES and SAGES 2018 consensus 
conference on acute diverticulitis has been published this year. The Eu-
ropean Society of Coloproctology (ESCP) initiated a new evidence-based 
guideline on diagnosis and treatment of diverticulitis using GRADE; the 
final version of the guideline will be launched in a few months. Here, a 
pre-release look at the concept guideline.
Traditionally, all patients were treated with antibiotics but benefits of 
this strategy have never been proven. The Scandinavian randomized 
AVOD trial [2] in 2012 and the short- and long-term results of the Dutch 
DIABOLO trial [3,4] have shown no benefits of antibiotics on outcome, 
quality of life or in costs. 
Most guidelines have not been updated and still recommend routine 
colonoscopy after acute diverticulitis. A recent systematic review includ-
ing a meta-analysis alters recommendations concerning follow-up after 
acute diverticulitis. [5] An important conclusion of this meta-analysis is 
that acute diverticulitis does not enhance the risk of future colorectal 
carcinoma. Moreover, the risk of colorectal carcinoma being present at 
initial presentation is comparable among patients with CT-diagnosed 
acute diverticulitis and asymptomatic controls.
When a patient is diagnosed with perforated diverticulitis and has a pu-
rulent (Hinchey III) or faecal (Hinchey IV) peritonitis, emergency surgery 
is indicated. Many surgeons still believe that Hartmann’s procedure is 
the best treatment. However, randomized trials have compared sigmoid 
resection and primary anastomosis with Hartmann’s procedure. [6-9] 
Morbidity or mortality are comparable for resection with primary anas-
tomosis and sigmoid resection with end colostomy. Primary anastomosis 
gives a lower stoma rate, but also the number of permanent stomas is 
reduced. This applies to patients who are hemodynamically stable and 
immunocompetent. 

References:
[1] Vennix S, Morton DG, Hahnloser D, Lange JF, Bemelman WA. System-
atic review of evidence and consensus on diverticulitis: an analysis of na-
tional and international guidelines. Colorectal Dis 2014;16(11): 866-878. [2] 
Chabok A, Pahlman L, Hjern F, Haapaniemi S, Smedh K, Group AS. Ran-
domized clinical trial of antibiotics in acute uncomplicated diverticulitis. Br 
J Surg 2012;99:532-9. [3] Daniels L, Unlu C, de Korte N, et al. Randomized 
clinical trial of observational versus antibiotic treatment for a first episode 
of CT-proven uncomplicated acute diverticulitis. Br J Surg 2017;104:52-61. 
[4] Van Dijk ST, Daniels L, Ünlü Ç, de Korte N, van Dieren S, Stockmann HB, 
Vrouenraets BC, Consten EC, van der Hoeven JA, Eijsbouts QA, Faneyte IF, 
Bemelman WA, Dijkgraaf MG, Boermeester MA; Dutch Diverticular Disease 
(3D) Collaborative Study Group. Long-Term Effects of Omitting Antibiotics in 
Uncomplicated Acute Diverticulitis. Am J Gastroenterol. 2018 Jul;113(7):1045-
1052. [5] Rottier SJ, van Dijk ST, van Geloven AAW, Schreurs WH, Draaisma 
WA, van Enst WA, et al. Meta-analysis of the role of colonoscopy after an 
episode of left-sided acute diverticulitis. Br J Surg. 2019;106(8):988-97. [6] 
Binda GA, Karas JR, Serventi A, Sokmen S, Amato A, Hydo L, et al. Pri-
mary anastomosis vs nonrestorative resection for perforated diverticulitis 
with peritonitis: a prematurely terminated randomized controlled trial. 
Colorectal Dis. 2012;14(11):1403-10. [7] Bridoux V, Regimbeau JM, Ouaissi 
M, Mathonnet M, Mauvais F, Houivet E, et al. Hartmann´s Procedure or 
Primary Anastomosis for Generalized Peritonitis due to Perforated Diver-
ticulitis: A Prospective Multicenter Randomized Trial (DIVERTI). J Am Coll 
Surg. 2017;225(6):798-805. [8] Oberkofler CE, Rickenbacher A, Raptis DA, 
Lehmann K, Villiger P, Buchli C, et al. A multicenter randomized clinical trial 
of primary anastomosis or Hartmann´s procedure for perforated left colonic 

Monday, October 22, 2018
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diverticulitis with purulent or fecal peritonitis. Ann Surg. 2012;256(5):819-
26; discussion 26-7. [9] Lambrichts DPV, Vennix S, Musters GD, Mulder IM, 
Swank HA, Hoofwijk AGM, et al. Hartmann´s procedure versus sigmoidec-
tomy with primary anastomosis for perforated diverticulitis with purulent 
or faecal peritonitis (LADIES): a multicentre, parallel-group, randomised, 
open-label, superiority trial. Lancet Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2019;4(8):599-
610. 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

Gastric polyps and submucosal lesions
11:00-13:00 / A2

Epidemiology, histopathological features and genetic 
predisposition
Lodewijk Brosens, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•	 	Knowledge of the different types of epithelial polyps in the stomach 
•	 Understand the etiology, pathogenesis and prognosis of different   
 gastric polyps 
•	 	Know the main somatic genetic alterations in different types of 

gastric polyps and association with hereditary conditions 

Abstract:
Gastric polyps are diagnosed in 1-4% of gastroscopies in the general popu-
lation. Most polyps are of epithelial origin, but subepithelial lesions such 
as neuroendrocrine tumors, pancreatic heterotopia, lymphoma and mes-
enchymal tumors can also present as polyps.
There are geographical differences in prevalence of various gastric polyps, 
mainly due to differences in Helicobacter pylori (HP) infection. In countries 
with high rates of HP infection, hyperplastic and adenomatous polyps are 
more prevalent. In Western countries, with low rates of HP infection, fundic 
gland polyps (FGP) are the most prevalent type of polyp (up to 77% of all 
gastric polyps). 
Hyperplasic polyps are the second most common gastric polyp in Western 
countries( ~15% of all gastric polyps). Most hyperplastic polyps arise in the 
antrum and are a hyperproliferative response to tissue injury and typically 
occur in patients with Helicobacter pylori or autoimmune chronic gastritis, 
atrophy and intestinal metaplasia. 
Gastric adenomas account for < 1% of all gastric polyps and are the third 
most common type of gastric polyp in Western patients. Gastric adenomas 
are further subclassified as gastric foveolar-type, intestinal-type, and py-
loric gland adenoma. 
Gastric hamartomatous polyps exclusively occur in the setting of rare ham-
artomatous polyposis syndromes, but gastric hamartomatous polyps are 
hard to differentiate from gastric hyperplastic polyps. Knowledge of the 
clinical context is essential to diagnose a gastric hamartomatous polyp. 
The vast majority of gastric polyps are sporadic, but some gastric polyps 
indicate an underlying syndrome. Gastric polyps can manifest in each of 
the gastrointestinal polyposis syndromes, but also in Lynch syndrome and 
in a few rare not primarily gastrointestinal conditions. While some of these 
syndromes are clearly associated with an increased risk of gastric cancer, 
others are not. Recognition of syndromic gastric polyps is important for 
individual patient management. 

References:
Management of gastric polyps: a pathology-based guide for gastroenterolo-
gists. Carmack SW, Genta RM, Graham DY, Lauwers GY. Nat Rev Gastroenterol 
Hepatol 2009;6:331-41. Pathology and Genetics of Syndromic Gastric Polyps. 
Brosens LA, Wood LD, Offerhaus GJ, Arnold CA, Lam-Himlin D, Giardiello 
FM, Montgomery EA. Int J Surg Pathol. 2016 May;24(3):185-99 The current 
spectrum of gastric polyps: a 1-year national study of over 120,000 patients. 
Carmack SW, Genta RM, Schuler CM, Saboorian MH. Am J Gastroenterol 
2009;104:1524-32. Sporadic Fundic Gland Polyps With Low-Grade Dyspla-
sia: A Large Case Series Evaluating Pathologic and Immunohistochemical 
Findings and Clinical Behavior. Levy MD, Bhattacharya B. Am J Clin Pathol 
2015;144:592-600. Gastric lesions in patients with autoimmune metaplastic 
atrophic gastritis (AMAG) in a tertiary care setting. Park JY, Cornish TC, Lam-
Himlin D, Shi C, Montgomery E. Am J Surg Pathol 2010;34:1591-8. Hyper-
plastic polyps of the stomach: associations with histologic patterns of gastri-
tis and gastric atrophy. Abraham SC, Singh VK, Yardley JH, Wu TT. Am J Surg 
Pathol 2001;25:500-7. Gastric adenomas: intestinal-type and gastric-type 
adenomas differ in the risk of adenocarcinoma and presence of background 
mucosal pathology. Abraham SC, Montgomery EA, Singh VK, Yardley JH, Wu 
TT. Am J Surg Pathol 2002;26:1276-85. Some observations on pyloric gland 
adenoma: an uncommon and long ignored entity! Vieth M, Montgomery 
EA. J Clin Pathol 2014;67:883-90. Histological and molecular classification 
of gastrointestinal polyps. Haumaier F, Sterlacci W, Vieth M. Best Pract Res 
Clin Gastroenterol. 2017 Aug;31(4):369-379. Evaluation and management of 
gastric epithelial polyps. Castro R, Pimentel-Nunes P, Dinis-Ribeiro M. Best 
Pract Res Clin Gastroenterol. 2017 Aug;31(4):381-387. 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 
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Clinical presentation and endoscopic assessment of 
gastric lesions
Christian Gerges, Germany

Learning Objectives:
•	 	Types of Gastric Lesions 
•	 	Endoscopic Assessment 
•	 	Classification & Management 

Abstract:
Definition: Sessile or pedunculated lesions that originate in the epithe-
lium or submucosa and protrude into the lumen. The most common and 
important polyps dicussed today are fundic gland polyps, hyperplastic 
polyps, adenomatous polyps and gastric cancer. Evaluation of gastric 
polyps should always follow a standardized concept evaluating four 
main important aspects: Size,Surface, Location and Number. Biopsy at 
first EGD is always recommended to exclude dysplasia, AC and FAP. Usu-
ally no polypectomy for sporadic FGP is required. Young patients with 
multiple FGP without using PPI or with dysplasia in biopsy should un-
dergo colonoscopy to exclude FAP. Hyperplastic Polyps are second most 
common gastric polyp (30-93% of all benign GP) and associated with 
HP and inflammatory disorders in general. The neoplastic potential is 
controversially discussed; but there is an increased risk of synchronous 
cancer elsewhere in gastric mucosa. 
Therefore intensive inspection of the whole stomach using WLI and NBI 
is necessary. HP eradication should be performed if present. Single large 
lesion >0,5cm should be removed. A min of 6 Biopsies from surround-
ing mucosa should be taken. Adenomas represent 3-26% of all gastric 
polyps and are strongly associated with atrophic gastritis and intestinal 
metaplasia. They are true neoplasms and precursors of gastric cancer 
and associated with synchronous and metachronous gastric adenocarci-
noma. They should always be removed en-bloc. In case of gastric cancer 
Intensive endoscopic assesment is mandatory including the use of Paris 
classification for risk evaluation of submucosal invasion and lymphnode 
infiltration. 
Take your time cleaning and looking using WLI and NBI if possible, pol-
yps should be biopsied at first egd unless Endoscopic Resection is indi-
cated anyway. Precise Classification for suspicious lesions is crucial. En-
doscopic resection of early gastric cancer should be performed en-bloc 
in tertiary referral centers. 

References:
1. Andrew F Goddard, Rawya Badreldin, D Mark Pritchard, Marjorie M Walk-
er, Bryan Warren, on behalf of the British Society of Gastroenterology The 
management of gastric polyps GUT 2010;59:1270-6 2. Castro R, Pimentel-
Nunes P, Dinis-Rebeiro M, Best Practice & Research Clinical Gastroenterol-
ogy 2017 3. YASSER H. SHAIB,* MASSIMO RUGGE,‡ DAVID Y. GRAHAM,* 
and ROBERT M. GENTA; Management of Gastric Polyps: An Endoscopy-Based 
Approach PERSPECTIVES IN CLINICAL GASTROENTEROLOGY AND HEPATOL-
OGY 2013;11:1374-1384 4. Endoscopic classification review group. Endosco-
py 2005;37:570-8 5. Zheng Z, BMC Cancer 2016, 16:92 6. Rugge M, Hum 
Pathol 2005;36:228-233 7. Capelle LG, GIE 2010;71:1150-1158 8. Price AB JGH 
1991;6:209-22 9. Weston BR, J Clin Gastroenterol 2003; 36:399-402 

Disclosure:
MTE Consultant 

Pathology perspective: What are subepithelial lesions?
Michael Vieth, Germany

Learning Objectives:
•	 	Learning about the histo-anatomical layers of the upper GI-tract 
•	 	Identifying the tumor by its characteristics according to location 
•	 	Identifying tumors by biopsy and histology 

Abstract:
Fortunately, most lesions are benign and can be biopsied first. A prereq-
uisite is that gastroenterologists and pathologists know and understand 
what they are dealing about. First, the knowledge of the histo-anatomi-
cal layers of the wall (eg. Stomach) is necessary. 
Esophagus: Melanomas are to be expected within the esophageal epi-
thelium. Leiomyoma and Granular cell tumors are located within the 
muscularis mucosa whereas GISTS are to be found within the muscularis 
propria

Stomach: NET are found in the mucosa and submucosa (new WHO : 
highest grade of KI67 or count of mitosis should be used for grading!), 
whereas Granular cell tumors are to be found originating from the mus-
cularis mucosae. An Inflammatory fibroid polyp (Vanek, mostly stomach, 
adults, only) is located in the submucosa, whereas GIST (often stom-
ach, various locations have been described, metastases up to 30% of the 
cases), Glomus tumors (rarey in the GI tract, mostly benign), Schwan-
noma (rarely esophagus or colon, “lymphoid cuffs” as typical feature 
in the stomach), and plexiform fibromyxoma (stomach, only, fusiongene 
MALAT1-GLI1 like in Gastroblastoma (malignant!) are to be found in the 
muscularis propria.
Small bowel: Gangliocytic paraganglioma and inflammatory fibroid pol-
yps are to be found in the submucosal layer, whereas GIST, Ganglioneu-
romas and clear cell sarcoma-like tumors are to be expected within the 
muscularis propria. Within the mesenterium: sclerosing mesenteritis, in-
flammatory-myofibroblastic tumor (subsequently described outside the 
lungs and regarded as spectrum of lesions called “plasma cell granulo-
mas”, target for specific therapy e.g. ceritinib), mesenteric fibromatosis 
(may be component of Gardner Syndrome, can be associated with APC 
gene mutations) can be found. 
In conclusion the diagnosis depends on the layer of the wall. Immuno-
chistochemistry or Molecular Pathology may lead to confusing results if 
not correlated to the exact site within the wall and the morphology of 
the lesion. 

References:
Biopsy Interpretation of the Gastrointestinal Tract Mucosa: Volume 1: Non-
Neoplastic (Biopsy Interpretation Series) by Elizabeth A. Montgomery MD. 
Volume 2: Volume 1: Neoplastic (Biopsy Interpretation Series) by Elizabeth 
A. Montgomery MD Digestive System Tumours, WHO Classification of Tu-
mours, 5th Edition, 2019, IARC press 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

Gastric subepithelial lesions: Minimal-invasive surgery 
as standard treatment! 
Not available

Gastric subepithelial lesions: Endoscopic resection 
always first-line! 
Not available
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How to use drugs in IBD
11:00-13:00 / C3

Treatment aims of therapeutic drug monitoring
Shomron Ben-Horin, Israel

Learning Objectives:
•	 	Understand factors influencing drug levels 
•	 	Learn how to use ‘reactive TDM’ to better manage patients with loss 

of response 
•	 	Learn the place of ‘proactive TDM’ to control disease activity and 

prevent relapses 

Abstract:
Drug levels of biologics are influenced by distribution and clearance. 
Clearance is impscted by many factors, including immunogenicity (for-
mation of anti-drug antibodies), the degree inflammation (‘inflamma-
tory sink’), drug loss in feces, reduction of clearance by FcRn binding and 
is also correlated with weight and albumin levels. For most biologics, an 
association of drug levels with clinical outcomes and with suppression of 
inflammation has been demonstrated, and low drug levels are generally 
predictive of worse outcome later on. However, the direction of the as-
sociation has proven more difficult to prove, has more inflammation - for 
whatever reason - can in itself reduce drug levels. 
For anti-TNF agents, TDM has proven useful in guiding management of 
loss of response. In this ‘reactive TDM’ strategy, low drug levels with ab-
sent or low-titer anti-drug antibodies (ADA) indicate that dose-increase 
is the optimal management, after non-adherence has been ruled out. 
Low drug with high-titer ADA indicate the need to switch to another drug 
of the same class, whereas an adequate drug level usually indicates the 
need to swap to a drug from another class (with different mechanism of 
action) but also indicate the need to carefully verify the absence of other 
causes for clinical symptoms. The TDM approach has not yet been shown 
beneficial for the newer biologics, i.e. ustekinumab and vedolizumab. 
Recent trials sought to prove that a proactive approach, whereby drug 
doses increases in asymptomatic patients with low drug levels may im-
prove their later outcomes. The results of two seminal trials were nega-
tive, although in one of these trials a proactive approach reduced the 
number of clinical flares during follow-up. In the recent pediatric PAILOT 
trial, a proactive dose-adjustment of adalimumab based on TDM and 
inflammatory markers was superior to conventional therapy for improv-
ing long-term outcomes of CD patients. More trials on ‘proactive TDM’ 
are eagerly awaited. 

References:
Reviews 1. Feuerstein JD, Gastroenterology 2017 2. Vande Casteele N, Gas-
troenterology 2017 
Original works: 1. Papamichael K, Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2019 2. Ken-
nedy NA, Lancet Gastroenterol Hepatol 2019 3. Yanai H, Clin Gastroenterol 
Hepatol 2015 4. Roblin X, Am J Gastroenterol 2014 5. Steenholdt C, Gut 2014 
6. Ungar B, Am J Gastroeneterol 2018 7. Vande Casteele N, Gastroenterology 
2015 8. D’ Haens G, Gastroenterology 2018 9. Assa A, Gastroenterology 2019 

Disclosure:
Janssen, Takeda, Celltrion, Abbvie, Pfizer: Consultancy, speaker fees, & re-
search support GSK, Ferring: Consultancy/speaker fees. 

Positioning of drugs in ulcerative colitis
Iris Dotan, Israel

Learning Objectives:
•	 	Therapy in ulcerative colitis should be chosen according to several 

factors, including treatment target, disease severity and extent, 
patient factors and global considerations 

•	 	For induction of remission in patients with moderate to severe 
UC, steroids, anti-TNF, anti-integrins, JAK inhibitors, calcineurin 
inhibitors and anti-IL-23 agents are effective 

•	 	Emerging head-to head studies and comparative analyses may 
provide guidance in therapeutic decisions 

Abstract:
Ulcerative colitis (UC) is a chronic inflammatory disease of the colonic 
mucosa. Moderate to severely active UC is traditionally treated with me-
salamine, steroids and immunomodulators for maintenance. In recent 
years the efficacy of multiple agents for treating moderately to severely 
active UC was demonstrated. Those include anti-TNF, anti-integrins, JAK 
inhibitors, calcineurin inhibitors and anti-IL-23 agents. Effective thera-
py is meaningful in achieving advanced treatment goals and preventing 
short and long term complications. These benefits should be weighed 
against side effects that may be associated with these potent agents. A 
number of factors have to be considered to choose the optimal therapy 
for a patient with moderately to severely active UC. Those include tar-
get of treatment, specifically induction of remission or its maintenance, 
patient factors such as age, disease severity and extent, childbearing/
pregnancy, BMI, extraintestinal manifestations, comorbidities and risk 
factors (i.e. cardiac failure, demyelinating disease, risk for infection, ma-
lignancies, thrombotic risk).Global factors such as patient preference, 
route of administration, local availability and cost effectiveness should 
be taken into account as well. Currently no biomarker may direct specific 
treatment choice over the other. In recent years, head to head compari-
sons, and comparative effectiveness and network meta analyses reports, 
provide further information that may be used in therapeutic decision 
making. 

References:
1. Third European Evidence-based Consensus on Diagnosis and Manage-
ment of Ulcerative Colitis. Part 2: Current Management. Harbord M, Eliakim 
R, Bettenworth D, Karmiris K, Katsanos K, Kopylov U, Kucharzik T, Molnár 
T, Raine T, Sebastian S, de Sousa HT, Dignass A, Carbonnel F; European 
Crohn’s and Colitis Organisation [ECCO]. J Crohn´s Colitis 2017 Jul 1;11(7):769-
784. doi: 10.1093/ecco-jcc/jjx009. 2. Comparative efficacy and tolerability of 
pharmacological agents for management of mild to moderate ulcerative co-
litis: a systematic review and network meta-analyses. Nguyen NH, Fumery 
M, Dulai PS, Prokop LJ, Sandborn WJ, Murad MH, Singh S. Lancet Gastro-
enterol Hepatol 2018 Nov;3(11):742-753. doi: 10.1016/S2468-1253(18)30231-
0. Epub 2018 Aug 17. 3. Infliximab for induction and maintenance therapy 
for ulcerative colitis. Rutgeerts P1, Sandborn WJ, Feagan BG, Reinisch W, 
Olson A, Johanns J, Travers S, Rachmilewitz D, Hanauer SB, Lichtenstein 
GR, de Villiers WJ, Present D, Sands BE, Colombel JF. N Engl J Med 2005 
Dec 8;353(23):2462-76. 4. Adalimumab induces and maintains clinical re-
mission in patients with moderate-to-severe ulcerative colitis. Sandborn 
WJ1, van Assche G, Reinisch W, Colombel JF, D´Haens G, Wolf DC, Kron 
M, Tighe MB, Lazar A, Thakkar RB. Gastroenterology 2012 Feb;142(2):257-
65.e1-3. doi: 10.1053/j.gastro.2011.10.032. Epub 2011 Nov 4. 5. Subcutane-
ous golimumab induces clinical response and remission in patients with 
moderate-to-severe ulcerative colitis. Sandborn WJ1, Feagan BG2, Marano 
C3, Zhang H3, Strauss R3, Johanns J3, Adedokun OJ3, Guzzo C4, Colombel 
JF5, Reinisch W6, Gibson PR7, Collins J8, Järnerot G9, Hibi T10, Rutgeerts 
P11; PURSUIT-SC Study Group Gastroenterology 2014 Jan;146(1):85-95; quiz 
e14-5. doi: 10.1053/j.gastro.2013.05.048. Epub 2013 Jun 2. 6. Feagan BG, 
Rutgeerts P, Sands BE, Hanauer S, Colombel JF, Sandborn WJ, Van Assche 
G, Axler J, Kim HJ, Danese S, Fox I, Milch C, Sankoh S, Wyant T, Xu J, Pa-
rikh A; GEMINI 1 Study Group. N Engl J Med. 2013 Aug 22;369(8):699-710. 
doi: 10.1056/NEJMoa1215734. 7. Tofacitinib as Induction and Maintenance 
Therapy for Ulcerative Colitis. Sandborn WJ, Su C, Sands BE, D´Haens GR, 
Vermeire S, Schreiber S, Danese S, Feagan BG, Reinisch W, Niezychowski W, 
Friedman G, Lawendy N, Yu D, Woodworth D, Mukherjee A, Zhang H, Healey 
P, Panés J; OCTAVE Induction 1, OCTAVE Induction 2, and OCTAVE Sustain 
Investigators. N Engl J Med 2017 May 4;376(18):1723-1736. doi: 10.1056/NEJ-
Moa1606910. 8. Vedolizumab versus Adalimumab for Moderate-to-Severe 
Ulcerative Colitis. Sands BE, Peyrin-Biroulet L, Loftus EV Jr, Danese S, Co-
lombel JF, Törüner M, Jonaitis L, Abhyankar B, Chen J, Rogers R, Lirio RA, 
Bornstein JD, Schreiber S; VARSITY Study Group. N Engl J Med 2019 Sep 
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26;381(13):1215-1226. doi: 10.1056/NEJMoa1905725. 9. Ustekinumab as In-
duction and Maintenance Therapy for Ulcerative Colitis. Sands BE, Sand-
born WJ, Panaccione R, O´Brien CD, Zhang H, Johanns J, Adedokun OJ, Li 
K, Peyrin-Biroulet L, Van Assche G, Danese S, Targan S, Abreu MT, His-
amatsu T, Szapary P, Marano C; UNIFI Study Group. N Engl J Med 2019 Sep 
26;381(13):1201-1214. doi: 10.1056/NEJMoa1900750. 

Disclosure:
Pfizer, Takeda, Abbvie, Janssen, Genentech/Roche, Celltrion, Celgene, 
Nestle, Ferring, Rafa Laboratories, Arena, Neopharm, Gilead, Sublimity, 
Given Imaging/Medtronic, Falk Pharma, Altman Research 

Positioning of drugs in Crohn’s disease
Matthieu Allez, France

Learning Objectives:
•	 To review the different therapeutic options in the management of CD 

according to disease severity and extent 
•	 To review the factors which may influence the choice between the 

different options 
•	 To compare the efficacy and safety of biologics which are available 

for CD 

Abstract:
Crohn’s disease (CD) is a heterogeneous disease associated with a chro-
nic inflammatory process of segments of the digestive tract, which can 
progressively induce destructive damages. Therapies including immu-
nomodulators and biologics are used to induce and maintain remissi-
on, restore quality of life and to avoid long-term bowel damage. The 
presence of active inflammation due to CD should be confirmed before 
initiating or changing medical therapy. Options are classically discussed 
according to disease severity and extent. Budesonide or systemic ste-
roids can be used for induction of remission in patients with mild and 
non-extended luminal disease, with escalade to immunomodulators 
and/or biologics if remission has not been achieved. Surgery is also an 
option in patients with resistance to therapies and local complications. 
Biologics may be used early in the course of the disease in patients with 
severe disease or features suggesting a poor prognosis. Those include 
anti-TNF, ustekinumab and vedolizumab, with new drugs and targets 
being in development. The choice between the different options is based 
on a different parameters including disease profile and phenotype, pre-
sence of extra-intestinal manifestations and co-morbidities, benefit/risk 
expected ratio, patient preferences and projects, smoking discontinuati-
on or not, local constraints including drug availability and rules of usage. 
Ideally, choice of first- and second-line biologics should be personalized 
and driven by likelihood of response based on biomarkers. Head-to-
head clinical trials will provide rationale data for therapeutic decisions. 
Real World Data and network meta-analysis can provide evidence on the 
comparative effectiveness of biologics. 

References:
• Gomollón F, Dignass A, Annese V, et al. 3rd European Evidence-based 
Consensus on the Diagnosis and Management of Crohn´s Disease 2016: Part 
1: Diagnosis and Medical Management. J Crohns Colitis. 2017 Jan;11(1):3-25. 
• Hanauer SB, Feagan BG, Lichtenstein GR, et al. Maintenance infliximab 
for Crohn´s disease: the ACCENT I randomised trial. Lancet 2002;359:1541-9. 
• Colombel JF, Sandborn WJ, Reinisch W, et al. Infliximab, azathioprine, or 
combination therapy for Crohn´s disease. N Engl J Med 2010;362:1383-95. • 
Colombel JF, Sandborn WJ, Rutgeerts P, et al. Adalimumab for maintenance 
of clinical response and remission in patients with Crohn´s disease: the 
CHARM trial. Gastroenterology 2007;132:52-65. • Rutgeerts P, Van Assche G, 
Sandborn WJ, et al. Adalimumab induces and maintains mucosal healing in 
patients with Crohn´s disease: data from the EXTEND trial. Gastroenterology 
2012;142:1102-1111 e2. • Feagan BG, Sandborn WJ, Gasink C, et al. Usteki-
numab as Induction and Maintenance Therapy for Crohn´s Disease. N Engl 
J Med. 2016 Nov 17;375(20):1946-1960 • Sandborn WJ, Feagan BG, Rutgeerts 
P, et al. Vedolizumab as induction and maintenance therapy for Crohn´s 
disease. N Engl J Med. 2013 Aug 22;369(8):711-21. 

Disclosure:
Pfizer, Janssen, Celgene, Genentech, Roche, Takeda, Abbvie, MSD, 
Ferring, Falk, Mayoli, Tillots, Innate Pharma, Biogen, Amgen 

Pre- and postsurgical management in Crohn’s disease
Joline de Groof, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•	 Preoperative management and timing of surgery 
•	 Perioperative drugs and risk of postoperative complications 
•	 Enhanced recovery and postoperative management 

Abstract:
Crohn’s disease can affect any part of the gastrointestinal tract, however 
the terminal ileum is most commonly affected. Patients are nowadays 
treated according to the step-up approach, starting with prednisolone 
for induction after which maintenance treatment will be introduced with 
an immunomodulator. If necessary treatment can be escalated to anti-
TNF. Surgery is still generally considered a last resort option when all 
medical options have failed. However a recent RCT showed comparable 
quality of life in patients with terminal ileitis following anti-TNF and 
ileocecal resection. The potential benefit of any medication should be 
weighed against the additional surgical risk should this medication fail 
to achieve symptomatic relief. This is also the case in patients with acute 
severe Crohn’s colitis. These patients should be under daily surveillance 
by a multidisciplinary team. Any clinical deterioration or failure to im-
prove within approximately 1 week despite optimal medical treatment 
should prompt consideration for emergency surgery. Malnutrition is a si-
gnificant risk factor for postoperative complications, therefore nutritional 
status should be optimised prior to surgery. Also preoperative medical 
therapy (e.g. prednisolone and anti-TNF) is a significant risk factor for 
postoperative complications. 
Unfortunately it is unknown up till now what the safest period of discon-
tinuation before surgery is in order to reduce the risk of postoperative 
complications. Regarding postoperative management patients will be 
treated following the principles of fast track rehabilitation. Numerous 
studies have demonstrated the advantages of enhanced recovery proto-
cols, with a shorter hospital stay and lower overall complication rates. 
Prophylactic treatment with thiopurines or anti-TNF following surgery 
is recommended in patients with at least one risk factor for recurrence 
e.g smoking, previous intestinal surgery, penetrating disease at index 
surgery or perianal disease. 

References:
1. El-Hussuna A, Krag A, Olaison G, Bendtsen F, Gluud LL. The effect of 
anti-tumor necrosis factor alpha agents on postoperative anastomotic com-
plications in Crohn´s disease: a systematic review. Diseases of the Colon 
& Rectum. 2013 2. Greco M, Capretti G, Beretta L, Gemma M et al. Enhan-
ced recovery program in colorectal surgery: a meta-analysis of randomized 
controlled trials. World journal of surgery. 2014 3. Rungoe C, Langholz E, 
Andersson M, Basit S et al. Changes in medical treatment and surgery rates 
in inflammatory bowel disease: a nationwide cohort study 1979-2011. Gut 
2014. 4. Ponsioen CY, de Groof EJ, Eshuis EJ, Gardenbroek TJ et al. Laparo-
scopic ileocaecal resection versus infliximab for terminal ileitis in Crohn´s 
disease: a randomised controlled, open-label, multicentre trial. Lancet Gas-
troenterol Hepatol 2017 5. Li Y, Zuo L, Zhu W, Gong J et al. Role of exclusive 
enteral nutrition in the preoperative optimization of patients with Crohn´s 
disease following immunosuppressive therapy. Medicine (Baltimore). 2015 
6. Jacobson S. Early postoperative complications in patients with Crohn´s 
disease given and not given preoperative total parenteral nutrition. Scand 
J Gastroenterol. 2012 7. Serradori T, Germain A, Scherrer ML, Ayav C et al. 
The effect of immune therapy on surgical site infection following Crohn´s 
Disease resection. Br J Surg. 2013 8. Spinelli A, Bazzi P, Sacchi M, Danese 
S et al. Short-term outcomes of laparoscopy combined with enhanced reco-
very pathway after ileocecal resection for Crohn´s disease: a case-matched 
analysis. J Gastrointest Surg. 2013 9. De Cruz P, Kamm MA, Hamilton AL, 
Ritchie KJ et al. Crohn´s disease management after intestinal resection: 
a randomised trial. Lancet. 2015 10. Reese GE, Nanidis T, Borysiewicz C, 
Yamamoto T et al. The effect of smoking after surgery for Crohn´s disease: a 
meta-analysis of observational studies. International Journal of Colorectal 
Disease. 2008 
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Adjustment and optimisation of medical treatment over 
the disease course
James Lindsay, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•	 Understand the natural history of disease and how this impacts drug 

therapy 
•	 Appreciate the management of loss of response to therapy 
•	 Appreciate that the risks of therapy can vary over the course of 

disease 

Abstract:
The chronic intestinal inflammation of both Crohn´s disease and ulcera-
tive colitis may result in disease progression and complications if under-
treated. Therefore the goals of therapy are to induce and then maintain 
both clinical and mucosal disease remission throughout the whole di-
sease course. This has translated into the concept of “treat to target” 
therapeutic approaches with the end goals being restoration of a normal 
quality of life and prevention of disease progression and complications. 
However, the ideal target to aim for and the most appropriate strategy 
to achieve this target are not certain. Despite this, it is clear that regular 
monitoring of disease activity using both symptom based an objective 
assessments couple with optimisation of medical therapy reduces di-
sease complications. It is important to understand that the requirement 
of both conventional and biological / small molecule therapies may vary 
during the course of a patient´s disease. In addition, The risk benefit 
profile of the drugs that are used will also vary, such that optimisation 
considering safety as well as efficacy is important. These treatment de-
cisions often require involvement of the full multidisciplinary team and 
must involve input from patients. 

References:
Harbord M et al. Journal of Crohn´s and Colitis, Volume 11, Issue 7, July 
2017, Pages 769-784, https://doi.org/10.1093/ecco-jcc/jjx009 Giochetti P et 
al.Journal of Crohn´s and Colitis, Volume 11, Issue 2, February 2017, Pages 
135-149, https://doi.org/10.1093/ecco-jcc/jjw169 

Disclosure:
Served as consultant and an advisory board participant: AbbVie, Alergan 
(Warner Chilcott), Atlantic Healthcare, Celgene, Celtrion, Gilead, GSK, 
Janssen, MSD, Napp, Pfizer, Shire, Takeda and Vifor Pharma Received 
speaker fees and sponsorship for academic meetings: AbbVie, Alergan 
(Warner Chilcott), Ferring, Janssen, MSD, Napp, Pfizer, Shire, Tillott’s, 
Takeda. Received investigator led research grants: Abbvie, Gilead Pfizer, 
Shire and Takeda 

Chronic pancreatitis
11:00-13:00 / F3

Genetics in chronic pancreatitis: Pathophysiology and 
clinical implications
Julia Mayerle, Germany

Learning Objectives:
•	 To understand the necessity of genetic testing in chronic pancreatitis 
•	 To recognize the increased risk of pancreatic cancer in patients with 

hereditary pancreatitis in contrast to patients with idiopathic chronic 
pancreatitis 

•	 Management and surveillance of hereditary and idiopathic chronic 
pancreatitis 

Abstract:
Chronic pancreatitis is a disease of the pancreas in which recurrent in-
flammatory episodes result in replacement of pancreatic parenchyma 
by fibrous connective tissue. This fibrotic reorganisation of the pancreas 
leads to a progressive exocrine and endocrine pancreatic insufficiency. 
In addition, characteristic complications arise, such as pseudocysts, pan-
creatic duct obstructions, duodenal obstruction, obstruction of the bile 
ducts, malnutrition and pain syndrome. In 2015 the incidence was given 
with 22/100,000 population and the prevalence is 10 times higher. Non-
alcohol and non-tobacco associated chronic pancreatitis account for 20 
to 50% of cases. Hereditary chronic pancreatitis is a rare cause of chronic 
pancreatitis, most commonly due to mutations of PRSS1, encoding for 
the trypsin-1 (also known as cationic trypsinogen). The prevalence of 
hereditary chronic pancreatitis is around 0.3 per 100,000 individuals in 
Western countries. 
The inheritance pattern is autosomal dominant with an incomplete pe-
netrance (up to 80%).
Numerous studies have shown an association between mutations in 
SPINK1 and the risk of developing recurrent acute and chronic pancrea-
titis, although the mechanisms remain 
unknown. SPINK1 encodes for a trypsin inhibitor secreted by acinar cells. 
Variants of CTRC, encoding chymotrypsin-C (involved in the degradation 
of prematurely activated trypsin-1), were associated with a significant-
ly increased risk of chronic pancreatitis. Mutations in the genes coding 
for calcium-sensing receptor and carboxypeptidase A1 were also asso-
ciated with a small increase in risk of developing chronic pancreatitis. 
Inactivating mutations in CFTR (encoding cystic fibrosis transmembrane 
conductance regulator), which also cause cystic fibrosis, are associated 
with chronic pancreatitis. Finally, variants in noncoding regions of the 
PRSS1, PRSS2, CTRB1 and 2, and CLDN2 loci affect the risk of sporadic 
and alcoholic pancreatitis. 
References:
• Löhr JM, Dominguez-Munoz E, Rosendahl J, Besselink M, Mayerle J, Lerch 
MM, Haas S, Akisik F, Kartalis N, Iglesias-Garcia J, Keller J, Boermeester 
M, Werner J, Dumonceau JM, Fockens P, Drewes A, Ceyhan G, Lindkvist B, 
Drenth J, Ewald N, Hardt P, de Madaria E, Witt H, Schneider A, Manfredi R, 
Brøndum FJ, Rudolf S, Bollen T, Bruno M; HaPanEU/UEG Working Group. 
United European Gastroenterology evidence-based guidelines for the diag-
nosis and therapy of chronic pancreatitis (HaPanEU). United European Gas-
troenterol J. 2017 Mar;5(2):153-199. • Kleeff J, Whitcomb DC, Shimosegawa 
T, Esposito I, Lerch MM, Gress T, Mayerle J, Drewes AM, Rebours V, Akisik 
F, Muñoz JED, Neoptolemos JP. Chronic pancreatitis. Nat Rev Dis Primers. 
2017 Sep 7;3:17060. • Mayerle J, Sendler M, Hegyi E, Beyer G, Lerch MM, 
Sahin-Tóth M. Genetics, Cell Biology, and Pathophysiology of Pancreatitis. 
Gastroenterology. 2019 May;156(7):1951-1968.e1. 
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Long-term management of patients with chronic 
pancreatitis: What to expect, and how to monitor  
and treat
Marcel Vasile Tantau, Romania

Learning Objectives:
•	 Pre-treatment planning and prognostic assessment 
•	 Endoscopic therapy - when and how? 
•	 Post-therapeutic follow-up - defining expectations 

Abstract:
Chronic pancreatitis (CP) is defined by the replacement of normal pan-
creatic parenchyma by fibrous connective tissue as a result of recurrent 
aggressions. 
What to expect in CP? 
The first step after diagnosing CP by EUS, MRI or CT should be to find 
the etiology, as disease courses vary greatly. Alcoholic patients tend to 
develop calcifications, exocrine and endocrine insufficiency. The second 
step should be to assess the staging of the disease and to screen for 
complications. CP treatment requires lifestyle modifications, pain ma-
nagement, endoscopic and/or ESWL treatment and, in special circum-
stances surgery.
Favorable long-term outcome is expected in patients with a short disease 
duration, no main pancreatic duct obstruction, cessation of smoking and 
alcohol consumption, complete removal of obstructive pancreatic stones 
and strictures resolved with stenting.
How to monitor and treat? 
Asymptomatic and uncomplicated patients do no need for endoscopic 
therapy. Treated patients should be followed-up at 6 to 8 weeks to assess 
clinical response. 
Radiopaque stones >5mm in diameter should be initially treated using 
ESWL Smaller or radiolucent stones should be initially treated by ERCP.
Electrohydraulic or laser lithotripsy under direct pancreatoscopic control 
of pancreatic stones is an temptimg option under evaluation.
Single 10-Fr plastic stent for one uninterrupted year or multiple side-
by-side plastic stents can be placed to treat symptomatic pan creatic 
strictures. Fully covered self-expendable metal stents appears safe and 
effective. Endosonographic-guided celiac plexus blocks are preferred 
over percutaneous blocks. 
Endoscopic treatment is considered the first line of treatment for cysts 
that are within endoscopic reach. Biliary strictures can be treated by 
placing multiple side-by-side plastic stents or a fully covered stents. Ap-
proximately four ERCPs over a 12 month period are usually required for 
complete therapy of common bile duct strictures. 

References:
1. Dumonceau JM, Delhaye M, Tringali A, Arvanitakis M, Sanchez-Yague A, 
Vaysse T, et al. Endoscopic treatment of chronic pancreatitis: European Soci-
ety of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) Guideline - Updated August 2018. 
Endoscopy. 2019;51(2):179-93. 2. Löhr JM, Dominguez-Munoz E, Rosendahl 
J, Besselink M, Mayerle J, Lerch MM, et al. United European Gastroentero-
logy evidence-based guidelines for the diagnosis and therapy of chronic 
pancreatitis (HaPanEU). United Eur Gastroenterol J. 2017;5(2):153-99. 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

Surgery first: Skip non-effective endoscopic 
interventions
Marja A. Boermeester, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•	 Surgery is superior to endoscopy in terms of mid-term and long-term 

pain relief in patients with painful CP 
•	 Surgery early in the disease process of CP is favored over surgery 

in a more advanced stage of disease to achieve optimal long-term 
pain relief. Also, long-term QoL is improved after early surgery (<3 
years from onset) compared to surgery at a more advanced stage of 
disease 

•	 In patients with (a) uncomplicated painful CP in (b) the early 
stage of disease and (c) a dilated main pancreatic duct with distal 
obstruction, endoscopic treatment may be used as first-line treatment 
after failed medical therapy if clinical response is evaluated at 6-8 
weeks and under the condition that failure of or repeated need for 
endoscopic therapy triggers referral for surgery 

Abstract:
In the recent international evidence based (HaPanEU) guidelines, a mul-
tidisciplinary step-up approach to treatment of pain in chronic pancrea-
titis was recommended [1], although specific trials incorporating this 
approach have yet to be performed. The first step is conservative the-
rapy, including life style management (e.g. cessation of alcohol use and 
smoking), dietary advice, and pain medication. The approach to pain 
management of the World Health Organization is widely accepted for 
pain treatment in CP, although it has never been formally evaluated. If 
patients have persistent pain despite appropriate conservative measures 
including optimization of pain medication, subsequent interventional 
endoscopy or surgery is recommended.
Surgery is reported to have a good long-term effect although approxi-
mately 10% of patients will not respond and this risk is larger in patients 
with a high number of endoscopic procedures prior to surgery [2,3]. Two 
RCTs have compared endoscopic and surgical management in patients 
with painful obstructive CP [4,5]. Both studies showed superiority of sur-
gical over endoscopic management.
In long term follow-up these results remained stable after more than 6 
years, with still 80% pain relief in the surgery group versus 38% pain in 
the endoscopy group [6]. Complete pain relief is seen in 53% of patients 
after surgery versus 25% after endoscopy [6]. It is also noted that 47% 
(9/16) of the endoscopic treated patients required delayed surgery, and 
complete pain relief was found in only 2/9 (22%) patients with delayed 
surgery compared with the 8/15 (53%) who had primary surgery.
The recent ESCAPE trial has shown that early surgery for patients with 
symptomatic chronic pancreatitis and a dilated pancreatic duct who have 
recently started using opioids provides better pain relief with less inter-
ventions and at lower costs than the current step-up practice including 
endoscopy, with comparable pancreatic function and quality of life. 

References:
1. Löhr JM, Dominguez-Munoz E, Rosendahl J, Besselink M, Mayerle J, Lerch 
MM, et al. United European Gastroenterology evidence-based guidelines 
for the diagnosis and therapy of chronic pancreatitis (HaPanEU). United Eur 
Gastroenterol J [Internet]. 2017 Mar [cited 2017 Mar 16];5(2):153-99. Availa-
ble from: http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/2050640616684695 2. 
van der Gaag NA, van Gulik TM, Busch ORC, Sprangers MA, Bruno MJ, 
Zevenbergen C, et al. Functional and Medical Outcomes After Tailored Sur-
gery for Pain Due to Chronic Pancreatitis. Ann Surg [Internet]. 2012 Apr 
[cited 2019 Mar 12];255(4):763-70. Available from: http://www.ncbi.nlm.
nih.gov/pubmed/22418009 3. Ahmed Ali U, Nieuwenhuijs VB, van Eijck CH, 
Gooszen HG, van Dam RM, Busch OR, et al. Clinical outcome in relation 
to timing of surgery in chronic pancreatitis: a nomogram to predict pain 
relief. Arch Surg [Internet]. 2012 Oct 1 [cited 2017 Mar 8];147(10):925-32. 
Available from: https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamasurgery/fullartic-
le/1183992 4. Cahen DL, Gouma DJ, Nio Y, Rauws EAJ, Boermeester MA, 
Busch OR, et al. Endoscopic versus Surgical Drainage of the Pancreatic 
Duct in Chronic Pancreatitis. N Engl J Med [Internet]. 2007 Feb 15 [cited 
2017 Mar 14];356(7):676-84. Available from: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/17301298 5. Díte P, Ruzicka M, Zboril V, Novotný I. A Prospective, 
Randomized Trial Comparing Endoscopic and Surgical Therapy for Chronic 
Pancreatitis. Endoscopy [Internet]. 2003 Jul [cited 2017 Mar 8];35(7):553-8. 
Available from: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12822088 6. Cahen 
DL, Gouma DJ, Laramée P, Nio Y, Rauws EAJ, Boermeester MA, et al. Long-
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term outcomes of endoscopic vs surgical drainage of the pancreatic duct 
in patients with chronic pancreatitis. Gastroenterology [Internet]. 2011 Nov 
[cited 2017 Mar 8];141(5):1690-5. Available from: http://linkinghub.elsevier.
com/retrieve/pii/S0016508511011073 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

Endoscopy first: Surgery only as a last resort
Jacques Deviere, Belgium

Learning Objectives:
•	 Discuss the place of interventional therapy in CP pain management 
•	 Understand clinical indications 
•	 Understand morphological indications 

Abstract:
Chronic pancreatitis: minimal intervention first.
Pain associated with chronic pancreatitis may be due to a main pan-
creatic duct (MPD) obstruction induced by stones and/or strictures, often 
located in the head of the pancreas. Extracorporeal shockwave lithotripsy 
(ESWL) and endotherapy (ET) are first line interventional management in 
this clinical setting. 
After a pre-therapeutic planning which usually includes a magnetic re-
sonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) and a computed tomogra-
phy (CT) scan without contrast injection, ESWL can be used alone without 
endoscopic management in order to fragment the stones. These stones, 
made of calcium carbonate, can be destroyed in millimetric fragments 
using high power, fluoroscopy guided lithotripsy.
In case of associated symptomatic strictures of the MPD, an endoscopic 
sphincterotomy of the pancreas has to be performed associated with di-
lation and placement of stents bypassing the stricture.
In order to obtain a long term calibration of such strictures, stents have 
to be left in place for a minimum of one year (with regular exchange) 
and more recently, multiple plastics stents have been proposed in order 
to gain a better calibration. These plastic stents (7 or 8.5 French) are 
usually inserted side by side. There is currently no indication for routine 
placement of fully covered self-expandable metal stent into the pancreas.
Such a policy allows to relieve pain on the long term after stent removal 
in approximately two thirds of the patients. If a clinically symptoma-
tic stricture recurs after stent removal, these patients, managed into a 
multidisciplinary environment, may be offered surgery. Measurement of 
outcomes is important as most pain relapses after endotherapy occur 
within one year after initial treatment, a feature which contrasts with 
pour relapsing after surgery which usually occurs after a median of six 
to seven years. 

References:
1- Cremer M, Deviere J, Delhaye M et al. stenting in severe chronic pan-
creatitis: Results of medium-term follow-up in seventy-six patients. En-
doscopy 1991; 23 : 171-176 2- Kozarek RA, Patterson D, Ball T et al. Endo-
scopic placement of pancreatic stents and drains in the management of 
pancreatitis. Ann Surg 1989; 209 : 261-268 3- Roesch T, Daniel S, Schollz 
M et al. Endoscopic treatment of chronic pancreatitis : A multicenter study 
of 1000 patients with long-term follow-up. Endoscopy 2002; 34 : 765 -771 
4- Dumonceau JM, Costamagna G, Tringali A et al.Treatment for painful 
calcified chronic pancreatitis : extracorporeal shock wave lithotripsy versus 
endoscopic treatment : a randomized controlled trail. Gut 2007; 56 : 545-
552 5- Deviere J, Bell RH, Beger HG et al. Treatment of chronic pancreatitis 
with endotherapy or surgery : critical review of randomized control trials. J. 
Gastrointest Surg 2008, 12 : 640-645 

Disclosure:
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Optimal medical pain management: When endoscopy 
and surgery are not an option
Asbjørn M. Drewes, Denmark

Learning Objectives:
•	 An understanding of pain mechanisms to guide medical 

management of chronic pancreatitis 
•	 Recognize the many pharmacological options to treat chronic 

pancreatitis 
•	 Learn how to use pharmacological treatment in the most rational way 

Abstract:
Pharmacological treatment remains a challenge as it is poorly documen-
ted and mainly based on empirical knowledge from somatic pain con-
ditions. This may be problematic, as many aspects of the neurobiology 
differ significantly from somatic pain. On the other hand, the variability 
in phenotypic presentation of different pain syndromes is found to be 
greater between patients than between different pain syndromes and 
this supports current practice. The novel and improved understanding 
of pain etiology in chronic pancreatitis, proposing that visceral neuropa-
thic pain in present in a large part of patients requires a paradigm shift 
in pain management. Abstinence from alcohol and smoking should be 
strongly advised and pancreatic enzyme therapy and antioxidants may be 
helpful as initial treatment. 
Current guidelines for pharmacological management recommends a 
simple stepwise escalation of analgesic drugs with increasing potency 
until pain relief is obtained. In the first step, non-opioid drugs such as 
paracetamol or non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) should 
be used. If these drugs are insufficient, weak opioids such as codeine or 
tramadol are added at the second step. In the third step, weak opioids 
are replaced by strong opioids. At each stage of analgesic ladder, it is 
possible to give adjuvant drugs such as tricyclic antidepressants or anti-
convulsants. Side effects are simultaneously monitored and handled. Of 
note analgesic treatment can seldom stand alone, and in modern pain 
treatment the ladder is only used a guide to oral medications where 
treatment includes e.g., invasive management, supportive care and nur-
sing (multimodal analgesia). Finally, it should not be forgotten that the 
individual experiences and manifestations of pain are influenced by a 
complex series of interactions involving sensory, pathophysiological, af-
fective, socio-cultural, behavioural and cognitive elements that may also 
need management. 

References:
Chou R et al. Clinical Guidelines for the Use of Chronic Opioid Therapy in 
Chronic Noncancer Pain. J Pain 2009;;10(2):113-130.e22. Drewes AM et al. 
Differences between opioids. Pharmacological, experimental, clinical and 
economical perspectives. Br J Clin Pharmacol 2013;75:60-78. Drewes AM et 
al. Guidelines for the understanding and management of pain in chronic 
pancreatitis. 2017;17(5):720-31. Finnerup NB et al. Pharmacotherapy for 
neuropathic pain in adults: systematic review, meta-analysis and updated 
NeuPSIG recommendations. Lancet Neurol. 2015 February;14: 162-173 Jadad 
AR & Browman GP. The WHO analgesic ladder for cancer pain management. 
Stepping up the quality of its evaluation. JAMA 1995:274:1870-1873. Olesen 
SS et al. Pregabalin reduces pain in patients with chronic pancreatitis in a 
randomized, controlled trial. Gastroenterology 2011;141:536-43. 
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Monitoring of disease activity in IBD
14:00-16:30 / A2

Which are the evidence to promote disease monitoring 
in Crohn’s disease and in ulcerative colitis?
Laurent Peyrin-Biroulet, France

Learning Objectives:
•	 What is the role of biomarkers for monitoring UC and CD patients? 
•	 Should we include histological healing in the disease monitoring 

strategies of UC? 
•	 Should we include transmural healing in the disease monitoring of 

CD? 

Abstract:
The main objectives in inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) are to avoid 
disease complications and preserve the patient’s quality of life. Histori-
cally the primary objective of treatment in therapeutic trials and clinical 
practice in CD was to induce and maintain symptomatic remission. This 
approach failed to clearly modified the natural course of CD. With the 
Selecting Therapeutic Targets in Inflammatory Bowel Disease (STRIDE) 
consensus, treatment goals in CD have moved to “deep remission” which 
is defined by reaching both symptomatic and endoscopic remission (de-
fined as no ulceration at ileocolonoscopy). Biomarkers were not targets 
in STRIDE but only adjunctive measures of inflammation. The CALM trial 
allowed a prospective validation of tight control strategies based on ca-
reful and continuous surveillance of the disease activity by biomarkers 
(mostly fecal calprotectin), and early therapeutic optimization or change 
of treatment if necessary. Two controlled trials also showed that 5-ASA 
optimization based on measurement of fecal calprotectin leads to better 
outcomes in ulcerative colitis (UC). Over the mast decade, a fecal calpro-
tectin level less than 250 was considered as therapeutic success. With 
more ambitious therapeutic goals (transmural healing in CD and histo-
logical healing in UC), normalization of fecal calprotectin levels could be 
recommended in the near future. In summary, early disease control and 
close monitoring might be the best way to change the disease course. 
In this context, the role of prognostic factors and first-line treatment ap-
pears less significant. 

References:
• Peyrin-Biroulet et al. Selecting Therapeutic Targets in Inflammatory Bowel 
Disease (STRIDE): Determining Therapeutic Goals for Treat-to-Target. Am J 
Gastroenterol. 2015;110:1324-38. • Ungaro et al. A Treat-to-Target Update in 
Ulcerative Colitis: A Systematic Review. Am J Gastroenterol. 2019;114:874-
883. • Chateau et al. Histological remission in ulcerative colitis: under the 
microscope is the cure. Am J Gastroenterol (In Press). • Chateau and Peyrin-
Biroulet. Is tight control more important than drugs in Crohn’s disease ma-
nagement? UEG journal (In Press). 

Disclosure:
Personal fees from AbbVie, Janssen, Genentech, Ferring, from Tillots, 
Pharmacosmos, Celltrion, Takeda, Boerhinger Ingelheim, Pfizer, Index 
Pharmaceuticals , Sandoz, Celgene, Biogen, Samsung Bioepis, Alma, 
Sterna, Nestle, Enterome, Allergan, MSD, Roche, Arena, Gilead, Hikma, 
Amgen ; grants from Abbvie, MSD, Takeda ; stock options : CTMA. 

How to increase patients’ acceptance and participation 
in disease monitoring: The “classical” way
Johan Burisch, Denmark

Learning Objectives:
•	 To understand the differences in the perception about treatment 

goals between patients and physicians 
•	 To learn that shared decision-making is associated with better adhe-

rence and patient satisfaction 
•	 To be introduced to decision aids and patient-reported outcome 

measures, that can facilitate patient interaction 

Abstract:
Inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) are complex and it is difficult to pre-
dict which patients will respond to which therapies or how aggressive 
the disease will be. Multiple treatment options exist with no head-to-
head trials for comparative effectiveness data, and therefore patients and 

physicians often find themselves in clinical decision-making situations 
with no clear correct solutions. Furthermore, the perception of disease 
severity differs between patients and physicians. Improving patients un-
derstand of and adherence to treatment and monitoring plans involves 
shared decision-making, which involves explaining different clinical op-
tions and taking explicit steps to elicit patients’ values and preferences. 
This approach has been shown to increase patient satisfaction and adhe-
rence in patients with chronic diseases such as IBD. Furthermore, shared 
decision-making increases patient understanding of disease manage-
ment plans, and such patients are subsequently more likely to be more 
accepting of it and willing to share in and follow their treatment and 
monitoring schedules. Measures to facilitate shared decision-making in-
clude well-developed, comprehensive written materials (decision aids) 
or questionnaires capturing patient-reported outcome measures such as 
disability. Challenges to this approach include time pressure and lack of 
manpower in daily clinical practice. 

References:
1. Jackson CA, Clatworthy J, Robinson A, Horne R. Factors associated with 
non-adherence to oral medication for inflammatory bowel disease: a sys-
tematic review. Am J Gastroenterol. 2010;105(3):525-539. 2. Casellas F, 
Herrera-de Guise C, Robles V et al. Patient preferences for inflammatory 
bowel disease treatment objectives. Dig Liver Dis. 2017 Feb;49(2):152-156 
3. Rubin DT, Siegel CA, Kane SV, et al Impact of ulcerative colitis from pa-
tients´ and physicians´ perspectives: Results from the UC: NORMAL sur-
vey. Inflamm Bowel Dis. 2009 Apr;15(4):581-8. doi: 10.1002/ibd.20793 
4. Baars JE, Markus T, Kuipers EJ, et al. Patients´ preferences regarding 
shared decision-making in the treatment of inflammatory bowel disease: 
results from a patient-empowerment study. Digestion. 2010;81(2):113-9. 5. 
Robinson A, Thompson DG, Wilkin D, et al. Guided self-management and 
patient-directed follow-up of ulcerative colitis: a randomised trial. Lancet. 
2001 Sep 22;358(9286):976-81. 6. Gower-Rousseau C, Sarter H, Savoye G, 
et al. Validation of the Inflammatory Bowel Disease Disability Index in a 
population-based cohort. Gut. 2017;66(4):588-596. 7. Bodger K, Ormerod C, 
Shackcloth D, Harrison M. Development and validation of a rapid, generic 
measure of disease control from the patient’s perspective: the IBD-Control 
questionnaire. Gut. 2014;63(7):1092-1102. 8. Ghosh S, Louis E, Beaugerie 
L, et al. Development of the IBD Disk: A Visual Self-administered Tool for 
Assessing Disability in Inflammatory Bowel Diseases. Inflamm Bowel Dis. 
2017;23(3):333-340 9. Lofland JH, Johnson PT, Ingham MP et al. Shared 
decision-making for biologic treatment of autoimmune disease: influence 
on adherence, persistence, satisfaction, and health care costs. Patient Prefer 
Adherence. 2017 May 18;11:947-958 

Disclosure:
Dr. Burisch reports grants and personal fees from AbbVie, personal fees 
from Janssen-Cilag, personal fees from Celgene, personal fees from MSD, 
personal fees from Pfizer, grants and personal fees from Takeda, perso-
nal fees from Samsung Bioepis, grants from Tillots Pharma. 

How to increase patients’ acceptance and 
participation in disease monitoring: The technical, 
web-based approach 
Not available

Disease monitoring with biomarkers and endoscopy: 
How to best combine them?
Peter Bossuyt, Belgium

Learning Objectives:
•  Learn how to select the optimal tool for disease monitoring before 

the start of treatment 
•  Learn to assess the disease activity with the correct interval 
•  Learn how to proactively monitor and adjust the treatment 

Abstract:
Clinical symptoms are suboptimal for the monitoring of IBD. Underlying 
subclinical inflammation is associated with progression to complicated 
disease in Crohn’s disease (CD) as in ulcerative colitis (UC) and leads to 
worse outcome over time. For this, strict monitoring of the disease acti-
vity can impact on the long term outcome of the disease. The advantage 
of biomarkers compared to endoscopy is the ubiquitous availability, low 
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invasiveness and low cost. On the other hand more data are supporting 
the role of endoscopy and particularly the presence or absence of endo-
scopic remission as predictor of further disease course in a treat to target 
strategy, although most studies are retrospective or observational. Befo-
re starting treatment it is important to have a baseline assessment of the 
disease activity. This includes biomarkers (i.e. C-reactive protein CRP, fa-
ecal calprotectin (FC)) and endoscopy. Based on this baseline “staging”, 
the ideal monitoring tool can be selected. One should absolutely avoid 
to monitor biomarkers that are not elevated at baseline. In UC it is sug-
gested to have an early endoscopy evaluation 8-12 weeks after treatment 
initiation. The presence of endoscopic remission at that stage is predic-
tive for sustained clinical remission over time. If endoscopic remission 
is achieved then further follow-up can be done based on biomarkers. 
Serial FC measurements in patients with UC in remission are helpful 
in predicting clinical relapse, since FC progressively raises 2-3 months 
before clinical relapse. In CD monitoring of biomarkers with subsequent 
treatment optimization (if persistent inflammation is present), leads to 
better long term outcomes. Endoscopy should be performed after 6-12 
months to confirm endoscopic remission. In the specific situation of an 
ileocaecal resection in CD, endoscopy after 6-12 months is the gold stan-
dard. FC measurement after 3 months can select patients that warrant an 
earlier endoscopic evaluation. 

References:
1 Colombel JF, D´Haens G, Lee WJ, Petersson J, Panaccione R. Outcomes 
and Strategies to Support a Treat-to-target Approach in Inflammatory Bowel 
Disease: A Systematic Review. J Crohns Colitis 2019. 2 Bouguen G, Levesque 
BG, Feagan BG, Kavanaugh A, Peyrin-Biroulet L, Colombel JF, et al. Treat to 
Target: A Proposed New Paradigm for the Management of Crohn´s Disease. 
Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 2015;13:1042-50.e2. 3 Colombel JF, Panaccione R, 
Bossuyt P, Lukas M, Baert F, Vanasek T, et al. Effect of tight control manage-
ment on Crohn´s disease (CALM): a multicentre, randomised, controlled 
phase 3 trial. Lancet 2018;390:2779-89. 4 Peyrin-Biroulet L, Sandborn W, 
Sands BE, Reinisch W, Bemelman W, Bryant RV, et al. Selecting Therapeutic 
Targets in Inflammatory Bowel Disease (STRIDE): Determining Therapeutic 
Goals for Treat-to-Target. Am J Gastroenterol 2015. 5 Baert F, Moortgat L, 
Van Assche G, Caenepeel P, Vergauwe P, De Vos M, et al. Mucosal healing 
predicts sustained clinical remission in patients with early-stage Crohn´s 
disease. Gastroenterology 2010;138:463-8; quiz e10-1. 6 Kiss LS, Szamosi 
T, Molnar T, Miheller P, Lakatos L, Vincze A, et al. Early clinical remission 
and normalisation of CRP are the strongest predictors of efficacy, mucosal 
healing and dose escalation during the first year of adalimumab therapy in 
Crohn´s disease. Aliment Pharmacol Ther 2011;34:911-22. 7 Peyrin-Biroulet 
L, Reinisch W, Colombel JF, Mantzaris GJ, Kornbluth A, Diamond R, et al. Cli-
nical disease activity, C-reactive protein normalisation and mucosal healing 
in Crohn´s disease in the SONIC trial. Gut 2014;63:88-95. 8 Reinisch W, 
Wang Y, Oddens BJ, Link R. C-reactive protein, an indicator for maintai-
ned response or remission to infliximab in patients with Crohn´s disease: a 
post-hoc analysis from ACCENT I. Aliment Pharmacol Ther 2012;35:568-76. 
9 Papamichael K, Karatzas P, Mantzaris GJ. Faecal calprotectin but not C-
reactive protein (CRP) or Crohn´s Disease Activity Index (CDAI) may predict 
post-operative endoscopic recurrence of Crohn´s disease. J Crohns Colitis 
2013;7:e700-1. 10 Dreesen E, Baert F, Laharie D, Bossuyt P, Bouhnik Y, Buis-
son A, et al. Monitoring a Combination of Calprotectin and Infliximab Iden-
tifies Patients With Mucosal Healing of Crohn´s Disease. Clin Gastroenterol 
Hepatol 2019. 11 Bossuyt P, Baert F, D´Heygere F, Nakad A, Reenaers C, Fon-
taine F, et al. Early Mucosal Healing Predicts Favorable Outcomes in Patients 
With Moderate to Severe Ulcerative Colitis Treated With Golimumab: Data 
From the Real-life BE-SMART Cohort. Inflamm Bowel Dis 2018. 

Disclosure:
PB has received educational grants from AbbVie, Mundipharma, Pfizer, 
Janssen, Mylan; speaker fees from AbbVie, Takeda, Pfizer, Janssen; and 
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Pfizer, Sandoz, Takeda, Abbvie, Mylan, Pentax. 

Disease monitoring with gastroenterologist ultrasound: 
The point-of-care procedure!
Gerhard Rogler, Switzerland

Learning Objectives:
•  Ultrasound is useful in the monitoring of IBD patients to 

evaluate whether symptoms are inflammation associated and for 
postoperative relapses 

•  There are objective parameters to be measured by bowel ultrasound 
•  Ultrasound is useful for the evaluation of therapeutic success in IBD 

therapy 

Abstract:
Gastroenterologist ultrasound is established for the monitoring of thera-
py success in patients with UC and CD in many countries. Ultrasound has 
several advantages over other imaging techniques: 
It allows transmural evaluation of the bowel wall (in contrast to endosco-
py and similar to CT/MRI)
It provides a rapid information on the origin of symptoms or therapeutic 
success without delay or preparation (in contrast to endoscopy, MRI or 
CT scan)
It is not associated with X-ray exposure (in contrast to CT scans, similar 
to MRI)
It allows the evaluation of motility (live on-site in contrast to endoscopy, 
CT scan and MRI, which is Important to evaluate functional impairment)
It allows demonstrating findings to the patient “live”, which frequently 
improves patient adherence to therapy.
There are objective parameters in bowel ultrasound that can easily be 
measured such as bowel wall thickness. Their assessment should be re-
quested as a quality measure. 
Ultrasound, CT, and MRI have a similar high diagnostic accuracy at the 
initial presentation of terminal ileal CD [1]. The relevance of measuring 
bowel wall thickness has been demonstrated by a number of studies and 
sensitivities of 75-94% with specificities of 67-100% have been reported 
[1]. A recent meta-analysisindicated that a threshold of > 3 mm bowel 
wall thickness as cut-off value has a sensitivity and specificity 88 and 
93% respectively for acute inflammation in CD, while a cut-off level of 
>4 mm is associated with a sensitivity and specificity of 75% and 97% 
respectively [2].
Imaging for the monitoring of therapeutic success and disease control 
(or “mucosal healing”) is an essential component of IBD patient care. 
The schedule of monitoring should depend on the disease course (mild 
versus severe) and the treatment used. Ultrasound may substitute for 
endoscopy in many instances for the monitoring of IBD patients. 

References:
1 Panes J, Bouhnik Y, Reinisch W, Stoker J, Taylor SA, Baumgart DC, Danese 
S, Halligan S, Marincek B, Matos C, Peyrin-Biroulet L, Rimola J, Rogler G, 
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Castiglione F, Ehehalt R, Grassi R, Kucharzik T, Maccioni F, Maconi G, Mag-
ro F, Martin-Comin J, Morana G, Pendse D, Sebastian S, Signore A, Tolan 
D, Tielbeek JA, Weishaupt D, Wiarda B, Laghi A: Imaging techniques for 
assessment of inflammatory bowel disease: Joint ecco and esgar evidence-
based consensus guidelines. J Crohns Colitis 2013;7:556-585. 2 Fraquelli M, 
Colli A, Casazza G, Paggi S, Colucci A, Massironi S, Duca P, Conte D: Role 
of us in detection of crohn disease: Meta-analysis. Radiology 2005;236:95-
101. Further reading: 1 Panes J, Bouzas R, Chaparro M, Garcia-Sanchez V, 
Gisbert JP, Martinez de Guerenu B, Mendoza JL, Paredes JM, Quiroga S, Ri-
polles T, Rimola J: Systematic review: The use of ultrasonography, computed 
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging for the diagnosis, assess-
ment of activity and abdominal complications of Crohn´s disease. Aliment 
Pharmacol Ther 2011;34:125-145. 3 Parente F, Greco S, Molteni M, Anderloni 
A, Maconi G, Bianchi Porro G: Modern imaging of Crohn´s disease using 
bowel ultrasound. Inflamm Bowel Dis 2004;10:452-461. 3 Parente F, Molteni 
M, Marino B, Colli A, Ardizzone S, Greco S, Sampietro G, Gallus S: Bowel 
ultrasound and mucosal healing in ulcerative colitis. Digestive diseases 
2009;27:285-290. 4 Yuksel I, Kilincalp S, Coskun Y, Akinci H, Hamamci M, 
Alkan A. Diagnostic accuracy of intestinal ultrasound and magnetic reso-
nance enterography for the detection of endoscopy-based disease activity in 
ileocolonic Crohn´s disease. Eur J Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2019 Jul;31(7):809-
816. 5 da Silva Moraes AC, de Freitas Moraes G, de Araújo ALE, Luiz RR, Elia 
C, Carneiro AJ, de Souza HSP. Abdominal ultrasonography with color Doppler 
analysis in the assessment of ileal Crohn´s disease: comparison with mag-
netic resonance enterography. Intest Res. 2019 Apr;17(2):227-236. 6 Vestito 
A, Marasco G, Maconi G, Festi D, Bazzoli F, Zagari RM. Role of Ultrasound 
Elastography in the Detection of Fibrotic Bowel Strictures in Patients with 
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Crohn´s Disease: Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis. Ultraschall Med. 
2019 Mar 20. 7 Bollegala N, Griller N, Bannerman H, Habal M, Nguyen GC. 
Ultrasound vs Endoscopy, Surgery, or Pathology for the Diagnosis of Small 
Bowel Crohn´s Disease and its Complications. Inflamm Bowel Dis. 2019 Mar 
19. 8 Maaser C, Sturm A, Vavricka SR, Kucharzik T, Fiorino G, Annese V, 
Calabrese E, Baumgart DC, Bettenworth D, Borralho Nunes P, Burisch J, 
Castiglione F, Eliakim R, Ellul P, González-Lama Y, Gordon H, Halligan S, 
Katsanos K, Kopylov U, Kotze PG, Krustinš E, Laghi A, Limdi JK, Rieder F, 
Rimola J, Taylor SA, Tolan D, van Rheenen P, Verstockt B, Stoker J; European 
Crohn’s and Colitis Organisation [ECCO] and the European Society of Gast-
rointestinal and Abdominal Radiology [ESGAR]. ECCO-ESGAR Guideline for 
Diagnostic Assessment in IBD Part 1: Initial diagnosis, monitoring of known 
IBD, detection of complications. J Crohns Colitis. 2019 Feb 1;13(2):144-164. 9 
Taylor SA, Mallett S, Bhatnagar G, Baldwin-Cleland R, Bloom S, Gupta A, 
Hamlin PJ, Hart AL, Higginson A, Jacobs I, McCartney S, Miles A, Murray CD, 
Plumb AA, Pollok RC, Punwani S, Quinn L, Rodriguez-Justo M, Shabir Z, 
Slater A, Tolan D, Travis S, Windsor A, Wylie P, Zealley I, Halligan S; METRIC 
study investigators. Diagnostic accuracy of magnetic resonance enterogra-
phy and small bowel ultrasound for the extent and activity of newly diag-
nosed and relapsed Crohn´s disease (METRIC): a multicentre trial. Lancet 
Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2018 Aug;3(8):548-558. 10 Omotehara S, Nishida M, 
Kinoshita K, Onishi R, Onodera A, Suya M, Hasegawa T, Mitsumori D, Kats-
urada T, Teshima T. Validation of US evaluation of ulcerative colitis activity. 
Ultrasound Med Biol. 2019 Jul;45(7):1537-1544. 11 Kinoshita K, Katsurada 
T, Nishida M, Omotehara S, Onishi R, Mabe K, Onodera A, Sato M, Eto K, 
Suya M, Maemoto A, Hasegawa T, Yamamoto J, Mitsumori D, Yoshii S, Ono 
K, Sakamoto N. Usefulness of transabdominal ultrasonography for asses-
sing ulcerative colitis: a prospective, multicenter study. J Gastroenterol. 2019 
Jun;54(6):521-529. 
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Disease monitoring with medical imaging: MRI - the 
golden standard!
Jordi Rimola, Spain

Learning Objectives:
•  To review the strengths and limitations of MRE in monitorization of 

Crohn’s disease 
•  To discuss the potential treatment endpoints measured by MRE 
•  To show how MRE may guide treatment optimization in clinical 

practice and in research 

Abstract:
In the era of biological drugs, the most common target to treat is healing 
of severe inflammatory lesions in Crohn’s disease (CD), as its achieve-
ment has been associated with better outcomes 1. Therefore, accurate 
and reliable tools to monitor inflammatory lesions of the intestine and 
potential CD’s related complications are essential for guiding therapeutic 
decisions2. For assessment of efficacy outcomes after therapeutic inter-
vention, MRE ensures an objective assessment of all intestinal segments 
by providing a full map of lesions3. The existence of fully validated MRE 
scoring systems for the small and large bowel4-7 allows the implemen-
tation of MRE in clinical research offering the possibility to establish well 
defined endpoints and avoiding operator dependent variability8.
On the other hand, the progressive nature of CD over time is well estab-
lished. To advance in the assessment of therapeutic interventions on da-
mage progression it is necessary to separate the long-term effects from 
the short-term effects on symptoms that these treatments may afford. 
With the purpose of measuring digestive tract damage and not seve-
re inflammatory lesions in CD, and facilitate the assessment of disease 
progression over time, an international initiative recently developed the 
Lémann index9 that could be measured by MR. This index integrates 
stricturing and penetrating lesions in all segments of the intestine to-
gether with previous resected intestinal segments using MRI facilitating 
the objective measurement on long-term damage. 

References:
1. Peyrin-Biroulet L., Sandborn W., Sands BE., Reinisch W., Bemelman 
W., Bryant R., et al. Selecting Therapeutic Targets in Infl ammatory Bo-
wel Disease ( STRIDE ): Determining Therapeutic Goals for. Am J Gastroen-
terol 2015;110:1324-38. Doi: 10.1038/ajg.2015.233. * 2. Rimola J., Panés J. 
Small Bowel Imaging: an Update. Curr Gastroenterol Rep 2016;18(7). Doi: 

10.1007/s11894-016-0514-0. * 3. Bruining DH., Zimmermann EM., Loftus 
EV., Sandborn WJ., Sauer CG., Strong SA., et al. Consensus Recommenda-
tions for Evaluation, Interpretation, and Utilization of Computed Tomogra-
phy and Magnetic Resonance Enterography in Patients With Small Bowel 
Crohn’s Disease. Gastroenterology 2018;154(4):1172-94. Doi: 10.1053/j.
gastro.2017.11.274. 4. Rimola J., Rodriguez S., García-Bosch O., Ordás I., 
Ayala E., Aceituno M., et al. Magnetic resonance for assessment of disease 
activity and severity in ileocolonic Crohn’s disease. Gut 2009;58(8). Doi: 
10.1136/gut.2008.167957. 5. Ordás I., Rimola J., Rodríguez S., Paredes JM., 
Martínez-Pérez MJ., Blanc E., et al. Accuracy of magnetic resonance en-
terography in assessing response to therapy and mucosal healing in pa-
tients with Crohn’s disease. Gastroenterology 2014;146(2). Doi: 10.1053/j.
gastro.2013.10.055. 6. Takenaka K., Ohtsuka K., Kitazume Y., Nagahori M., 
Fujii T., Saito E., et al. Comparison of Magnetic Resonance and Balloon 
Enteroscopic Disease. Gastroenterology 2014;147(2):334-42. 7. Takenaka K., 
Ohtsuka K., Kitazume Y., Matsuoka K., Nagahori M., Fujii T., et al. Utility 
of Magnetic Resonance Enterography For Small Bowel Endoscopic Healing 
in Patients With Crohn’s Disease. Am J Gastroenterol 2017;113(2):283-94. 
Doi: 10.1038/ajg.2017.464. 8. Jairath V., Ordas I., Zou G., Panes J., Stoker 
J., Taylor SA., et al. Reliability of Measuring Ileo-Colonic Disease Activity in 
Crohn’s Disease by Magnetic Resonance Enterography. Inflamm Bowel Dis 
2018;24(2):440-9. Doi: 10.1093/ibd/izx040. 9. Pariente B., Mary J-Y., Dane-
se S., Chowers Y., De Cruz P., D’Haens G., et al. Development of the Lémann 
index to assess digestive tract damage in patients with Crohn’s disease. 
Gastroenterology 2015;148(1). Doi: 10.1053/j.gastro.2014.09.015. 
* Reviews lectures for the non-expert. 
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nix, Gilead and Robarts Clinical Trials. 
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Complications of severe acute pancreatitis
14:00-16:30 / C3

Initial medical management of severe acute 
pancreatitis: Hydration, nutrition, antibiotics
Enrique de-Madaria, Spain

Learning Objectives:
•  To know current evidence for and against aggressive fluid resuscitation 

and the use of lactated Ringer solution as fluid of choice 
•  To learn when and how patients with acute pancreatitis may benefit 

nutritional support 
•  To learn when antibiotics are indicated and which antibiotics 

Abstract:
Currently we lack a specific treatment to manage the early phase of acute 
pancreatitis (AP), so patients rely on supportive care. Aggressive fluid re-
suscitation is considered by many experts as a cornerstone in the treatment 
of AP, but the evidence from randomized controlled trials (RCTs) is scarce. 
Two studies from the same group suggested that aggressive fluid resusci-
tation in severe AP is associated to worse outcomes including decreased 
survival (1, 2). One RCT suggested that aggressive resuscitation may fasten 
clinical recovery and decrease inflammatory response in predicted mild AP 
(3). Those 3 studies have some design flaws so new quality RCTs are nee-
ded. Lactated Ringer solution, when compared to normal saline, seems to 
have an anti-inflammatory effect, according to 2 RCTs (4, 5), but the effect 
on important clinical endpoints like organ failure, local complications or 
survival is unknown. Naso-jejunal and nasogastric tube feeding are linked 
to similar outcomes in AP according to 3 RCTs. A well-designed RCT did 
not showed improved outcomes for early enteral nutrition in predicted 
severe AP when compared to on-demand enteral nutrition (trying oral in-
take after 3 days of fasting and reserving tube feeding to patients unable 
to resume oral intake) (6), so enteral feeding is mainly recommended in 
patients with prolonged intolerance to oral intake. Well-designed RCTs in-
vestigating the effect of prophylactic antibiotics on outcomes of AP have 
yielded negative results (7), so currently antibiotics are not used to prevent 
infection of pancreatic necrosis, but the empiric use of antibiotics when 
such a complication is suspected should be encouraged (8). Carbapenems, 
quinolone, metronidazole, and high dose cephalosporins are known to 
penetrate well in pancreatic tissue (8). 

References:
General reviews: Arvanitakis M, Dumonceau JM, Albert J, Badaoui A, Bali MA, 
Barthet M, et al. Endoscopic management of acute necrotizing pancreatitis: 
European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) evidence-based mul-
tidisciplinary guidelines. Endoscopy. 2018;50(5):524-46. Vege SS, DiMagno 
MJ, Forsmark CE, Martel M, Barkun AN. Initial Medical Treatment of Acute 
Pancreatitis: American Gastroenterological Association Institute Technical Re-
view. Gastroenterology. 2018;154(4):1103-39. 
Key papers: 1. Mao EQ, Tang YQ, Fei J, Qin S, Wu J, Li L, et al. Fluid thera-
py for severe acute pancreatitis in acute response stage. Chin Med J (Engl). 
2009;122(2):169-73. 2. Mao EQ, Fei J, Peng YB, Huang J, Tang YQ, Zhang SD. 
Rapid hemodilution is associated with increased sepsis and mortality among 
patients with severe acute pancreatitis. Chin Med J (Engl). 2010;123(13):1639-
44. 3. Buxbaum JL, Quezada M, Da B, Jani N, Lane C, Mwengela D, et al. Early 
Aggressive Hydration Hastens Clinical Improvement in Mild Acute Pancreati-
tis. Am J Gastroenterol. 2017;112(5):797-803. 4. Wu BU, Hwang JQ, Gardner 
TH, Repas K, Delee R, Yu S, et al. Lactated Ringer´s solution reduces systemic 
inflammation compared with saline in patients with acute pancreatitis. Clin 
Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2011;9(8):710-7 e1. 5. de-Madaria E, Herrera-Marante 
I, Gonzalez-Camacho V, Bonjoch L, Quesada-Vazquez N, Almenta-Saavedra 
I, et al. Fluid resuscitation with lactated Ringer´s solution vs normal sali-
ne in acute pancreatitis: A triple-blind, randomized, controlled trial. United 
European Gastroenterol J. 2018;6(1):63-72. 6. Bakker OJ, Besselink MG, Goo-
szen HG. Early versus on-demand tube feeding in pancreatitis. N Engl J Med. 
2015;372(7):685. 7. Bai Y, Gao J, Zou DW, Li ZS. Prophylactic antibiotics cannot 
reduce infected pancreatic necrosis and mortality in acute necrotizing pan-
creatitis: evidence from a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials. Am J 
Gastroenterol. 2008;103(1):104-10. 8. Arvanitakis M, Dumonceau JM, Albert J, 
Badaoui A, Bali MA, Barthet M, et al. Endoscopic management of acute ne-
crotizing pancreatitis: European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) 
evidence-based multidisciplinary guidelines. Endoscopy. 2018;50(5):524-46.
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Pancreatic collections: How to assess, which and when 
to treat? The clinician’s and the radiologist’s view
Marianna Arvanitakis, Belgium
Maria Antonietta Bali, Belgium

Learning Objectives:
•  Differentiating between types of pancreatic collections (based on 

morphological features and time from onset of acute pancreatitis) 
•  Imaging modalities: knowing which to use and when 
•  Understanding the indications for intervention 

Abstract:
In most cases of acute pancreatitis (AP), the outcome is rapidly favorable. 
However, acute necrotizing pancreatitis (ANP) may develop in up to 20% 
of cases and is associated with significant rates of early organ failure 
(38%), need for intervention (38%), and death (15%).
Pancreatic collections related to AP are best defined in the revised At-
lanta criteria and include acute (peri)pancreatic fluid collections(PFCs; 
within the first 4 w, with no well-defined wall, usually resolving spon-
taneously); acute necrotic collections(within the first 4 w of onset of 
ANP, containing variable amounts of fluid and necrotic tissue); pan-
creatic pseudocysts(≥4 w,fluid collection in the [peri]pancreatic tissues, 
surrounded by a well-defined wall, containing no solid material); and 
walled-off necrosis(WON; after ≥4 w of onset of ANP, encapsulated coll-
ection containing partially liquefied [peri]pancreatic necrotic tissue).
Contrast-enhanced CT is considered as the first-line imaging modality on 
admission when indicated and up to the 4th week from onset in the ab-
sence of contraindications. The CT severity index is the preferred imaging 
severity score, which combines assessment of surrounding collections as 
well as parenchymal necrosis. MRI may be used instead in patients with 
contraindications to contrast-enhanced CT, and after the 4th week from 
onset when invasive intervention is considered because the contents (li-
quid vs. solid) of pancreatic collections are better characterized by MRI 
and evaluation of pancreatic duct integrity is possible.
Interventions for pancreatic collections include radiological, endosco-
pic and minimally invasive surgical techniques for drainage and debri-
dement. Intervention should be proposed for certain indications such as 
clinically suspected or proven infected necrosis, persistent organ failure, 
organ compression and persistent pain. Delaying interventions beyond 3-4 
weeks have better outcome, if the patient’s clinical situation allows it. 

References:
Reviews: 1. Working Group IAP/APA Acute Pancreatitis Guidelines. IAP/APA 
evidence-based guidelines for the management of acute pancreatitis. Pan-
creatology 2013; 13: e1-e15 2. Arvanitakis M, Dumonceau JM, Albert J, Bada-
oui A, Bali MA, Barthet M, Besselink M, Deviere J, Oliveira Ferreira A, Gyö-
keres T, Hritz I, Hucl T, Milashka M, Papanikolaou IS, Poley JW, Seewald S, 
Vanbiervliet G, van Lienden K, van Santvoort H, Voermans R, Delhaye M, van 
Hooft J. Endoscopic management of acute necrotizing pancreatitis: European 
Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) evidence-based multidiscipli-
nary guidelines. Endoscopy. 2018 May;50(5):524-546. doi: 10.1055/a-0588-
5365 3. Thoeni RF. Imaging of acute pancreatitis. Radiol Clin North Am 2015; 
53: 1189-1208 
Key papers: 1. Banks PA, Bollen TL, Dervenis C et al. Classification of acu-
te pancreatitis-2012: revision of the Atlanta classification and definitions by 
international consensus. Gut 2013; 62: 102-111 2. van Santvoort HC, Bakker 
OJ, Bollen TL et al. A conservative and minimally invasive approach to necro-
tizing pancreatitis improves outcome. Gastroenterology 2011; 141: 1254-1263 
3. Hollemans RA, Bakker OJ, Boermeester MA, Bollen TL, Bosscha K, Bruno 
MJ, Buskens E, Dejong CH, van Duijvendijk P, van Eijck CH, Fockens P, van 
Goor H, van Grevenstein WM, van der Harst E, Heisterkamp J, Hesselink EJ, 
Hofker S, Houdijk AP, Karsten T, Kruyt PM, van Laarhoven CJ, Laméris JS, van 
Leeuwen MS, Manusama ER, Molenaar IQ, Nieuwenhuijs VB, van Ramshorst 
B, Roos D, Rosman C, Schaapherder AF, van der Schelling GP, Timmer R, 
Verdonk RC, de Wit RJ, Gooszen HG, Besselink MG, van Santvoort HC; Dutch 
Pancreatitis Study Group. Superiority of Step-up Approach vs Open Necro-
sectomy in Long-term Follow-up of Patients With Necrotizing Pancreatitis. 
Gastroenterology. 2019 Mar;156(4):1016-1026 4. Trikudanathan G, Tawfik P, 
Amateau SK, Munigala S, Arain M, Attam R, Beilman G, Flanagan S, Free-
man ML, Mallery S. Early (<4 Weeks) Versus Standard (≥ 4 Weeks) Endo-
scopically Centered Step-Up Interventions for Necrotizing Pancreatitis. Am J 
Gastroenterol. 2018 Oct;113(10):1550-1558 
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Walled-off necrosis: Step-up management
Geoffroy Vanbiervliet, France

Learning Objectives:
•  Be familiar with the indications for the treatment of the walled-off 

necrosis (WON) 
•  To know the outcomes of the different techniques available for the 

treatment of the walled-off necrosis (WON) 
•  To know what step-up management is for walled-off necrosis (WON) 

and its current validated algorithm 

Abstract:
In 2019, the necrotic evolution after acute pancreatitis is still a severe 
complication, which is difficult to manage. It is considered that 20% of 
patients after acute pancreatitis will develop walled-off necrosis (WON) 
and among them the mortality rate can reach up to 30%, especially after 
infection. This difficulty of management explains why all international 
recommendations (from ESGE and AGA) highlight the need for expert 
center-based management and multidisciplinary approach in order to 
optimize the treatment of these vulnerable patients. The intervention 
and drainage and/or debridement of WON is indicated in patients with 
infected necrosis, as this group presents the highest risk of death. Drai-
nage and/or debridement may be required in patients with sterile WON 
in case of persistent abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, and nutritional 
failure or with associated complications including gastrointestinal lumi-
nal obstruction, biliary obstruction, recurrent acute pancreatitis, fistu-
las, or persistent systemic inflammatory response syndrome (SIRS). The 
treatment of symptomatic WON has evolved significantly over the past 10 
years. The high complication rates and mortality rates after open surgery 
have made it necessary to develop new less invasive approaches. Several 
randomized trials have shown that minimally invasive step-up approach, 
based on endoscopic, percutaneous approaches or VARD surgery, sig-
nificantly reduces the risk of death compared to open surgery during 
pancreatic necrosectomy. Recently the endoscopic step-up approach was 
found not superior to the surgical step-up approach in reducing major 
complications or death. Nevertheless, the rate of pancreatic fistulas and 
length of hospital stay were lower in the endoscopy group explained that 
the endoscopic step-up approach was choose as treatment preference in 
the last international guidelines. 
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Baron TH, DiMaio CJ, Wang AY, et al. American Gastroenterological As-
sociation Clinical Practice Update: Management of Pancreatic Necrosis. 
Gastroenterology. 2019 Aug 31. pii: S0016-5085(19)41293-6. doi: 10.1053/j.
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10.1097/MPA.0000000000001154. Chen YI, Barkun AN, Adam V, et al. Cost-
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Beyond collections: Abdominal compartment syndrome 
and vascular complications
Wolfgang Huber, Germany

Learning Objectives:
•  Definitions and aetiology of intra-abdominal hypertension (IAH) and 

abdominal compartment syndrome (ACS) 
•  Pathophysiological effects of IAH and ACS 
•  Diagnosis and treatment of IAH and ACS 

Abstract:
The abdomen is considered as a closed anatomic space with only few 
compliant parts including the abdominal wall and the diaphragm. Any 
increase in intra-abdominal volume (e.g. ascites, blood, edema) neces-
sarily results in an increase in intra-abdominal pressure (IAP). 
Intra-abdominal hypertension (IAH) is defined as a sustained increase in 
IAH ≥12mmHg. The incidence of IAH in critically ill is about 25%. Even in 
these patients IAH is frequently unrecognized. 
IAH results in increased morbidity and mortality. IAH reduces intra-ab-
dominal perfusion pressure (IAPP) and directly impairs the function of 
intra-abdominal organs such as kidneys, liver and bowel. Furthermore, 
IAH results in extra-abdominal organ impairment, in particular in circu-
latory failure and affection of respiratory function. 
Organs within other physiologic compartments (head, chest and extre-
mities) are frequently affected by organ fialure as a consequence of IAH. 
This phenomen has been termed polycompartment syndrome. Circula-
tory disfunction in IAH is characterized by decreased venous return and 
cardiac output as well as in increases in systemic vascular resistance. 
Since IAH artificially increases central venous pressure, the decreased 
venous return frequently is obscured unless more sophisticated haemo-
dynaic techniqes are used. 
Among several techniques to measure IAP including direct intra-perito-
neal and intra-gastric measurement, indirect measurement of the intra-
vesical pressure (Foley catheter) is most frequent and recommended by 
the WSACS (World Society of Abdominal Compartment Syndrome). The 
pressure transducer should be zeroed at the iliac crest in the mid-axillary 
line. 
Therapeutic measures to decrease IAP include evacuation of intralumi-
nal contents (naso-gastric and rectal tubes; urinary catheter; prokinetic 
agents; reduction in oral feeding; enemas), evacuation of intra-intra-
abdominal contents (paracentesis, drainage), improvement of abdo-
minal wall compliance (sedation, relaxation, avoidance of constrictive 
dressings), optimized fluid resuscitation (advanced haemodynamic mo-
nitoring; monitoring of micro-circulation and IAPP). In case of an ab-
dominal compartment syndrome (ACS: IAP >20mmHg and new organ 
dysfunction) surgical abdominal decompression should be considered. 

References:
Reviews: 1.) Rogers WK, Garcia L. Intraabdominal Hypertension, Ab-
dominal Compartment Syndrome, and the Open Abdomen. Chest. 2018 
Jan;153(1):238-250. doi: 10.1016/j.chest.2017.07.023. Epub 2017 Aug 2. Re-
view. PMID: 28780148 2.) Malbrain ML, Roberts DJ, Sugrue M, De Keulenaer 
BL, Ivatury R, Pelosi P, Verbrugge F, Wise R, Mullens W. The polycompart-
ment syndrome: a concise state-of-the-art review. Anaesthesiol Intensive 
Ther. 2014 Nov-Dec;46(5):433-50. doi: 10.5603/AIT.2014.0064. Review. 
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Intra-abdominal Compartment Syndrome 2.) Wise R, Rodseth R, Blaser A, 
Roberts D, De Waele J, Kirkpatrick A, De Keulenaer B, Malbrain Awareness 
and knowledge of intra-abdominal hypertension and abdominal compart-
ment syndrome: results of a repeat, international, cross-sectional survey. 
M, The Abdominal Compartment Society FTW. Anaesthesiol Intensive Ther. 
2019;51(3):186-199. doi: 10.5114/ait.2019.87648. PMID: 31493332 3.) Mayr 
U, Fahrenkrog-Petersen L, Batres-Baires G, Herner A, Rasch S, Schmid 
RM, Huber W, Lahmer T. Large-volume paracentesis effects plasma disap-
pearance rate of indo-cyanine green in critically ill patients with decom-
pensated liver cirrhosis and intraabdominal hypertension. Ann Intensive 
Care. 2018 Jul 6;8(1):78. doi: 10.1186/s13613-018-0422-6. PMID:29980962 
4.) Mayr U, Karsten E, Lahmer T, Rasch S, Thies P, Henschel B, Fischer G, 
Schmid RM, Huber W. Impact of large volume paracentesis on respirato-
ry parameters including transpulmonary pressure and on transpulmonary 
thermodilution derived hemodynamics: A prospective study. PLoS One. 2018 
Mar 14;13(3):e0193654. doi: 10.1371/journal.pone.0193654. eCollection 2018. 
PMID: 29538440 5.) Malbrain ML, Chiumello D, Cesana BM, et al. A syste-
matic review and individual patient data meta-analysis on intra-abdominal 
hypertension in critically ill patients: the wake-up project. World initiative 
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on abdominal hypertension epidemiology, a unifying project (WAKE-Up!). 
Minerva Anestesiol. 2014;80:293-306. 6.) Kirkpatrick AW, Roberts DJ, De 
Waele J, et al. Intra-abdominal hypertension and the abdominal compart-
ment syndrome: updated consensus definitions and clinical practice gui-
delines from the World Society of the Abdominal Compartment Syndrome. 
Intensive Care Med. 2013;39:1190-206. 7.) Malbrain ML, Chiumello D, Pelosi 
P, et al. Incidence and prognosis of intraabdominal hypertension in a mixed 
population of critically ill patients: a multiple-center epidemiological study. 
Crit Care Med. 2005;33:315-22. 8.) Pelosi P, Quintel M, Malbrain ML. Ef-
fect of intra-abdominal pressure on respiratory mechanics. Acta Clin Belg. 
2007;62(Suppl):78-88. 9.) Phillip V, Saugel B, Ernesti C, Hapfelmeier A, 
Schultheiß C, Thies P, Mayr U, Schmid RM, Huber W. Effects of paracentesis 
on hemodynamic parameters and respiratory function in critically ill pati-
ents. BMC Gastroenterol. 2014 Jan 27;14:18. doi: 10.1186/1471-230X-14-18. 
PMID: 24467993 
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Advanced colorectal cancer
14:00-16:30 / F3

Modern imaging to optimise clinical decision-making: 
The surgeon’s view
Pim Burger, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•  Describe the prognostic value of novel imaging features 
•  Discuss the role of imaging in treatment planning 
•  Discuss the role of imaging in “watch-and-wait” 

Abstract:
The selection of neo-adjuvant treatment and type of surgery is highly 
dependent on the initial tumor staging. In the past years MRI has be-
come the leading modality for both local staging of the tumor as well 
as nodal staging. T-stage and N-stage can be assessed by MRI with high 
sensitivity and specificity. Other features that are evaluated are: distance 
to the mesolectal fascia, location of possible involved surgical margins, 
ExtraMural Venous Invasion (EMVI), and vascular deposits (N1c). Fur-
thermore, MRI plays a major role in the evaluation of tumor after neo-
adjuvant treatment, allowing a “watch-and-wait” approach in patient 
with a clinical complete response. 
For the patient to benefit the most from state-of-the-art imaging it is 
mandatory that patients are discussed in a MDT where discussion of 
imaging is incorporated in discussing the treatment plan. In this session 
both the surgeon’s point of view as well as the radiologist point of view 
on modern imaging will be discussed. 

References:
1. Radiographics. 2019 Mar-Apr;39(2):367-387. doi: 10.1148/rg.2019180114. 
Epub 2019 Feb 15. MRI of Rectal Cancer: Tumor Staging, Imaging Techniques, 
and Management. Horvat N1, Carlos Tavares Rocha C1, Clemente Oliveira B1, 
Petkovska I1, Gollub MJ1. 2. Radiographics. 2019 Mar-Apr;39(2):538-556. 
doi: 10.1148/rg.2019180075. MRI Evaluation of the Response of Rectal Cancer 
to Neoadjuvant Chemoradiation Therapy. Kalisz KR1, Enzerra MD1, Paspulati 
RM1. extra: MRI of Extramural Venous Invasion in Locally Advanced Rectal 
Cancer: Relationship to Tumor Recurrence and Overall Survival. Zhang XY, 
Wang S, Li XT, Wang YP, Shi YJ, Wang L, Wu AW, Sun YS. Radiology. 2018 
Dec;289(3):677-685. doi: 10.1148/radiol.2018172889. Epub 2018 Aug 28. 
Magnetic resonance imaging-detected tumor response for locally advanced 
rectal cancer predicts survival outcomes: MERCURY experience. Patel UB, 
Taylor F, Blomqvist L, George C, Evans H, Tekkis P, Quirke P, Sebag-Montefi-
ore D, Moran B, Heald R, Guthrie A, Bees N, Swift I, Pennert K, Brown G. J 
Clin Oncol. 2011 Oct 1;29(28):3753-60. doi: 10.1200/JCO.2011.34.9068. Epub 
2011 Aug 29. 
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Modern imaging to optimise clinical decision-making: 
The radiologist’s view
Joost Nederend, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•  Describe the prognostic value of novel imaging features 
•  Discuss the role of imaging in treatment planning 
•  Discuss the role of imaging in “watch-and-wait” 

Abstract:
The selection of neo-adjuvant treatment and type of surgery is highly 
dependent on the initial tumor staging. In the past years MRI has be-
come the leading modality for both local staging of the tumor as well 
as nodal staging. T-stage and N-stage can be assessed by MRI with high 
sensitivity and specificity. Other features that are evaluated are: distance 
to the mesolectal fascia, location of possible involved surgical margins, 
ExtraMural Venous Invasion (EMVI), and vascular deposits (N1c). 
Furthermore, MRI plays a major role in the evaluation of tumor after 
neo-adjuvant treatment, allowing a “watch-and-wait” approach in pati-
ent with a clinical complete response. 
For the patient to benefit the most from state-of-the-art imaging it is 
mandatory that patients are discussed in a MDT where discussion of 
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imaging is incorporated in discussing the treatment plan. In this session 
both the surgeon’s point of view as well as the radiologist point of view 
on modern imaging will be discussed. 

References:
1. Radiographics. 2019 Mar-Apr;39(2):367-387. doi: 10.1148/rg.2019180114. 
Epub 2019 Feb 15. MRI of Rectal Cancer: Tumor Staging, Imaging Techniques, 
and Management. Horvat N1, Carlos Tavares Rocha C1, Clemente Oliveira B1, 
Petkovska I1, Gollub MJ1. 2. Radiographics. 2019 Mar-Apr;39(2):538-556. doi: 
10.1148/rg.2019180075. MRI Evaluation of the Response of Rectal Cancer to 
Neoadjuvant Chemoradiation Therapy. Kalisz KR1, Enzerra MD1, Paspulati 
RM1. extra: MRI of Extramural Venous Invasion in Locally Advanced Rectal 
Cancer: Relationship to Tumor Recurrence and Overall Survival. Zhang XY, 
Wang S, Li XT, Wang YP, Shi YJ, Wang L, Wu AW, Sun YS. Radiology. 2018 
Dec;289(3):677-685. doi: 10.1148/radiol.2018172889. Epub 2018 Aug 28. Mag-
netic resonance imaging-detected tumor response for locally advanced rectal 
cancer predicts survival outcomes: MERCURY experience. Patel UB, Taylor F, 
Blomqvist L, George C, Evans H, Tekkis P, Quirke P, Sebag-Montefiore D, Mo-
ran B, Heald R, Guthrie A, Bees N, Swift I, Pennert K, Brown G. J Clin Oncol. 
2011 Oct 1;29(28):3753-60. doi: 10.1200/JCO.2011.34.9068. Epub 2011 Aug 29. 
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The use of neo-adjuvant treatments to downstage 
advanced colorectal tumours
Rob Glynne-Jones, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•  To understand the potential role of neoadjuvant treatment for  

down-staging microsatellite stable (MSS) and microsatellite  
instable MSI colorectal cancer (CRC) 

•  To recognize the current limitations of clinical staging in CRC 
•  To gain insight into the immuno-biology and different therapeutic 

strategies for patients with deficient mismatch repair (d-MMR) and 
proficient mismatch repair (p-MMR) 

Abstract:
Surgery is the mainstay of treatment for colorectal cancer (CRC). Recent 
data suggests more radical resections produce better long-term outco-
mes. Postoperative adjuvant chemotherapy has traditionally been offered 
to patients, who have had a curative resection, based on adverse patho-
logical features in the specimen (mainly TNM stage) to reduce the risk of 
subsequent metastatic disease. Adjuvant chemotherapy in rectal cancer 
is more controversial.
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) is standard of care in the manage-
ment of some adenocarcinomas (breast/ oesophago-gastric /pancreatic). 
This strategy aims to reduce the overall tumour burden and facilitate a 
curative (R0) surgical resection, or even allow more conservative surgery 
or a watch-and-wait approach in rectal cancer. The main aim of this stra-
tegy aims is to deal with micro-metastatic disease at other sites.
The strategy has been used in colon cancer for tumours invading adja-
cent organs or involving extensive regional lymph nodes. Severe toxicity 
can compromise surgery. Besides down-staging, the approach offers in-
sight into mechanisms of disease resistance to specific cytotoxic agents, 
and might identify predictive biomarkers. Response or failure to respond 
to a NACT regimen might also define the choice of drugs or even the 
need for adjuvant chemotherapy. Preliminary results in colon cancer in 
the context of treatment with an immune checkpoint blockade in patients 
with dMMR suggest neoadjuvant immunotherapy might provide a survi-
val benefit over adjuvant therapy. 
In rectal cancer, oncologists increasingly recommend NACT as a compo-
nent of multimodality treatment- the ‘total neoadjuvant treatment’ (TNT) 
approach, which is administered as induction ie prior to, or consolidati-
on after RT. NACT is also given as an alternative to CRT. 
The aims of the strategy and potential risks to NACT are reviewed. The 
ideal appropriate population for NACT, the optimal regimen, and the 
duration of treatment, are discussed. 

References:
1. Fernandez-Martos C, Brown G, Estevan et al. Preoperative chemothera-
py in patients with intermediate-risk rectal adenocarcinoma selected by 
high-resolution magnetic resonance imaging: the GEMCAD 0801 Phase II 
Multicenter Trial. Oncologist. 2014 Oct;19(10):1042-3 2. Nørgaard A, Dam C, 

Jakobsen A, Pløen J, Lindebjerg J, Rafaelsen SR. Selection of colon cancer 
patients for neoadjuvant chemotherapy by preoperative CT scan . Scand J 
Gastroenterol 2012 ;49: 202 - 8 3. Jakobsen A, Andersen F, Fischer A, et 
al. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy in locally advanced colon cancer. A phase 
II trial. Acta Oncol 2015; 54: 1747-175 4. Deng Y, Chi P, Lan P, et al. Modi-
fied FOLFOX6 with or without radiation versus fluorouracil and leucovorin 
with radiation in neoadjuvant treatment of locally advanced rectal cancer: 
initial results of the Chinese FOWARC multicenter, open-label, randomized 
three-arm phase III trial. J Clin Oncol, 2016;4:3300-3307 5. Cercek A, Rox-
burgh CSD, Strombom P, et al., Adoption of Total Neoadjuvant Therapy for 
Locally Advanced Rectal Cancer. JAMA Oncol. 2018 Mar 22. doi: 10.1001/
jamaoncol.2018.0071. [Epub ahead of print] 6. Foxtrot Collaborative Group. 
Feasibility of preoperative chemotherapy for locally advanced, operable co-
lon cancer: the pilot phase of a randomised controlled trial. Lancet Oncol. 
2012;13(11):1152-60 7. Dighe S, Swift I, Magill L, Handley K, Gray R, Quirke P, 
Morton D, Seymour M, Warren B, Brown G. Accuracy of radiological staging 
in identifying high-risk colon cancer patients suitable for neoadjuvant che-
motherapy: a multicentre experience. Colorectal Dis. 2012 Apr;14(4):438-44. 
8. Zhou H, Song Y, Jiang J, Niu H, Zhao H, Liang J, Su H, Wang Z, Zhou Z, 
Huang J. A pilot phase II study of neoadjuvant triplet chemotherapy regi-
men in patients with locally advanced resectable colon cancer. Chin J Cancer 
Res. 2016 Dec;28(6):598-605. 9. Arredondo J, Baixauli J, Pastor C, et al. 
Mid-term oncologic outcome of a novel approach for locally advanced colon 
cancer with neoadjuvant chemotherapy and surgery. Clin Transl Oncol 2017; 
19: 379-385 10. Dehal A, Graff-Baker AN, Vuong B, Fischer T, Klempner SJ, 
Chang SC, Grunkemeier GL, Bilchik AJ, Goldfarb M. Neoadjuvant Chemothe-
rapy Improves Survival in Patients with Clinical T4b Colon Cancer. J Gastro-
intest Surg. 2018 Feb;22(2):242-249 
Reviews: 11. Huang L, Li TJ, Zhang JW, Liu S, Fu BS, Liu W. Neoadjuvant Che-
motherapy Followed by Surgery Versus Surgery Alone for Colorectal Cancer. 
Meta-analysis of Randomized Controlled Trials. Medicine (Baltimore) 2014 
Dec;93(28):e231 12. Glynne-Jones R, Anyamene N, Moran B, Harrison M. 
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy in MRI-staged high-risk rectal cancer in additi-
on to or as an alternative to preoperative chemoradiation? Ann Oncol. 2012 
Oct;23(10):2517-26. Epub 2012 Feb 23. Review 

Disclosure:
Rob Glynne-Jones has received honoraria for lectures and advisory boards 
in the last 3 years by Merck, Servier, Sanofi-Aventis and Bristol Myers 
Squibb. He has also in the past received unrestricted grants for research 
from Roche. 

Weighing the pros and cons of colorectal surgery in the 
frail and elderly
Harm Rutten, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•  Frailty is not a well defined condition and should always be 

individualized. Irrespective of age and comorbidity 
•  Excess postoperative mortality and one-year mortality after surgical 

treatment is not much higher anymore elderly than in their younger 
counterparts. Differences between countries are probably the result 
of better perioperative care rather thab patient factors 

•  Acute surgery is still associated with high risks and should be 
avoided or minimalized if possible 

Abstract:
Curative treatment for colorectal cancer is accompanied by acceptab-
le morbidity and low mortality rates for all patients regardless of age. 
However, earlier studies on this topic showed that morbidity in elderly 
patients is most often higher than in their younger counterparts, and 
the risk for mortality is increased if a complication occurs. Recent stu-
dies show a major decrease in one-month and one-year mortality in 
the elderly population. For the period 2006-2012, 9.1% patients aged 
≥75 years died in the first 90 days compared to 4.6% in the most recent 
period. After correction of excess mortality (relative survival), one-year 
survival rates were almost equal for younger and elderly patients, with 
rates of 95.5% and 94.3%, respectively. Despite the fact that elderly had 
significantly more comorbidities than younger patients in these periods, 
showing that age and comorbidities alone are not enough to predict 
short-term mortality. Even for patients above 80 years of age these fin-
dings were confirmed. In a population based study from The Nether-
lands, including patients surgically treated for CRC between 2009 and 
2013, improvement was seen in one-month and one-year mortality for 
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patients ≥75 years old over the years. The reported mortality rates in 
elderly ≥75 years were, 2.9-6.2% and 11.7-15.0%, respectively for one-
month and one-year mortality. Another recent population-based cohort 
study across four North European countries also showed somewhat hig-
her 30-day, 90-day and overall one-year mortality rates for octogenarian 
colon and rectal cancer patients. For colon cancer patients ≥80 years 
the reported one-month and one-year mortality rates of 5.5-11.4% and 
17.1-23.6%, respectively. For the elderly rectal cancer patients these rates 
were 4.7-7.5% and 13.6-22.1%, respectively. This study also showed that 
short-term mortality improved over the years, but varied substantially 
between different countries. 

References:
Papamichael D, Audisio RA, Glimelius B, de Gramont A, Glynne-Jones R, 
Haller D, Köhne CH, Rostoft S, Lemmens VE, Mitry E, Rutten HJ, Sargent 
D, Sastre J, Seymour M, Starling N, van Cutsem E, Aapro M. Treatment of 
Colorectal Cancer in Older Patients: International Society of Geriatric Onco-
logy (SIOG) Consensus Recommendations 2013. Annals of Oncology 2015; 
26(463): 476. Montroni I, Ugolini G, Saur NM, Spinelli A, Rostoft S, Millan 
M, Wolthuis A, Daniel IR, Hompes R, Penna M, Fürst A, Papamichael D, 
Desai AM, Cascinu S, Gèrard JP, Myint AS, Lemmens VE, Berho M, Beets G, 
Rutten HJ, Winchester D, Wexner SD, Audisio RA. Personalized Management 
of Elderly Patients With Rectal Cancer: Expert Recommendations of the Eu-
ropean Society of Surgical Oncology, European Society of Coloproctology, 
International Society of Geriatric Oncology, and American College of Sur-
geons Commission on Cancer. European Journal of Surgical Oncology 2018; 
44: 1685-702. Brouwer NPM, Heil TC, Olde Rikkert MGM, Lemmens VEPP, 
Rutten HJT, de Wilt JHW, van Erning FN. The gap in postoperative outcome 
between older and younger patients with stage I-III colorectal cancer has 
been bridged; results from the Netherlands cancer registry. Eur J Cancer. 
2019 Jul;116:1-9. Rutten HJT, den Dulk M, Lemmens VE, van de Velde CJH, 
Marijnen CAM. Controversies of Total Mesorectal Excision for Rectal Cancer 
in Elderly Patients. The Lancet Oncology 2008; 9: 494-501. Claassen YHM, 
Vermeer NCA, Iversen LH, van Eycken E, Guren MG, Mroczkowski P, Martling 
A, Cazador AC, Johansson R, Vandendael T, Wibe A, Moller B, Lippert H, 
Rutten HJT, Portielje JEA, Liefers GJ, Holman FA, van de Velde CJH, Bastiaan-
net E. Treatment and Survival of Rectal Cancer Patients Over the Age of 80 
Years: a EURECCA International Comparison. British Journal of Cancer 2018; 
119: 517-22. Samuelsson KS, Egenvall M, Klarin I, Lökk J, Gunnarsson U. 
Preoperative Geriatric Assessment and Follow-Up of Patients Older Than 75 
Years Undergoing Elective Surgery for Suspected Colorectal Cancer. Journal 
of Geriatric Oncology 2019. Dekker JW, van den Broek CB, Bastiaannet E, 
van de Geest LG, Tollenaar RA, Liefers GJ. Importance of the First Postope-
rative Year in the Prognosis of Elderly Colorectal Cancer Patients. Annals of 
Surgical Oncology 2011; 18(6): 1533-9. Bruns ER, van den Heuvel B, Buskens 
CJ, van Duijvendijk P, Festen S, Wassenaar EB, van der Zaag ES, Bemelman 
WA, van Munster BC. The Effects of Physical Prehabilitation in Elderly Pa-
tients Undergoing Colorectal Surgery: a Systematic Review. Colorectal Di-
sease 2016; 18(8): 267-77. Berkel AEM, Bongers BC, van Kamp MS, Kotte H, 
Weltevreden P, de Jongh FHC, Eijsvogel MMM. The Effects of Prehabilitation 
Versus Usual Care to Reduce Postoperative Complications in High-Risk Pa-
tients With Colorectal Cancer or Dysplasia Scheduled for Elective Colorectal 
Resection: Study Protocol of a Randomized Controlled Trial. BMC Gastroen-
terology 2018; 18(1): 29. Weerink LBM, Gant CM, van Leeuwen BL, de Bock 
GH, Kouwenhoven EA, Faneyte IF. Long-Term Survival in Octogenarians 
After Surgical Treatment for Colorectal Cancer: Prevention of Postoperative 
Complications Is Key. Annals of Surgical Oncology 2018; 25(13): 3874-82. Yen 
C, Simillis C, Choudhry M, Mils S, Warren O, Tekkis PP, Kontovounisios C. A 
Comparative Study of Short-Term Outcomes of Colorectal Cancer Surgery in 
the Elderly Population. Acta Chirurgica Belgica 2017; 117(5): 303-7. Breugom 
AJ, Bastiaannet E, Dekker JWT, Wouters MWJM, van de Velde CJH, Liefers GJ. 
Decrease in 30-Day and One-Year Mortality Over Time in Patients Aged =75 
Years With Stage I-III Colon Cancer: A Population-Based Study. European 
Journal of Surgical Oncology 2018; 44(12): 1889-93. Claassen YHM, Bastia-
annet E, van Eycken E, van Damme N, Martling A, Johansson R, Iversen LH, 
Ingeholm P, Lemmens VEP, Liefers GJ, Holman FA, Dekker JWT, Portielje JEA, 
Rutten HJ, van de Velde CJH. Time Trends of Short-Term Mortality for Octo-
genarians Undergoing a Colorectal Resection in North Europe. European 
Journal of Surgical Oncology 2019. 
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Decision making in management of locally recurrent 
rectal cancer: The surgeon’s view
Pim Burger, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•  What are the minimal requirements for a locally recurrent rectal 

cancer MDT? 
•  What is the evidence for neoadjuvant treatment and aggressive 

surgery? 
•  Which new developments/trials are coming? 

Abstract:
The MDT making decisions in locally recurrent rectal cancer has to deal 
with a much more heterogeneuous patient group than when its dealing 
with primary rectal cancer. Previous treatment, such as adjuvant chemo-
therapy, neoadjuvant(chemo-) radiotherapy and repeated neoadjuvant 
treatment for the recurrent cancer complicate the interpretation of ima-
ging and decision making. 
Furthermore, patients may be in a poor clinical condition and synchro-
nous metastatic disease is common. The consequences of choices made 
in the MDT are crucial for the chance of cure and to avoid unnecessary 
harm. What are the arguments for neoadjuvant therapies such as in-
duction chemotherapy and reirradiation of the pelvis? What is the role 
of intraoperative radiotherapy and how aggressive should surgery be in 
frail patients with a high chance of systemic relapse? 

References:
Total pelvic exenteration for locally advanced and locally recurrent rectal 
cancer in the elderly. Hagemans JAW, Rothbarth J, Kirkels WJ, Boormans 
JL, van Meerten E, Nuyttens JJME, Madsen EVE, Verhoef C, Burger JWA. 
Eur J Surg Oncol. 2018 Oct;44(10):1548-1554. Factors affecting outcomes fol-
lowing pelvic exenteration for locally recurrent rectal cancer. PelvEx Collabo-
rative. Br J Surg. 2018 May;105(6):650-657. Preliminary results of a cohort 
study of induction chemotherapy-based treatment for locally recurrent rec-
tal cancer. van Zoggel DMGI, Bosman SJ, Kusters M, Nieuwenhuijzen GAP, 
Cnossen JS, Creemers GJ, van Lijnschoten G, Rutten HJT. Br J Surg. 2018 
Mar;105(4):447-452. 
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Decision making in management of locally recurrent 
rectal cancer: The radiologist’s view
Joost Nederend, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•  What are the minimal requirements for a locally recurrent rectal 

cancer MDT? 
•  What is the evidence for neoadjuvant treatment and aggressive 

surgery? 
•  Which new developments/trials are coming? 

Abstract:
The MDT making decisions in locally recurrent rectal cancer has to deal 
with a much more heterogeneuous patient group than when its dealing 
with primary rectal cancer. Previous treatment, such as adjuvant che-
motherapy, neoadjuvant(chemo-) radiotherapy and repeated neoadju-
vant treatment for the recurrent cancer complicate the interpretation of 
imaging and decision making. Furthermore, patients may be in a poor 
clinical condition and synchronous metastatic disease is common. The 
consequences of choices made in the MDT are crucial for the chance 
of cure and to avoid unnecessary harm. What are the arguments for 
neoadjuvant therapies such as induction chemotherapy and reirradia-
tion of the pelvis? What is the role of intraoperative radiotherapy and 
how aggressive should surgery be in frail patients with a high chance of 
systemic relapse? 

References:
Total pelvic exenteration for locally advanced and locally recurrent rectal 
cancer in the elderly. Hagemans JAW, Rothbarth J, Kirkels WJ, Boormans 
JL, van Meerten E, Nuyttens JJME, Madsen EVE, Verhoef C, Burger JWA. 
Eur J Surg Oncol. 2018 Oct;44(10):1548-1554. Factors affecting outcomes fol-
lowing pelvic exenteration for locally recurrent rectal cancer. PelvEx Collabo-
rative. Br J Surg. 2018 May;105(6):650-657. Preliminary results of a cohort 
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study of induction chemotherapy-based treatment for locally recurrent rec-
tal cancer. van Zoggel DMGI, Bosman SJ, Kusters M, Nieuwenhuijzen GAP, 
Cnossen JS, Creemers GJ, van Lijnschoten G, Rutten HJT. Br J Surg. 2018 
Mar;105(4):447-452. 
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Ulcerative colitis: Current management
08:30-10:30 / Hall 6

Treatment targets
Julian Panés, Spain

Learning Objectives:
•  Review the components and markers that are indicative of remission 

in UC 
•  Describe the methods for establishing a definition for remission in 

patients with UC 
•  Understand the differences between the definitions used for 

remission in clinical practice and clinical trials 

Abstract:
The overall target of medical management in patients with ulcerative 
colitis is to induce and maintain remission with the long-term goals of 
preventing disability, colectomy, and colorectal cancer. The first and ir-
revocable target is to obtain clinical remission defined as a resolution 
of clinical symptoms, including cessation of rectal bleeding and impro-
vement in bowel habits, since persistence of symptoms, even if mild, 
induces a deterioration in quality of life. Second, endoscopic healing, 
frequently defined as an endoscopic Mayo score of zero or one, is a re-
levant target; endoscopic healing has been shown to greatly improve 
long-term clinical remission, decrease risk of colectomy, and limit corti-
costeroid use. It has become evident that histologic activity may persist 
in the presence of endoscopic remission, and persistence of endoscopic 
activity even after achieving endoscopic healing is associated with hig-
her risk of relapse; histologic activity is also the factor with a strongest 
association with the risk for colorectal neoplasia in ulcerative colitis. 
Complete normalization of the colonic mucosa at the molecular level 
may not be part of the definition of remission, since potent activation of 
anti-inflammatory pathways have been demonstrated in the presence of 
histologic remission, and may be required to achieve this outcome. Ear-
ly therapy using a treat-to-target approach, which implies identification 
of a predefined target, followed by optimization of therapy and regular 
monitoring until the goal is achieved, is critical in preventing adverse 
long-term outcomes. The selection of medications is guided by disease 
severity and extent. A rapid step-up approach based on ulcerative colitis 
severity and treatment response while closely monitoring intestinal in-
flammation is recommended. 

References:
1. Peyrin-Biroulet L, Sandborn W, Sands BE, et al. Am J Gastroenterol 
2015;110:1324-38. 2. Colombel JF, Narula N, Peyrin-Biroulet L. Gastroentero-
logy 2017;152:351-61.e5. 3. Dotti I, Mora-Buch R, Ferrer-Picon E, et al. Gut 
2017;66:2069-79. 4. Eriksson C, Cao Y, Rundquist S, et al. Aliment Phar-
macol Ther 2017;46:748-57. 5. Colombel JF, Keir ME, Scherl A, et al. Gut 
2017;66:2063-8. 6. Jharap B, Sandborn WJ, Reinisch W, et al. Aliment Phar-
macol Ther 2015;42:1082-92. 7. Bennebroek Evertsz’ F, Nieuwkerk PT, Stok-
kers PC, et al. J Crohns Colitis 2013;7:890-900. 8. Panés J, Su C, Bushmakin 
AG, et al. BMC Gastroenterol 2015;15:14. 9. Walsh AJ, Ghosh A, Brain AO, et 
al. J Crohns Colitis 2014;8:318-25. 10. Arai M, Naganuma M, Sugimoto S, et 
al. J Crohns Colitis 2016;10:1303-9. 11. Ponte A, Pinho R, Fernandes S, et al. 
Inflamm Bowel Dis 2017;23:2238-44. 12. Planell N, Lozano JJ, Mora-Buch R, 
et al. Gut. 2013;62:967-76 

Disclosure:
Julián Panés has received consulting fees from AbbVie, Arena Pharmaceu-
ticals, Boehringer Ingelheim, Celgene, Ferring, Genentech/Roche, Good-
Gut, GSK, Janssen, MSD, Nestlé, Oppilan, Pfizer Inc, Progenity, Takeda, 
Theravance, TiGenix and Topivert 

Optimal use of conventional treatment modalities
Peter Irving, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•  To understand the ongoing role for conventional therapy in ulcerative 

colitis 
•  To review the opportunities for optimising 5-ASA, steroids and 

thiopurines 
•  To understand how to recognise failure of conventional therapy 

Abstract:
Conventional therapy for ulcerative colitis comprises 5-ASA, steroids and 
thiopurines. 5-ASAs have a well-established role in the induction and 
maintenance of remission in patients with mild-moderate ulcerative co-
litis (UC). However, therapy may be delivered not only orally but also 
rectally, either as suppositories or as enemas, and either alone or in 
combination. Furthermore, different release characteristics of oral pre-
parations present possibilities for treatment optimisation.
Steroids remain a mainstay of treatment for active UC but have no role in 
maintenance. Poorly absorbed steroids have a better side effect profile 
than oral systemic steroids whilst intravenous steroids are more potent 
and are the initial treatment choice for acute severe UC. 
Whilst thiopurines have no role in the induction of remission in UC, they 
are an effective treatment in steroid-dependent patients. Intolerance is 
relatively common but can be overcome in the majority of patients and 
effectiveness can be improved with optimisation using metabolite mea-
surement. Shunting of thiopurines towards methylated metabolites can 
be corrected by using allopurinol in combination with a reduced dose of 
thiopurines and is associated with a decrease in side effects and impro-
ved response.
Finally, optimal use of conventional therapy includes recognition of 
treatment failure and the need to move on to other treatments. 

References:
Optimization of conventional therapy in patients with IBD. Taylor KM, Irving 
PM. Nat Rev Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2011 Oct 4;8(11):646-56 Safdi, M. et al. A 
double-blind comparison of oral versus rectal mesalamine versus combina-
tion therapy in the treatment of distal ulcerative colitis. Am. J. Gastroenterol. 
92, 1867-1871 (1997). Marteau, P. et al. Combined oral and enema treatment 
with Pentasa (mesalazine) is superior to oral therapy alone in patients with 
extensive mild/moderate active ulcerative colitis: a randomised, double-blind, 
placebo controlled study. Gut 54, 960-965 (2005). Baron, J. H., Connell, A. M., 
Kanaghinis, T. G., Lennard-Jones, J. E. & Avery Jones, F. Outpatient treatment 
of ulcerative colitis: comparison between three doses of oral prednisone. Br. 
Med. J. 2, 1713-1718 (1962). Osterman, M. T., Kundu, R., Lichtenstein, G. R. & 
Lewis, J. D. Association of 6-thioguanine nucleotide levels and inflammato-
ry bowel disease activity: a meta-analysis. Gastroenterology 130, 1047-1053 
(2006). Haines, M. L. et al. Clinical usefulness of therapeutic drug monitoring 
of thiopurines in patients with adequately controlled inflammatory bowel di-
sease. Inflamm. Bowel Dis. 17, 1301-1307 (2011). 

Disclosure:
Peter Irving has received fees for speaking on behalf of or acting in 
an advisory capacity for AbbVie, Arena, Celgene, Ferring, Prometheus, 
Shire, Warner Chilcott, Takeda, MSD, ViforPharma, Pharmacosmos, Topi-
vert, Genentech, Hospira, Samsung Bioepis, VH2, Janssen, Sandoz, Lilly, 
Roche and has received financial support for research from MSD and 
Takeda 
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Individualising treatment: Biologicals and small 
molecules
Joana Torres, Portugal

Learning Objectives:
•  To review the most important points regarding mechanism of action, 

efficacy and safety of biologicals and small molecules, that can help 
individualizing clinical-decision making 

•  To appropriately identify UC patients that will benefit the most 
from each therapeutic class, including those at higher risk for 
complications 

•  To review the role of biomarkers in predicting/individualizing 
response to therapy and in therapy monitoring 

Abstract:
The therapeutic arsenal in UC is expanding. Besides Anti-TNF, other 
biologicals (vedolizumab, and recently ustekinumab) and small mole-
cules (JAK inhibitors, S1P receptors modulators) are entering the the-
rapeutic arena, offering promising alternatives. Individualizing therapy 
implies choosing the best drug for each patient, and maximizing its ef-
ficacy during follow-up. Several drug and patient-related factors need 
to be taken into account, such as efficacy, rapidity of onset, mode of 
administration,safety, patient comorbidities, age, and preferences. Only 
head-to-head trial is available comparing VDZ with ADA, showing hig-
her efficacy for the anti-integrin. Indirect comparisons of efficacy data 
(with all the inherent limitations) indicate that IFX and VDZ may be the 
most effective drugs to achieve clinical remission in biological-naïve 
patients, while tofacitinib and VDZ may be the most effective for the 
Anti-TNF-experienced patients. A higher rate of infections, cancer (me-
lanoma) and lymphoma (especially when used in combination therapy) 
have been reported with Anti-TNF, warranting special monitoring. The 
gut-selectivity of anti-integrins makes them attractive options in special 
populations such as the elderly population, or in those with a past histo-
ry of cancer. Tofacitinib, a JAK1 inhibitor, has a rapid onset of action, low 
immunogenicity and is administered orally, making it an attractive op-
tion; however a safety alert for pulmonary embolism has been recently 
issued, potentially limiting its use in some populations. 
It is clear that the need for individualizing therapy in ulcerative colitis 
is greater than ever. No biomarker is able to predict response to thera-
py before its initiation, although there is active research in this setting. 
However, therapeutic drug monitoring and individualizing therapy on a 
treat-to-target approach offer the possibility to improve outcomes and 
should be implemented in clinical practice. 

References:
1. Kingsley MJ, Abreu MT. A personalized approach to managing inflamm-
atory bowel disease. J Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2016;12:308-315. 2. Boyapati 
RK, Kalla R, Satsangi J, Ho GT. Biomarkers in Search of Precision Medicine 
in IBD. Am J Gastroenterol. 2016 Dec;111(12):1682-1690 3. Bonovas S, Lytras 
T, Nikolopoulos G, Peyrin-Biroulet L, Danese S. Systematic review with net-
work meta-analysis: comparative assessment of tofacitinib and biological 
therapies for moderate-to-severe ulcerative colitis.Aliment Pharmacol Ther. 
2018 Feb;47(4):454-465. 4. Singh S, Fumery M, Sandborn WJ, Murad MH. 
Systematic review with network meta-analysis: first- and second-line phar-
macotherapy for moderate-severe ulcerative colitis.Aliment Pharmacol Ther. 
2018 Jan;47(2):162-175 5. Lefevre PLC, Shackelton LM, Vande Casteele N. Fac-
tors Influencing Drug Disposition of Monoclonal Antibodies in Inflammatory 
Bowel Disease: Implications for Personalized Medicine.BioDrugs. 2019 Jul 
12. doi: 10.1007/s40259-019-00366-1 6. Schoepfer AM, Beglinger C, Strau-
mann A, et al. Fecal calprotectin more accurately reflects endoscopic activity 
of ulcerative colitis than the Lichtiger Index, C-reactive protein, platelets, 
hemoglobin, and blood leukocytes. Inflamm Bowel Dis. 2013; 19: 332-41. 

Disclosure:
JT has received speaker/advisory board fees from Takeda and Pfizer. 

Optimising surgical outcome: Peri-operative treatment, 
timing and techniques
Marc Ferrante, Belgium
André D’Hoore, Belgium

Learning Objectives:
•  To recognize failure of medical therapy as an indication for surgery 
•  To promote a staged surgically procedure in case of refractory 

ulcerative colitis 
•  To optimize outcome through a multidisciplinary approach 

Abstract:
Surgery is a valid and safe treatment modality for patients with ulcerative 
colitis. The three main indications include: 
1) acute severe colitis, 
2) dysplasia or cancer, and 
3) refractory disease. According to the ECCO guidelines, refractory ul-
cerative colitis includes both steroid dependent and steroid refractory 
disease, as well as immunomodulator, biologic, or small molecule re-
fractory disease. 
With the expanding armamentarium of treatments for moderate-to-
severe ulcerative colitis, the need for (elective) surgery has decreased 
in the last decade. However, postponing surgery in patients with on-
going disease activity increases the risk of postoperative morbidity and 
mortality. Therefore, a multidisciplinary approach is mandatory to define 
individualized treatment goals and decide on appropriate timing and 
type of surgery.
A restorative proctocolectomy with ileal pouch-anal anastomosis is cur-
rently regarded the gold standard for surgery in patients with refractory 
ulcerative colitis. As an attempt to avoid postoperative complications, a 
staged procedure is preferred with construction of the pouch only in a 
second phase (classical three stage or modified two-stage procedure). In 
a first step a minimally invasive (laparoscopic, single port access) total 
colectomy with end-ileostomy is performed. Furthermore, preoperative 
systemic steroids should be tapered as much as possible and the mal-
nourished patient should receive preoperative care. 
Despite the revolution in medical treatment for ulcerative colitis, the 
most important adagio in daily clinical practice has remained the same: 
Save lives, not colons! 

References:
Reviews: 1. Gallo G, Kotze PG, Spinelli A. Surgery in ulcerative colitis. Best 
Pract Res Clin Gastroenterol 2018; 32: 71-81. 2. Magro F, Gionchetti P, Elia-
kim R, et al. Third European evidence-based consensus on diagnosis and 
management of ulcerative colitis. Part 1: Definitions, diagnosis, extra-intes-
tinal Manifestations, pregnancy, cancer surveillance, surgery, and ileo-anal 
pouch disorders. J Crohns Colitis 2017; 11: 649-670. 3. Oresland T, Bemelman 
WA, Sampietro GM, et al. European evidence based consensus on surgery 
for ulcerative colitis. J Crohns Colitis 2015; 9: 4-25. 
Key References: 1. Ferrante M, de Buck van Overstraeten A, Schils N, et al. 
Perioperative use of vedolizumab is not associated with postoperative infec-
tious complications in patients with ulcerative colitis undergoing colectomy. 
J Crohns Colitis 2017; 11: 1353-1361. 2. Germain A, de Buck van Overstraeten 
A, Wolthuis A, et al. Outcome of restorative proctocolectomy with an ileo-
anal pouch for ulcerative colitis: effect of changes in clinical practice. Colo-
rectal Dis 2018; 20: O30-O38. 3. Olivera P, Spinelli A, Gower-Rousseau C, et 
al. Surgical rates in the era of biological therapy: up, down or unchanged? 
Curr Opin Gastroenterol 2017; 33: 246-253. 4. Sahami S, Buskens CJ, Fadok 
TY, et al. Defunctioning ileostomy is not associated with reduced leakage in 
proctocolectomy and ileal pouch anastomosis surgeries for IBD. J Crohns 
Colitis 2016; 10: 779-785. 5. Bewtra M, Newcomb CW, Wu Q, et al. Mortality 
associated with medical therapy versus elective colectomy in ulcerative co-
litis: a cohort study. Ann Intern Med 2015; 163: 262-270. 6. Beyer-Berjot L, 
Maggiori L, Birnbaum D, et al. A total laparoscopic approach reduces the 
infertility rate after ileal pouch-anal anastomosis: a 2-center study. Ann 
Surg 2013; 258: 275-282. 7. Bartels SA, DʼHoore A, Cuesta MA, et al. Signifi-
cantly increased pregnancy rates after laparoscopic restorative proctocolec-
tomy: a cross-sectional study. Ann Surg 2012; 256: 1045-1048. 
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keda; Speakers fee: Abbvie, Amgen, Biogen, Boehringer-Ingelheim, Falk, 
Ferring, Janssen, Lamepro, MSD, Mylan, Pfizer, Takeda 
A D’Hoore: Research grant: Johnson & Johnson; Consultancy: Takeda Spea-
kers fee: Takeda, Johnson & Johnson 
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Postgraduate Teaching Programme (PGT) Syllabus

Neuroendocrine tumours
08:30-10:30 / A2

Mechanisms of carcinogenesis: Classification and 
diagnosis
Ulrich-Frank Pape, Germany

Learning Objectives:
•  Suspicion and diagnosis of a neuroendocrine neoplasia (NEN) 
•  Definition of the neuroendocrine entity 
•  Definition of WHO-grading and TNM-staging 

Abstract:
Neuroendocrine (NE) tumors (NET) or - more generally termed as appro-
priately suggested by the WHO - NE neoplasms (NEN) comprise a truly 
heterogenous group of epithelial neoplasms of the gastroenteropancrea-
tic (GEP) system with common characteristic features. The corner stone 
histopathological markers are chromogranin A (CgA) and synaptophysin 
(SYN) - both marker molecules of secretory vesicles for peptide hormo-
nes or amine transmitters, NEN are derived from either a pluripotent 
stem cell or a multipotent endorcine precursor cell, which also determi-
nes the extent of differentiation, but dedifferentiation may occur as well.
When diagnosing a NEN, it is essential to specify its proliferative capacity 
(i.e. WHO-grading). This can be achieved by either determining mitotic 
rate or Ki67-index. If < 3% NEN are considered NE tumors (NET) of grade 
1 (G1), while if 3-20% as NET G2, and >20% as NEN G3. NEN G3 accor-
ding to WHO can now be termed NET G3 if their conventional histomor-
phology resembles that of NET G1/G2 but their Ki67-index is above 20%; 
if poorly differentiated they are termed NE carcinomas (NEC, implying 
G3 grade inherently). NEC bear a significantly worse prognosis than NET, 
while NET G1 fare better than NET G2 which fare better than NET G3.
At least as important is UICC-TNM-staging, which is specifically defined 
for NEN of any GEP-organ. 
For clinical diagnosis of a NEN it is thus essential to define
- presence of a clinically manifest hormone hypersecretion syndrome
- the primary tumor organ within the GEP system
- the histopathological entity (i.e. CgA and SYN) and differentiation (NET 
or NEC)
- the proliferative capacity (i.e. WHO-grading) and
- staging according to UICC-TNM-classification.
For clinical staging the usual clinical techniques of direct, indirect or 
functional imaging can be applied depending on the clinical situation. 
By these means a NEN can and should be clearly defined and appropri-
ate management strategies can be tailored accordingly. 

References:
Reviews: 1. Öberg K. The Genesis of the Neuroendocrine Tumors Concept: 
From Oberndorfer to 2018. Endocrinol Metab Clin North Am 2018; 47:711-
731. 2. Uccella S, La Rosa S, Volante M, Papotti M. Immunohistochemical 
Biomarkers of Gastrointestinal, Pancreatic, Pulmonary, and Thymic Neu-
roendocrine Neoplasms. Endocr Pathol 2018;29:150-168. 3. Klöppel G, La 
Rosa S. Ki67 labeling index: assessment and prognostic role in gastroente-
ropancreatic neuroendocrineneoplasms. Virchows Arch 2018;472:341-349. 
Key papers: 1. Kidd M, Modlin I, Öberg K. Towards a new classification of 
gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms. Nat Rev Clin Oncol 
2016;13:691-705. 2. Pape UF, Maasberg S, Jann H et al. Management of fol-
low-up of neuroendocrine neoplasias. Best Pract Res Clin Endocrinol Metab 
2016;30:129-40. 3. Perren A, Couvelard A, Scoazec JY et al. ENETS Consensus 
Guidelines for the Standards of Care in Neuroendocrine Tumors: Pathology: 
Diagnosis and Prognostic Stratification. Neuroendocrinology 2017;105:196-
200. 4. Oberg K, Couvelard A, Delle Fave G et al. ENETS Consensus Guideli-
nes for Standard of Care in Neuroendocrine Tumours: Biochemical Markers. 
Neuroendocrinology 2017;105:201-211. 5. Sundin A, Arnold R, Baudin E et 
al. ENETS Consensus Guidelines for the Standards of Care in Neuroendocri-
ne Tumors: Radiological, Nuclear Medicine & Hybrid Imaging. Neuroendo-
crinology 2017;105:212-244. 6. Rindi G, Klersy C, Albarello L et al. Compe-
titive Testing of the WHO 2010 versus the WHO 2017 Grading of Pancreatic 
Neuroendocrine Neoplasms: Data from a Large International Cohort Study. 
Neuroendocrinology 2018;107:375-386. 7. Dromain C, Pavel ME, Ruszniew-
ski P et al. Tumor growth rate as a metric of progression, response, and 
prognosis in pancreatic and intestinal neuroendocrine tumors. BMC Cancer 
2019;19:66. 8. Felder S, Jann H, Arsenic R et al. Gastric neuroendocrine 
neoplasias: manifestations and comparative outcomes. Endocr Relat Cancer. 
2019 Jul 1. pii: ERC-18-0582.R2. doi: 10.1530/ERC-18-0582. [Epub ahead of 
print] 9. Stueven AK, Kayser A, Wetz C et al. Somatostatin Analogues in the 

Treatment of Neuroendocrine Tumors: Past, Present and Future. Int J Mol 
Sci. 2019 Jun 22;20(12). pii: E3049. doi: 10.3390/ijms20123049. 

Disclosure:
With regards to the content of presentation the author has no CoI to disc-
lose. However, in the field of therapeutucs of NEN the author has received 
research funding, advisory board or lecture honoraria from Ipsen Pharma 
and Novartis Pharma. 

The role of advanced endoscopy in diagnosis and 
treatment of GEP-NETs
Horst Neuhaus, Germany

Learning Objectives:
•  Classifying gastrointestinal neuroendocrine neoplasms (NENs) 
•  Endoscopic diagnosis and characterization of NENs 
•  Indications and selective endoscopic treatment of NENs 

Abstract:
Background: Since diagnostic endoscopies of the GI tract are widely used, 
gastric, duodenal, and colorectal neuroendocrine neoplasms (NENs) are 
increasingly discovered, mostly as an incidental finding1. Their prognosis 
is dependent on the primary site, histological classification and stage. 
Whether a curative endoscopic treatment can be performed depends on 
tumor size, degree of infiltration and presence of lymph node metasta-
ses.
Gastric NEN: According to the German guideline2 gNEN type I/II, 1-2cm 
without additional risk factors (RF) (T1, G1, Ki-67 < 10%, L0, V0) should 
be resected endoscopically, gNEN < 1cm can be controlled. For gNEN ty-
pes I/II < 2cm with G2 differentiation no consistent studies are available, 
therefore, depending on patient characteristics an individual decision 
should be made (endoscopic or surgical approach). gNEN Type III < 1cm 
should be resected endoscopically to obtain an optimal histopathological 
assessment. In the absence of RF (no deep sm invasion, G 1/2, L0, V0), 
additional surgery is not required.
Duodenal NEN: Well differentiated, non-functional dNEN ≤1cm without 
additional RF (T1, Ki-67 < 2%, G1, L0, V0), can be resected endoscopically. 
dNEN with RF (>2cm, Ki-67 >2%, G3, L1/V1) and gastrinomas require sur-
gery, therefore, prior to endoscopic treatment of a small duodenal lesion 
suspicious for dNEN, histology acquisition, determination of serum gast-
rin levels, an EUS as well as a special anamnesis concerning gastrinoma 
and MEN1 must be performed2.
Rectal NEN: Rectal NEN which are restricted to the mucosa/submucosa, 
have a maximum diameter of 1cm an do not have additional risk factors 
(G1, L0, V0) can be resected endoscopically. For small (< 1cm) lesions 
with G2 differentiation and lesions between 1-2cm in size and G1 diffe-
rentiation, no uniform studies and guidelines are available. Therefore, 
depending on further risk factors, age and comorbidities, a decision 
should be made between a local endoscopic or a radical surgical pro-
cedure2. 

References:
1. Attili F, Capurso G, Vanella G, et al. Diagnostic and therapeutic role of en-
doscopy in gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine neoplasms. Dig Liver Dis 
2014;46:9-17. 2. Rinke A, Wiedenmann B, Auernhammer C, et al. Practice gui-
deline neuroendocrine tumors. Z Gastroenterol 2018;56:583-681. 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 
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Postgraduate Teaching Programme (PGT) Syllabus

Systemic treatment options for symptoms and tumour 
growth control in GEP-NETs
Philippe Ruszniewski, France

Learning Objectives:
•  To indicate the available systemic treatment options in patients with 

digestive neuroendocrine tumors 
•  To be able to list the randomized clinical trials having shown efficacy 

of systemic treatments in patients with digestive neuroendocrine 
tumors 

•  To describe the principle of peptide-receptor radiotherapy, and its 
application to digestive NETs 

Abstract:
Treatment of symptoms: Treatment of Zollinger-Ellison syndrome relies 
on proton pump inhibitors. Diazoxide is generally effective to control the 
consequences of insulin hypersecretion. SST analogs are used for VIPoma 
and glucagonoma. Patients with carcinoid syndrome should receive SST 
analogs, while telotristat might be useful in case of refractory diarrhea.
Treatment of tumoral process: 
Somatostatin analogs: Their antitumor efficacy has been demonstrated 
in the phase III PROMID and CLARINET trials. (advanced, G1 or G2 (Ki67 < 
10%) entero-pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor, not progressive and with 
liver involvement < 50%). 
Systemic chemotherapy: Remains the treatment of reference of metas-
tatic pancreatic NET: streptozotocin with doxorubicin or 5-fluorouracile, 
but also 5-fluorouracile-dacarbazine (or their oral prodrugs capecitabi-
ne and temozolomide) or oxaliplatine (FOLFOX). Chemotherapy is poorly 
effective in patients with intestinal NET.
Targeted therapies: Sunitinib is an oral inhibitor of the tyrosine kina-
ses and has demonstrated significantly prolonged PFS in patients with 
advanced progressive pancreatic NET (median 11.1 vs 5.5 months). The 
RADIANT-3 phase III trial demonstrated that everolimus (Akt/mTOR pa-
thway inhibitor) prolonged PFS in patients with advanced progressive 
pancreatic NET (11 vs 4.6 months). Everolimus (but not sunitinib) has also 
demonstrated efficacy in intestinal NET.
Peptide receptor radionuclide therapy (PRRT): It consists in the intra-
venous injection of a SST analog radiolabelled with 177Lutetium. The 
NETTER-1 trial demonstrated prolonged PFS in comparison with double-
dose octreotide, in patients with metastatic well-differentiated intestinal 
neuroendocrine tumors (> 30 months, vs 8.4 months). PRRT can be also 
proposed in patients with progressive, metastatic pancreatic NET, mainly 
with liver involvement < 50% and/or with extrahepatic metastases and 
with strong uptake at SST isotopic imaging. 

References:
Falconi M et al. ENETS consensus guidelines update for the management 
of patients with functional pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors and non-
functional pancreatic neuroendocrine tumors. Neuroendocrinology 2016; 
103(2): 153-71. Niederle B et al. ENETS consensus guidelines update for 
neuroendocrine neoplasms of the jejunum and ileum. Neuroendocrinology 
2016; 103(2): 125-38. 

Disclosure:
Scientific advisor to Novartis, Ipsen, AAA and Keocyt. 

How to improve quality in endoscopy
08:30-10:30 / C3

Why and what should we measure to assess quality in 
upper GI endoscopy?
Raf Bisschops, Belgium

Learning Objectives:
•  Understand the need and rationale to measure quality in upper GI 

endoscopy 
•  Understand the evidence supporting the use of key performance 

measures 
•  Understand how to conduct a quality survey for upper GI endoscopy 

practise in your unit 

Abstract:
ESGE and UEG have identified quality of endoscopy as a major priority. 
Like for colonoscopy, also quality in upper GI endoscopy differs signifi-
cantly. Gastric cancers and precursor lesions are frequently missed: in 
one series, 7.2% of patients with gastric cancer did not have the lesion 
detected at previous endoscopy within 1 year (1). Inspection time for le-
sion detection is important : slow endoscopists with an inspection time 
of seven minutes or more detected significantly more high risk lesions 
in the stomach in comparison to fast endoscopists (14% versus 6%) (2). 
Similarly, in most epidemiological studies for Barrett’s oesophagus, it is 
shown that up to 36 % of cancers are detected within 1 year of diagnosis 
indicating that these lesions were probably missed during the first en-
doscopy (3). In patients referred with Barrett’s dysplasia without clearly 
visible lesions, expert eyes can detect lesions in 75% of cases, even in-
cluding lesions that need straight referral for surgery (4).
In 2016, ESGE and UEG have published quality measures (QMs) for upper 
GI endoscopy (5). The development of these QMs was as much as possi-
ble based on available evidence (5). At this stage it is not entirely clear 
if all PMs will be useful for auditing upper GI practice. Selection of QMs 
may differ according to the prevalence of a disease (eg Barrett of sto-
mach cancer). After this first step of development of performance mea-
sures, the next step would be implementation. Here lies a major role for 
national societies to assist individual endoscopist to overcome barriers 
that were identified in an ESGE survey (administrative, financial and mo-
tivational). National societies may facilitate surveys and emphasize the 
simplicity of auditing based on a small sample of +/- 200 gastroscopies. 
In the end, we owe it to our patients to overcome individual or financial 
barriers to ensure that endoscopy services are of the highest quality. 

References:
1. Yalamarthi S, Witherspoon P, McCole D, Auld CD. Missed diagnoses in pa-
tients with upper gastrointestinal cancers. Endoscopy. 2004;36(10):874-9. 2. 
Teh JL, Tan JR, Lau LJF et al. Longer examination time improves detection of 
gastric cancer during diagnostic upper gastrointestinal endoscopy. Clin Gas-
troenterol Hepatol 2015; 13: 480-487.e2 3. Hvid-Jensen F, Pedersen L, Dre-
wes AM, Sørensen HT, Funch-Jensen P. Incidence of adenocarcinoma among 
patients with Barrett´s esophagus. N Engl J Med. 2011 Oct 13;365(15):1375-
83. 4. Schölvinck DW, van der Meulen K, Bergman JJGHM, Weusten BLAM. 
Detection of lesions in dysplastic Barrett´s esophagus by community and 
expert endoscopists. Endoscopy. 2017 Feb;49(2):113-120. 5. Bisschops R, 
Areia M, Coron E, et al . Performance measures for upper gastrointestinal 
endoscopy: a European Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) Quali-
ty Improvement Initiative. Endoscopy. 2016 Sep;48(9):843-64. 6. Rutter MD, 
Senore C, Bisschops R, et al. The European Society of Gastrointestinal En-
doscopy Quality Improvement Initiative: developing performance measures. 
United European Gastroenterol J. 2016 Feb;4(1):30-41. 

Disclosure:
RB has received research support from Pentax, Fujifilm and Cook medical. 
RB has received speaker´s or consultancy fees from Pentax, Fujifilm,Cook 
medical, Boston Scientific, Medtronic, Norgine, CDxDiagnostics, GI supply 
and Medivators. 
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Postgraduate Teaching Programme (PGT) Syllabus

Why and what should we ensure to assess quality in 
lower GI endoscopy?
Monika Ferlitsch, Austria

Learning Objectives:
•  Knowing quality measures in lower GI endoscopy 
•  Monitoring quality measures 
•  Improving quality measures 

Abstract:
Efficacy of screening colonoscopy depends on the quality of examination. 
Low Adenoma detection rate (ADR) is associated with a higher risk of 
interval cancer and should be at least 25%. Further, intubation of the 
cecum should be ensured in 90% of examinations, as the risk of interval 
is increasing with lower cecal intubation rate (CIR). However, a clean 
colon is necessary for high ADR & CIR. A study by Clark et al. compared 
the miss-rate of adenomas >5mm comparing boston bowel preparation 
score (BBPS) of 1vs.2 and showed a 10,7% higher miss rate among BBPS 
2. Therefore, monitoring these measures is crucial. In Austria data are 
entered via electronical report by endoscopists themselves and quality 
measures are calculated automatically. A benchmark report is provided 
to all participants as feedback of their performance. Since 2007 ADR, 
CIR & adequate bowel preparation increased and current mean ADR is 
24.2%, compared to 18.5% in 2007, representing the importance and 
benefit of a screening program. Further, annually random samples of 
pictures of coecum, polyps and polypectomy site are compared with the 
entered datasets. To ensure the cleanness of endoscopes sample of the 
working, air and the water channel of the endoscope and rinsing fluid of 
the washing machine are also investigated at least 1/year. 

References:
1. Kaminski MF, Thomas-Gibson S, Bugajski M et al. Performance measures 
for lower gastrointestinal endoscopy: a European Society of Gastrointestinal 
Endoscopy (ESGE) quality improvement initiative. United European Gast-
roenterol J 2017; 5: 309-334 2. Issa IA, Noureddine M. Colorectal cancer 
screening: An updated review of the available options. World journal of 
gastroenterology 2017; 23: 5086-5096 3. Waldmann E, Gessl I, Sallinger 
D et al. Trends in quality of screening colonoscopy in Austria. Endoscopy 
2016; 48: 1102-1109 4. Brenner H, Hoffmeister M, Stegmaier C et al. Risk 
of progression of advanced adenomas to colorectal cancer by age and sex: 
estimates based on 840,149 screening colonoscopies. Gut 2007; 56: 1585-
1589 5. Corley DA, Jensen CD, Marks AR et al. Adenoma detection rate and 
risk of colorectal cancer and death. N Engl J Med 2014; 370: 1298-1306 6. 
Kaminski MF, Wieszczy P, Rupinski M et al. Increased Rate of Adenoma De-
tection Associates With Reduced Risk of Colorectal Cancer and Death. Gast-
roenterology 2017; 153: 98-105 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

Importance of sterilisation and radioprotection: 
The clinician’s perspective
Daniel Blero, Belgium

Learning Objectives:
•  To know adverse effects of X-rays utilization 
•  To be aware of the main measures to protect patients and staff 

members from X-rays exposure 
•  To implement measure(s) that improve X-rays manipulation 

Abstract:
The use of X-rays in gastroenterology is mainly related to the perfor-
mance of therapeutic acts such as ERCP, dilatations and placement of 
stents. However, X-rays induce two major types of “adverse” effects:
- deterministic effects, related to a dose effect, responsible for cell death 
in tissues, the potential consequences of which include radiodermatitis, 
cataract or impaired fertility
- stochastic effects, independent of the dose, related to the occurrence 
of somatic carcinogenic or even teratogenic mutations (in the pregnant 
woman).
The use of ionizing radiation is framed by European legislation transla-
ted into laws in member countries. It obliges users and staff members 
exposed to such radiation to undergo training and attend continuing 
education courses. The goal is to stimulate the use of the lowest possi-

ble doses to obtain a usable quality image. In order to achieve this, an 
understanding of the technical capabilities of the device with which one 
works is essential. Limiting the time of fluoroscopy, bringing the patient 
closer to the receiver, using the functions of replay of the sequences of 
fluoroscopy and the capture of reference images are some measures ma-
king possible to reduce the administration of X-rays. The distance to the 
source, installation of protective panels around the machine, wearing 
of glasses, thyroid protector and apron are the main measures limiting 
the exposure of the staff. Finally, users are also required to measure and 
record the dose at which the staff members but also the patients are 
exposed. Follow-up of these measurements compared to reference doses 
levels listed either nationally or in the literature also reduces the doses 
administered during digestive endoscopy examinations. 

References:
Dumonceau et al : Radiation protection in digestive endoscopy: ESGE Guideli-
nes. Endoscopy 2012;44:408-24. Kelsey et al: Radiation safety in the endosco-
py setting. Gastroenterol Nurs 2001;24:143-6. 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

Importance of sterilisation and decontamination: 
The nurse’s perspective
Helen Griffiths, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•  To be aware of endoscope-related infections risks 
•  To know the current disinfection goals and process 
•  How to assess and check that disinfection has been done properly 

Abstract:
Endoscopists assume that the endoscope they are handed  has been ap-
propriately decontaminated, but can you honestly say that you under-
stand the process and the pathway by which the instruments you use 
are reprocessed? Do you understand the associated risks if the pathway 
fails and your part in supporting the teams (nurse and technicians) re-
sponsible for this critical role? There has been an increased worldwide 
focus on infection associated with endoscopic decontamination. This is 
following an alarming increase in the incidence of endoscopy-associated 
infections and deaths between 2012 and 2015 associated with Carbapen-
emase-resistant Enterobacteriaceae. 
A human factors approach to decontamination starts with an understan-
ding of things that support or hinder the way people work. So there 
are critical points that every endoscopist needs to consider regarding 
decontamination to be assured that the endoscope that they pick up is 
fit for purpose and safe. Successful decontamination of endoscopes is 
everyone’s business not just nurses. 

References:
Beilenhoff U et al. Reprocessing of flexible endoscopes and endoscopic acces-
sories used in gastrointestinal endoscopy: Position Statement of the European 
Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) and European Society of Gastro-
enterology Nurses and Associates (ESGENA) - Update 2018. Endoscopy 2018; 
50: 1205-1234. 
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Postgraduate Teaching Programme (PGT) Syllabus

Improving safety in your endoscopy unit
Siwan Thomas-Gibson, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•  Understand the challenges regarding safety in endoscopy 
•  Describe ways of improving safety and reducing error 
•  Understand the importance of learning from error to improve safety 

Abstract:
Safety in Endoscopy is a priority in every endoscopy unit, so what’s new?
In 2019 we face several challenges that require us to review ways in 
which safety could be improved. This presentation outlines three main 
challenges that I see in 2019 and will describe how to learn from error 
and adverse events to improve safety. 
There is an increasing demand for endoscopy throughout the western 
world. In the United Kingdom alone more than 2.5 million endoscopic 
procedures were performed in 2016. There are many drivers for this in-
creasing demand. 
The focus on early diagnosis and screening for gastrointestinal cancer 
has increased. 
Advancing technology has improved our ability to detect pathology and 
has blurred the boundaries between surgery and endoscopy such that 
endoscopists are now able to offer an increasingly complex array of 
therapeutic procedures. Demand for these increases as clinicians and 
patients choose a less invasive non-surgical approach for many gastroin-
testinal disorders. Many of the patients we see are of advanced age with 
multiple co-morbidities. 
Finally, with increasingly complex pathways how can the endoscopy 
community communicate with eachother better? It is almost impossi-
ble to keep up with every guideline, position statement, new techno-
logy, classification system, therapeutic intervention... And how can we 
learn from eachothers errors and safety incidents to prevent the same 
error from happening time and again? In an age where communication 
should be easier we are perhaps overwhelmed with information. 
The UK Joint Advisory Group for GI endoscopy has developed a strategy 
which aims to Improve Safety and Reduce Error in Endoscopy (ISREE). 
This has five work streams which can be developed and delivered at 
endoscopy unit or at regional or national level:
· Prevention of patient safety incidents
· Training in non technical and team skills 
· Promoting incident reporting
· Learning from incidents
· Supporting endoscopists in difficulty 

References:
1) Shenbagaraj, L., et al., Endoscopy in 2017: a national survey of practice 
in the UK. Frontline Gastroenterology, 2019. 10(1): p. 7-15. 2) Haycock, A., 
M.K. Matharoo, and S. Thomas-Gibson, Effective teamworking in gastro-
enterology. Frontline Gastroenterology, 2012. 3(2): p. 86. 3) Hitchins, C.R., 
et al., Non-technical skills and gastrointestinal endoscopy: a review of the 
literature. Frontline Gastroenterology, 2018. 9(2): p. 129-134. 4) Matharoo, 
M., et al., A prospective study of patient safety incidents in gastrointestinal 
endoscopy. Endoscopy international open, 2017. 5(1): p. E83-E89. 5) Matha-
roo, M. and S. Thomas-Gibson, Safe endoscopy. Frontline Gastroenterology, 
2017. 8(2): p. 86-89. 6) Makary, M.A. and M. Daniel, Medical error—the third 
leading cause of death in the US. BMJ, 2016. 353: p. i2139. 7) Cullinane, M., 
et al. Scoping our practice: the 2004 report of the National Confidential En-
quiry into Patient Outcome and Death. 2004; Available from: https://www.
ncepod.org.uk/2004report/index.htm. 8) Matharoo, M., et al., Implemen-
tation of an endoscopy safety checklist. Frontline Gastroenterology, 2014. 
5(4): p. 260-265. 9) Joint Advisory Group on Gastrointestinal Endoscopy. 
Improving Safety and Reducing Error in Endoscopy (ISREE) Implementa-
tion strategy. 2018; Available from: https://www.thejag.org.uk/Downloads/
General/180801-Improving Safety and Reducing Error in Endoscopy (ISREE) 
Implementation strategy v1.0.pdf. 10) Ravindran, S., et al., Improving safe-
ty and reducing error in endoscopy: simulation training in human factors. 
Frontline Gastroenterology, 2019: p. flgastro-2018-101078. 11) Rees, C.J., 
et al., Managing underperformance in endoscopy: a pragmatic approach. 
Gastrointest Endosc, 2018. 88(4): p. 737-744 e1. 

Disclosure:
I have received educational support funds from Norgine, Aquilant and 
Olympus. 

Obstruction and ileus
08:30-10:30 / F2

Causes and investigation of ileus
Tom Moreels, Belgium

Learning Objectives:
•  To understand the pathophysiology of paralytic (postoperative) ileus 
•  To be able to clinically assess and to perform the diagnostic workup 

of the patient at risk for paralytic ileus 
•  To be able to distinguish paralytic ileus from other GI hypomotility 

pathologies in clinical practice 

Abstract:
Paralytic ileus is defined as constipation and intolerance of oral intake 
due to non-mechanical factors that disrupt normal gastrointestinal pro-
pulsive motor activity. One of the most prevalent and best-known forms 
of paralytic ileus is postoperative ileus. However, paralytic and postope-
rative ileus remain both a research as well as a clinical challenge. The 
current presentation highlights its pathophysiology and clinical work-up 
in a concise and comprehensive way. 

References:
• Reviews: - Browning KN, Travagli RA. Central nervous system control of 
gastrointestinal motility and secretion and modulation of gastrointestinal 
functions. Compr Physiol 2014;4:1339-1368. - De Winter BY, De Man JG. 
Interplay between inflammation, immune system and neuronal pathways: 
effect on gastrointestinal motility. World J Gastroenterol 2010;16:5523-5535. 
- Hansberger CR, Maykel JA, Alavi K. Postoperative ileus. Clin Colon Rec-
tal Surg 2019;32:166-170. - Stakenborg N, Gomez-Pinilla PJ, Boeckxstaens 
GE. Postoperative ileus: pathophysiology, current therapeutic approaches. 
Handb Exp Pharmacol 2017;239:39-57. - Verheijden S, Boeckxstaens GE. 
Neuroimmune interaction and the regulation of intestinal immune homeo-
stasis. Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 2018;314:G75-G80. 
• Original manuscripts: - Boschetti E, Malagelada C, Accarino A, Malage-
lada JR, Cogliandro RF, Gori A, Bonora E, Giancola F, Bianco F, Tugnoli 
V, Clavenzani P, Azpiroz F, Stanghellini V, Sternini C, De Giorgio R. Enteric 
neuron density correlates with clinical features of severe gut dysmotility. Am 
J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 2019; Sep 23 [Epub ahead of print]. Doi: 
10.1152/ajpgi.00199.2019. - De Winter BY, Boekckxstaens GE, De Man JG, 
Moreels TG, Herman AG, Pelckmans PA. Effect of adrenergic and nitrergic 
blockade on experimental ileus in rats. Br J Pharmacol 1997;120:464-468. - 
Farro G, Gomez-Pinilla PJ, Di Giovangiulio M, Stakenborg N, Auteri M, Thijs 
T, Depoortere I, Matteoli G, Boeckxstaens GE. Smooth muscle and neural 
dysfunction contribute to different phases of murine postoperative ileus. 
Neurogastroenterol Motil 2016;28:934-947. - Stakenborg N, Labeeuw E, Go-
mez-Pinilla PJ, De Schepper S, Aerts R, Goverse G, Farro G, Appeltans I, Me-
roni E, Stakenborg M, Viola MF, Gonzalez-Dominguez E, Bosmans G, Alpizar 
YA, Wolthuis A, D’Hoore A, Van Beek K, Verheijden S, Verhaegen M, Derua 
R, Waelkens E, Moretti M, Gotti C, Augustijns P, Talavera K, Vanden Berghe 
P, Matteoli G, Boeckxstaens GE. Preoperative administration of the 5-HT4 
receptor agonist prucalopride reduces intestinal inflammation and shortens 
postoperative ileus via cholinergic enteric neurons. Gut 2019;68:1406-1416. 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

Surgical management of acute intestinal obstruction 
Not available
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Endoscopic management of acute intestinal obstruction
Gareth Corbett, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•  Understanding of the options available to treat intestinal obstruction 

endoscopically 
•  To have the knowledge base for endoscopic interventions in practical 

terms 
•  Understanding of the technique of endoscopic self expanding metal 

stent insertion for the treatment of intestinal obstructing lesions 

Abstract:
Diseases which cause obstruction of the gastrointestinal tract have en-
doscopic interventional options which can provide either an alternative 
to surgical intervention, or as a bridge to this. These conditions can be 
divided into neoplastic, inflammatory and functional disorders. The main 
endoscopic therapies available are balloon dilatation, self-expanding 
metal stent (SEMS) insertion and endoscopic decompression. 
Up to 85% of patients presenting with colonic obstruction have a colo-
rectal cancer as the underlying cause [1]. Compared to surgery, colonic 
stenting is non-inferior in terms of mortality and length of stay and re-
duces the rates of stoma formation [2]. 
For patients with pancreatic or gastric cancer surgical resection is not 
an option for 80-85% and 40% respectively [3]. 15-20% of patients with 
inoperable pancreatic cancer will present with gastric outlet obstruction. 
The traditional palliative option for this is gastrojejunostomy. Endoscopic 
SEMS has been shown to be no different in terms of technical success 
and complications. Length of stay after SEMS appears shorted than after 
surgery, but survival appears longer after surgery [4]. 
In patients with short strictures, either inflammatory or post-surgical, 
pneumatic dilatation has been shown to be safe and effective as an al-
ternative to surgery [5]. 
For patients presenting with obstruction secondary to sigmoid volvulus 
or pseudo-obstruction endoscopic decompression may be performed. In 
patients with sigmoid volvulus an emergency decompression as a bridge 
to surgery is a safe and effective treatment to prevent colonic gangrene 
[6]. For patients who are unfit for surgery repeated endoscopic decom-
pressions or percutaneous endoscopic colostomy (PEC) could be consi-
dered [7]. For patients with pseudo-obstruction the role of endoscopy is 
more controversial, but appears to be helpful in preventing acute com-
plications such as perforation secondary to colonic ischaemia [8]. 

References:
1 - de Gregorio MA, Mainar A, Rodriguez J, Alfonso ER, Tejero E, Herrera 
M, Medrano J, D´Agostino H. Colon stenting: a review. Semin Intervent Ra-
diol. 2004 Sep;21(3):205-16. doi: 10.1055/s-2004-860941. PubMed PMID: 
21331130; PubMed Central PMCID: PMC3036228. 2 - Boland PA, Kelly ME, 
Donlon NE, Rausa E, Beddy DP, McCormick PH, Mehigan BJ, Larkin JO. Out-
comes following colonic stenting for malignant left-sided bowel obstruc-
tion: a systematic review of randomised controlled trials. Int J Colorectal Dis. 
2019 Oct;34(10):1625-1632. doi: 10.1007/s00384-019-03378-z. Epub 2019 
Sep 2. Review. PubMed PMID: 31475316. 3 - Jeurnink SM, van Eijck CH, 
Steyerberg EW, Kuipers EJ, Siersema PD. Stent versus gastrojejunostomy for 
the palliation of gastric outlet obstruction: a systematic review. BMC Gastro-
enterol. 2007 Jun 8;7:18. Review. PubMed PMID: 17559659; PubMed Central 
PMCID: PMC1904222. 4 - Moura EG, Ferreira FC, Cheng S, Moura DT, Sakai 
P, Zilberstain B. Duodenal stenting for malignant gastric outlet obstruction: 
prospective study. World J Gastroenterol. 2012 Mar 7;18(9):938-43. doi: 
10.3748/wjg.v18.i9.938. PubMed PMID: 22408353; PubMed Central PMCID: 
PMC3297053. 5 - Navaneethan U, Lourdusamy V, Njei B, Shen B. Endosco-
pic balloon dilation in the management of strictures in Crohn´s disease: a 
systematic review and meta-analysis of non-randomized trials. Surg En-
dosc. 2016 Dec;30(12):5434-5443. Epub 2016 Apr 28. Review. PubMed PMID: 
27126619. 6 - Perrot L, Fohlen A, Alves A, Lubrano J. Management of the 
colonic volvulus in 2016. J Visc Surg. 2016 Jun;153(3):183-92. doi: 10.1016/j.
jviscsurg.2016.03.006. Epub 2016 Apr 28. Review. PubMed PMID: 27132752. 
7 - Tun G, Bullas D, Bannaga A, Said EM. Percutaneous endoscopic colosto-
my: a useful technique when surgery is not an option. Ann Gastroenterol. 
2016 Oct-Dec;29(4):477-480. Epub 2016 Jun 10. PubMed PMID: 27708513; 
PubMed Central PMCID: PMC5049554. 8 - Peker KD, Cikot M, Bozkurt MA, 
Ilhan B, Kankaya B, Binboga S, Seyit H, Alis H. Colonoscopic decompression 
should be used before neostigmine in the treatment of Ogilvie´s syndrome. 
Eur J Trauma Emerg Surg. 2017 Aug;43(4):557-566. doi: 10.1007/s00068-
016-0709-y. Epub 2016 Jul 18. PubMed PMID: 27432173. 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

Therapy update: Faecal transplantation
08:30-10:30 / F3

FMT procedure, regulation and stool banks
Maria J.G.T. Vehreschild, Germany

Learning Objectives:
•  To understand the different technical options available for FMT 
•  To understand advantages and disadvantages of available options 
•  To understand current developments in the regulation of FMT 

products 

Abstract:
The clinical application of fecal microbiota transfer (FMT) for the treat-
ment of recurrent Clostridioides difficile infections (rCDI) has increased 
rapidly since the first publication of a randomized controlled trial in 2013. 
In the following years, iIts efficacy has been extensively confirmed, not 
only in further randomized clinical trials, but also in daily clinical practi-
ce. In 2013, the European Society of Clinical Microbiology and Infectious 
Diseases (ESCMID) included the microbiota transfer FMT in the guide-
lines for the treatment of recurrent CDI with an AI recommendation. 
Developments in application technique include frozen and freeze-dried 
preparations. 
Across trials, response is similar at approximately 80%. In this presenta-
tion, different factors potentially determining treatment failure and suc-
cess will be discussed. Furthermore, an overview on current safety data 
will be given and recommendations with respect to different treatment 
approaches will be made on the basis of safety considerations. 
Finally, current international developments in the regulation of FMT will 
be presented and discussed, including the concept of commercial and 
non-commercial stool banks, as well as the consequences of classsifica-
tion of FMT products as drugs. 

References:
Tariq et al. Clin Infect Dis. 2019 Apr 8;68(8):1351-1358. Peri et al. United Eu-
ropean Gastroenterol J. 2019 Jun;7(5):716-722. Van Nood et al. NEJM 2013; 
368(5):407-15. Lee et al. JAMA 2016; 315(2):142-9. Youngster et al. JAMA 2014; 
312(17):1772-8. Tacke et al. CMI 2015; 21(11):e82-4. Staley et al. Am J Gastroen-
terol. 2017 Jun;112(6):940-947. Iqbal et al. Eur J Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2018 
Jul;30(7):730-734. Kelly et al. Am J Gastroenterol. 2014 Jul;109(7):1065-71. 

Disclosure:
MJGTV has received research grants from 3M, Astellas Pharma, DaVolter-
ra, Gilead Sciences, Glycom, MaaT Pharma, Merck/MSD, Organobalance, 
Seres Therapeutics; speaker fees from Astellas Pharma, Basilea, Gilead 
Sciences, Merck/MSD, Organobalance, Pfizer and has been a consultant 
to Alb Fils Kliniken GmbH, Astellas Pharma, DaVolterra, Ferring, MaaT 
Pharma, Merck/MSD. 

FMT in clinical practice for C. difficile infection: Pro
Ed Kuijper, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•  FMT is effective and safe for treatment of patients with multiple 

recurrent C. difficile infections 
•  FMT should be coordinated by national stool banks 
•  A national registry is recommended for follow-up of patiients and 

donors 

Abstract:
Faecal Microbiota Transplantation (FMT) has been demonstrated as the 
preferred first therapeutic intervention for patients with multiple re-
current Clostridioides difficile infections (rCDI), as published in various 
guidance documents. The effectiveness of FMT treatment (higher than 
90%) has not been apporached by other treatments for rCDI, though no 
studies have been performed with bezlotoxumab and fidaxomicin (or 
extended fidaxomicin) as comparison. Several studies on cost-effectivess 
including a long term follow-up of 1 year after FMT to analyse readmis-
sions and complications, also indicate that FMT is the prefered option for 
multiple rCDI. The costs of one FMT treatment as determined in a budget 
impact analysis at the Netherlands Donor Feces Bank (NDFB), are ap-
proximately 1000 Euro, not including the administration by colonoscopy 
or nasoduodenal route. An important prerequisite to apply FMT is the 
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setting of stool banks, approved by national authorities. In 2019, experts 
from different countries established new guidelines for stool banks that 
provide safe and effective FMT products for the treatment of rCDI and for 
use in trials assessing other indications. Stool banks are non-profit or-
ganisations and have standard operation procedures for screening of do-
nors, preparation of the product, storage and administration to patients. 
The long term effects of FMT are unknown. Since FMT is also mentioned 
in the guidelines for treatment of children with rCDI, a national registry 
should be used by the stool banks to detect possible adverse events in 
patients during a folllow-up of 10 to 15 years. Donors are also included 
in the folllow-up to recognise diseases of which transmission to donors 
could be possible. In summary, FMT will remain as the first treatment 
choice for patients with rCDI, unless new regulations will classify donor 
feces suspensions as a drug or pharmaceutical product. 

References:
1) Terveer EM, van Beurden YH, Goorhuis A, Seegers JFML, Bauer MP, van 
Nood E, Dijkgraaf MGW, Mulder CJJ, Vandenbroucke-Grauls CMJE, Ver-
spaget HW, Keller JJ, Kuijper EJ. How to: Establish and run a stool bank. 
Clin Microbiol Infect. 2017;23:924-930. 2) Kuijper EJ, Allegretii J, Hawkey 
P, Sokol H, Goldenberg S, Ianiro G, Gasbarrini A, Kump P, Costello S, Keller 
J, Vehreschild M. Everything under control? - A necessary discussion after 
transmission of multi-drug resistant organisms through fecal microbiota 
transplantations. Accepted for publication in TLID. 

Disclosure:
The NDFB has received financial support from Vedanta Biosciences (Bos-
ton) for research purposes. 

FMT in clinical practice for C. difficile infection: Con
Mark Wilcox, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•  FMT remains an experimental therapy at present, especially as we 

do not know the long term effects of manipulation of the human gut 
microbiome 

•  Serious untoward events have been reported following FMT 
•  What are the proven alternatives for FMT for the treatment of 

recurrent C. difficile infection? 

Abstract:
We know that the microbiome of the human gut is involved in the pa-
thogenesis of multiple diseases, and there is increasing evidence that 
its roles may be fundamental/far reaching for human health/disease. 
While FMT has been shown to be an effective option in the management 
of patients with multiple recurrences of C. difficile infection, it is impor-
tant to recognise that this remains an experimental therapy at present, 
especially as we do not know the long term effects of manipulation of 
the human gut microbiome. Notably, serious untoward events have been 
reported following FMT. There is no systematic collection of controlled 
outcomes/adverse events following FMT. There are multiple alternati-
ves to FMT for the treatment of recurrent C. difficile infection, including 
agents that have undergone more rigorous safety assessments. These 
include options that can avoid the use of FMT. 

References:
FDA. Important Safety Alert Regarding Use of Fecal Microbiota for Trans-
plantation and Risk of Serious Adverse Reactions Due to Transmission of 
Multi-Drug Resistant Organisms. June 2019. Available at: https://www.fda.
gov/vaccines-blood-biologics/safety-availability-biologics/important-safe-
ty-alert-regarding-use-fecal-microbiota-transplantation-and-risk-serious-
adverse Oksi J, et al. Real-world efficacy of bezlotoxumab for prevention of 
recurrent Clostridium difficile infection: a retrospective study of 46 patients 
in five university hospitals in Finland. European Journal of Clinical Micro-
biology & Infectious Diseases 2019. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10096-019-
03630-y 413. Wilcox MH, Gerding DN, Poxton IR, Kelly C, Nathan R, Birch T, 
Cornely OA, Rahav G, Bouza E, Lee C, Jenkin G, Jensen W, Kim YS, Yoshida 
J, Gabryelski L, Pedley A, Eves K, Tipping R, Guris D, Kartsonis N, Dorr MB, 
for the MODIFY I and MODIFY II Investigators. Bezlotoxumab for prevention 
of Clostridium difficile infection recurrence. N Engl J Med 2017;376:305-317. 

Disclosure:
I have received: Consulting fees from Actelion, Astellas, bioMerieux, Da 
Volterra, Merck, Meridian, Pfizer, Sanofi-Pasteur, Seres, Singulex, Summit, 
Synthetic Biologics, Valneva, Vaxxilon & VenatoRx; Lecture fees from Alere, 

Astellas, Merck, Pfizer & Singulex; and Grant support from Actelion, Alere, 
Astellas, bioMerieux, Da Volterra, Merck, MicroPharm, Morphochem AG, 
MotifBio, Paratek, Sanofi-Pasteur, Seres, Summit & Tetraphase. 

FMT for IBS
Andreas Petersen, Denmark

Learning Objectives:
•  The composition of the gut microbiota in IBS patients of all subtypes 

is different from healthy controls 
•  Putative mechanisms explaining a possible role of microbiota in 

the development of IBS include altered metabolic activity of the 
microbiota, mucosal immune activation, impaired mucosal barrier 
function and a disturbed gut-microbiota-brain axis 

•  Meta-analysis of results from RCTs does not suggest a benefit of FMT 
for global IBS symptoms, however, this could possibly be explained 
by differences in patient subgroup and FMT modality 

Abstract:
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is the most common gastrointestinal 
disorder, affecting up to one in five people [1]. In accordance with the 
Rome IV criteria [2], IBS is characterized by abdominal pain and alte-
red bowel function [2]. The exact cause of IBS is still unknown. A meta-
analysis has confirmed a gut microbial dysbiosis in IBS in comparison 
with healthy controls [3]. The putative mechanisms that explain the role 
of microbiota in the development of IBS include altered metabolic acti-
vity, mucosal inflammation, impaired mucosal barrier function, and a 
disturbed gut-microbiota-brain axis [4]. Therefore, modulation of the 
intestinal microbiota has been suggested as a strategy for managing IBS 
symptoms [5]. Worldwide, interest in fecal microbiota transplantation 
(FMT) as therapy for several diseases, including IBS, is growing rapidly. 
Feces from healthy donors contain more than a hundred different types 
of bacteria, along with e.g. parasites, viruses, fungi, and bacteriophages. 
In recurrent Clostridium difficile infections, FMT has shown excellent ef-
fects. FMT has a much higher cure rate than standard treatment [6] and 
studies have shown that FMT might restore intestinal microbial balance 
in treated patients [7]. FMT could therefore theoretically be a possible 
treatment for IBS patients. To date, four randomized placebo-controlled 
studies and few non-placebo studies have evaluated whether FMT is ef-
fective in IBS patients [8, 9, 10]. Of the four placebo-controlled studies, 
involving in all 254 participants, two shows a positive effect and two, in 
fact, a negative effect of FMT. These differences could possibly be explai-
ned by patient subgroup and FMT modality. However, current evidence 
from RCTs does not suggest a benefit of FMT for IBS. Considering IBS as a 
rather benign condition and FMT as a treatment with possible unknown 
side effects caution is recommended, both when considering FMT as a 
treatment option in IBS and when designing new studies. 

References:
1. Soares RLS. Irritable bowel syndrome: a clinical review. World J Gast-
roenterol 2014;20:12144-60. doi:10.3748/wjg.v20.i34.12144 2. Schmulson 
MJ, Drossman DA. What Is New in Rome IV. J Neurogastroenterol Motil. 
2017 Apr 30;23(2):151-163. doi: 10.5056/jnm16214. 3. Wang L, Alammar N, 
Singh R, Nanavati J, et al. Gut Microbial Dysbiosis in the Irritable Bowel 
Syndrome: A Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis of Case-Control Studies. 
J Acad Nutr Diet. 2019 Aug 28. pii: S2212-2672(19)30472-1. doi: 10.1016/j.
jand.2019.05.015. [Epub ahead of print] 4. Lee KN, Lee OY. Intestinal mi-
crobiota in pathophysiology and management of irritable bowel syndro-
me. World J Gastroenterol 2014;20:8886-97. doi:10.3748/wjg.v20.i27.8886 
5. Pinn DM, Aroniadis OC, Brandt LJ. Is fecal microbiota transplantation 
(FMT) an effective treatment for patients with functional gastrointesti-
nal disorders (FGID)? Neurogastroenterol Motil 2015;27:19-29. doi:10.1111/
nmo.12479 6. Quraishi MN, Widlak M, Bhala N, et al. Systematic review 
with meta-analysis: the efficacy of faecal microbiota transplantation for the 
treatment of recurrent and refractory Clostridium difficile infection. Aliment 
Pharmacol Ther Published Online First: 14 July 2017. doi:10.1111/apt.14201 
7. Weingarden A, González A, Vázquez-Baeza Y, et al. Dynamic changes 
in short- and long-term bacterial composition following fecal microbiota 
transplantation for recurrent Clostridium difficile infection. Microbiome 
2015;3:10. doi:10.1186/s40168-015-0070-0 8. Xu D, Chen VL, Steiner CA, et 
al. Efficacy of Fecal Microbiota Transplantation in Irritable Bowel Syndro-
me. The American Journal of Gastroenterology. 2019;114(7):1043-1050. doi: 
10.14309/ajg.0000000000000198. 9. Johnsen PH, Hilpüsch F, Cavanagh 
JP, et al. Faecal microbiota transplantation versus placebo for moderate-
to-severe irritable bowel syndrome: a double-blind, randomised, placebo-
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controlled, parallel-group, single-centre trial. Lancet Gastroenterol Hepatol 
Published Online First: 31 October 2017. doi:10.1016/S2468-1253(17)30338-2 
10. Halkjær SI, Christensen AH, Lo BZS, et al. Faecal microbiota transplan-
tation alters gut microbiota in patients with irritable bowel syndrome: re-
sults from a randomised, double-blind placebo-controlled study. Gut. 2018 
Dec;67(12):2107-2115. doi: 10.1136/gutjnl-2018-316434. 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

FMT in IBD
Severine Vermeire, Belgium

Learning Objectives:
•  To learn what is the current evidence for FMT in ulcerative colitis, 

Crohn´s disease and pouchitis 
•  To review the European Guidelines on FMT with respect to 

indications, and screening 
•  To understand future applications of microbiota-focussed therapies 

Abstract:
Faecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) is a successful therapy for pati-
ents suffering from refractory Clostridium difficile infections. 
While comprehensive culture- and molecular-based analyses of the 
microbiota of IBD patients have failed to identify consistent enrichment 
of pathogenic species, several studies have shown decreased microbial 
diversity of the intestinal ecosystem in IBD patients. Given this observed 
dysbiosis, faecal transplantation has also been suggested as a treatment 
option for patients with refractory IBD. A number of placebo-controlled 
randomized trials have been performed which together suggest that FMT 
may increase clinical and endoscopic remission rates in UC. However, the 
number of studies, the included patients and the quality of the evidence 
remains overall limited and further work is needed. 
A number of open questions also remain such as the preferred route and 
frequency of administration, what the donor should look like and which 
subphenotype of disease would be most suited for this type of therapy. 
In addition, no studies assessed long-term maintenance of remission in 
UC or CD. 

References:
Key reviews: Cammarota G, Ianiro G, Tilg H, Rajilić-Stojanović M, Kump P, 
Satokari R, Sokol H, Arkkila P, Pintus C, Hart A, Segal J, Aloi M, Masucci 
L, Molinaro A, Scaldaferri F, Gasbarrini G, Lopez-Sanroman A, Link A, de 
Groot P, de Vos WM, Högenauer C, Malfertheiner P, Mattila E, Milosavljević 
T, Nieuwdorp M, Sanguinetti M, Simren M, Gasbarrini A; European FMT 
Working Group.European consensus conference on faecal microbiota trans-
plantation in clinical practice. Gut. 2017 Apr;66(4):569-580. doi: 10.1136/
gutjnl-2016-313017. Epub 2017 Jan 13. Imdad A, Nicholson MR, Tanner-
Smith EE, Zackular JP, Gomez-Duarte OG, Beaulieu DB, Acra S.Fecal trans-
plantation for treatment of inflammatory bowel disease. Cochrane Database 
Syst Rev. 2018;11:CD012774. Levy AN, Allegretti JR. Insights into the role of 
fecal microbiota transplantation for the treatment of inflammatory bowel 
disease. Therap Adv Gastroenterol. 2019;12:1756284819836893. 
Key references: Paramsothy, S, Paramsothy, R, Rubin, DT. Faecal microbiota 
transplantation for inflammatory bowel disease: a systematic review and 
meta-analysis. J Crohns Colitis 2017; 11: 1180-1199. Moayyedi, P, Surette, MG, 
Kim, PT. Fecal microbiota transplantation induces remission in patients with 
active ulcerative colitis in a randomized controlled trial. Gastroenterology 
2015; 149: 102-109.e6 Rossen, NG, Fuentes, S, van der Spek, MJ. Findings 
from a randomized controlled trial of fecal transplantation for patients with 
ulcerative colitis. Gastroenterology 2015; 149: 110-118.e4. Vermeire, S, Joos-
sens, M, Verbeke, K. Donor species richness determines faecal microbio-
ta transplantation success in inflammatory bowel disease. J Crohns Colitis 
2016; 10: 387-394. Costello, SP, Hughes, PA, Waters, O. Effect of fecal micro-
biota transplantation on 8-week remission in patients with ulcerative colitis: 
a randomized clinical trial. JAMA 2019; 321: 156-164. Paramsothy, S, Kamm, 
MA, Kaakoush, NO. Multidonor intensive faecal microbiota transplantation 
for active ulcerative colitis: a randomised placebo-controlled trial. Lancet 
Lond Engl 2017; 389: 1218-1228. Landy J, Walker AW, Li JV, Al-Hassi HO, 
Ronde E, English NR, Mann ER, Bernardo D, McLaughlin SD, Parkhill J, Cic-
litira PJ, Clark SK, Knight SC, Hart AL.Variable alterations of the microbiota, 
without metabolic or immunological change, following faecal microbiota 
transplantation in patients with chronic pouchitis. Sci Rep. 2015;5:12955. 
Stallmach A, Lange K, Buening J, Sina C, Vital M, Pieper DH. Fecal Mi-
crobiota Transfer in Patients With Chronic Antibiotic-Refractory Pouchitis. 

Am J Gastroenterol. 2016;111:441-3. Herfarth H, Barnes EL, Long MD, Isaacs 
KL, Leith T, Silverstein M, Gerardin Y, Kassam Z. Combined Endoscopic and 
Oral Fecal Microbiota Transplantation in Patients with Antibiotic-Dependent 
Pouchitis: Low Clinical Efficacy due to Low Donor Microbial Engraftment. 
Inflamm Intest Dis. 2019;4:1-6. 

Disclosure:
S Vermeire received consultancy from Prodigest and Actobio 
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Constipation: To modify behaviour or anatomy?
11:00-13:00 / Hall 6

Behavioural modification of defecation disorders
Jan Borovicka, Switzerland

Learning Objectives:
•  To understand the role of functional defecation disorders in the 

pathophysiology of constipation 
•  To identify the benefit of biofeedback-aided treatments in patients 

with constipation 
•  To be aware of the evidence of biofeedback-treatment in randomized 

controlled trials 

Abstract:
The behavioral modification of defecation disorders is based on the un-
derstanding of the pathophysiology of functional defecation disorders 
which are recognized as an important element in the diagnosis of consti-
pation. To diagnose dyssynergic defecation (DD) there must be objective 
features of impaired evacuation, as demonstrated by 2 of the following 3 
tests: Abnormal balloon expulsion test, Abnormal anorectal evacuation 
pattern with manometry or anal surface EMG, Impaired rectal evacua-
tion by imaging. Symptoms per se are not reliable for DD as shown by 
Rao et al. Therefore physiologic assessments of defecation are important 
to guide further treatment. Biofeedback in case of DD is considered as a 
second line treatment due to the restricted availability but also due to the 
often insufficient adherence of patients. Biofeedback therapy provides 
sustained improvement of bowel symptoms and anorectal function in 
constipated subjects with DD, whereas standard therapy is largely inef-
fective. Chiarioni et al. studied 104 patients with DD and constipation in 
a randomized controlled trial and could show that biofeedback is more 
effective than polyethylene glycol plus 5 weekly counselling sessions. 
Benefits as obtained by biofeedback were sustained at 12 and 24 months. 
Depending on the therapist’s skill and the patient’s motivation the re-
sponse to biofeedback therapy may vary considerably from one center 
to the other. Aided by mostly visual or less common auditory feedback 
of anorectal and pelvic floor pressure (manometry-based devices) or 
muscle activity (EMG-based devices), patients are motivated to increase 
intra-abdominal pressure and relax the pelvic floor during defecation. 
When rectal sensation is reduced, e.g. in patients with rectal prolapse, 
sensory retraining with stepwise inflation of rectal balloons may also be 
provided. Rao et al. showed that home-based and office-based biofeed-
back as a therapy for DD improved bowel symptoms and physiology with 
similar efficacy. 

References:
• Rao SS, Bharucha AE, Chiarioni G, Felt-Bersma R, Knowles C, Malcolm A, 
Wald A. Functional Anorectal Disorders. Gastroenterology 2016;150:1430-
1442 • Krogh K, Chiarioni G, Whitehead W. Management of chronic consti-
pation in adults. United European Gastroenterol J. 2017 Jun;5(4):465-472. • 
Rao SS, Valestin J, Brown CK, Zimmerman B, Schulze K. Long-term efficacy 
of biofeedback therapy for dyssynergic defecation: randomized controlled 
trial. Am J Gastroenterol. 2010 Apr;105(4):890-6 • Rao SS, Mudipalli RS, 
Stessman M, Zimmerman B. Investigation of the utility of colorectal func-
tion tests and Rome II criteria in dyssynergic defecation (Anismus). Neuro-
gastroenterol Motil. 2004 Oct;16(5):589-96. • Chiarioni G, Salandini L and 
Whithead WE. Biofeedback benefits only patients with outlet dysfuntion, 
not patients with isolated slow transit constipation. Gastroenterology 2005; 
129: 86-97. • Chiarioni G, Whitehead WE, Pezza V, et al. Biofeedback is 
superior to laxatives for normal transit constipation due to pelvic floor dys-
synergia. Gastroenterology 2006; 130: 657-664. • Rao SS, Go JT, Valestin J, 
Schneider J. Home Biofeedback for the Treatment of Dyssynergic Defecation: 
Does It Improve Quality of Life and Is It Cost-Effective? Am J Gastroenterol 
2019;114:938-944. 

Disclosure:
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Surgical management of constipation
Charles H. Knowles, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•  To understand the main indications for surgery for constipation 
•  To understand the need for triple assessment and MDT review before 

surgery is contemplated 
•  To understand that available procedures have a benefit vs. harm 

profile that makes few (if any) very attractive 

Abstract:
The management of most patients with constipation should not include 
surgery for reasons of irreversibility, unpredictable functional outcomes 
and potential harm, as well as the basic fact that surgery (excepting 
neuromodulation +/- future cell therapies) can only alter gross anatomy 
rather than neuromuscular function.
There are 2 main pathophysiological targets for surgery: generalised 
colonic transit delay and defined dynamic structural causes of obstruc-
ted defaecation. The former represent about 5% of patients undergoing 
specialist investigations, the latter perhaps 10%. There is no place for 
surgery for patients with normal physiology, those with IBS, or those 
with functional defecation disorders. 
The talk highlights the importance of triple assessment (symptoms & 
signs, examination and specialist investigations) and MDT decision ma-
king (including appreciation of all pelvic floor compartments). For pati-
ents with generalised slow-transit constipation, the historical index sur-
gical procedure is colectomy. The talk discusses the rare indications (and 
many contra-indications) for this approach, its potential benefits and its 
substantial harm profile. It also covers variations in approach and extent 
of resection i.e. alternatives to the best-studied but radical procedure of 
colectomy and ileorectal anastomosis.
For patients with mechanical defecation disorders there are 2 common 
surgical targets, alone or in combination: rectocele and rectoanal intus-
susception. As with colectomy, the indications and contraindications as 
well as realistic outcomes and harms (e.g. current mesh issues) of the 
numerous procedures (hitching, reinforcing and excisional) are summa-
rised in overview.
Finally, the talk covers treatments that have been applied to patients 
more generally. These include sacral neuromodulation (now proved to 
have little or no benefit in randomised trials); anterograde irrigation 
procedures (in the speaker’s min often overlooked) and stoma. 

References:
Reviews 1. Knowles CH, Grossi U, Horrocks EJ, Pares D, Vollebregt PF, Chap-
man M, Brown SR, Mercer-Jones M, Williams AB, Hooper RJ, Stevens N, 
Mason J; NIHR CapaCiTY working group; Pelvic floor Society. Surgery for 
constipation: systematic review and clinical guidance: Paper 1: Introduction 
& Methods. Colorectal Dis. 2017 Sep;19 Suppl 3:5-16. 2. Knowles CH, Grossi 
U, Horrocks EJ, Pares D, Vollebregt PF, Chapman M, Brown S, Mercer-Jones 
M, Williams AB, Yiannakou Y, Hooper RJ, Stevens N, Mason J; NIHR Capa-
CiTY working group; Pelvic floor Society and; European Society of Coloproc-
tology. Surgery for constipation: systematic review and practice recommen-
dations: Graded practice and future research recommendations. Colorectal 
Dis. 2017 Sep;19 Suppl 3:101-113. Original papers • Paraiso, M.F., et al., Rec-
tocele repair: a randomized trial of three surgical techniques including graft 
augmentation. Am J Obstet Gynecol, 2006. 195(6): p. 1762-71. • Knowles 
CH, Thin N, Gill K, Bhan C, Grimmer K, Lunniss PJ, Williams NS, Scott M. 
Prospective randomized double-blind study of sacral nerve stimulation in 
patients with rectal evacuatory dysfunction and rectal hyposensitivity. Ann 
Surg 2012; 255: 643-9. • Consten EC, van Iersel JJ, Verheijen PM, Broeders 
IA, Wolthuis AM, D´Hoore A. Long-term Outcome After Laparoscopic Ventral 
Mesh Rectopexy: An Observational Study of 919 Consecutive Patients. Ann 
Surg. 2015;262(5):742-7. • Dudekula A, Huftless S, Bielefeldt K. Colectomy 
for constipation: time trends and impact based on the US Nationwide Inpa-
tient Sample, 1998-2011. Aliment Pharmacol Ther. 2015 Dec;42(11-12):1281-
93. • Dinning PG, Hunt L, Patton V, Zhang T, Szczesniak M, Gebski V, Jones 
M, Stewart P, Lubowski DZ, Cook IJ. Treatment efficacy of sacral nerve stimu-
lation in slow transit constipation: a two-phase, double-blind randomized 
controlled crossover study. Am J Gastroenterol. 2015 May;110(5):733-40. • 
Zerbib F, Siproudhis L, Lehur PA, Germain C, Mion F, Leroi AM, Coffin B, Le 
Sidaner A, Vitton V, Bouyssou-Cellier C, Chene G; CONSTIMOD study inves-
tigators. Randomized clinical trial of sacral nerve stimulation for refractory 
constipation. Br J Surg. 2017 Feb;104(3):205-213. • Yiannakou Y, Etherson 
K, Close H, Kasim A, Mercer-Jones M, Plusa S, Maier R, Green S, Cundall J, 
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Knowles C, Mason J. A randomized double-blinded sham-controlled cross-
over trial of tined-lead sacral nerve stimulation testing for chronic constipa-
tion. Eur J Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2019; 31(6):653-660. 
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Anorexia and unexplained weight loss
11:00-13:00 / A1

Malnutrition: Causes and diagnostic criteria
André Van Gossum, Belgium

Learning Objectives:
•  To define nutrition disorders and nutrition related conditions 
•  To explain the new GLIM criteria for the diagnosis of malnutrition 
•  To determine the tools for assessing the body composition 

Abstract:
Malnutrition can be defined as “a state resulting from lack of intake or 
uptake of nutrition that leads to altered body composition (decreased fat 
free mass) and body cell mass leading to diminished physical and men-
tal function and impaired clinical outcome from disease”. Undernutrition 
is considered as a synonym of malnutrition.
Malnutrition may be classified as: 1) disease-related malnutrition with 
inflammation (acute or chronic); 2) disease-related malnutrition without 
inflammation; 3) malnutrition/undernutrition without disease (socio-
economic/psychologic problems or hunger-related malnutrition.
The international community in the field of clinical nutrition (ESPEN, 
ASPEN, FELAPE, PENSA) has recently proposed some new criteria for 
diagnosing malnutrition.
The first step should be to screen the patients who are at risk of malnut-
rition using some validated tools (NRS-2002, MUST, MNA).
The selected criteria for defining malnutrition are: 3 phenotypic: weight 
loss, BMI, muscle mass and 2 etiologic: decrease of food intake or mal-
absorption and inflammation.
Some cut-offs for the phenotypic criteria have been proposed for grading 
the malnutrition.
A patient is considered to be malnourished when having one abnormal 
phenotypic criteria and one abnormal etiologic criteria.
Validation studies are needed to adapt these criteria.
Fat free mass and fat mass can be estimated by bio-impedance analy-
sis (BIA) or DXA-scan, standard anthropometric measurements, such as 
mid-arm-circumference, calf-measurement or skinfold to thickness are 
potential alternatives although subject to measurement variability.
Computerized tomography (CT) is being increasingly used to evaluate 
muscle mass depletion, especially in patients with digestive disorders 
who require an abnormal CT exam.
Biochemical markers, e.g. serum concentrations of visceral protein (al-
bumin) should not be used as indicators of a patient’s nutritional status. 

References:
General review: ESPEN Guidelines on clinical nutrition in liver disease. 
Plauth M et al. Clin Nutr 2019; 38: 485-521. ESPEN Guidelines on nutrition 
in cancer patients. Arends J et al. Clin Nutr 2017 ; 36 : 11-48. 
Original papers: Value of sarcopenia assessed by computed tomography for 
the prediction of postoperative morbidity following oncological colorectal 
resection. A comparison with the malnutrition screening tool. Van der Kroft 
G et al. Clin Nutr ESPEN 2018; 24: 114-119. Measurement of muscle mass in 
sarcopenia: from imaging to biochemical markers. Tosato M et al. Aging 
Clin Exp Res 2017; 29: 19-27. Effects of weight loss and sarcopenia on res-
ponse to chemotherapy, quality of life, and survival. Ryan AM et al. Nutriti-
on 2019. GLIM criteria for the diagnosis of malnutrition. A consensus report 
from the global clinical nutrition community. Cederholm T et al. Clin Nutr 
2019; 38: 1-9. ESPEN Guidelines on definitions and terminology of clinical 
nutrition. Cederholm T et al. Clin Nutr 2017; 36: 49-64. GLIM criteria using 
hand grip strength adequately predict 6-month mortality in cancer inpati-
ents. Contreras-Bolivar V et et al. Nutrients 2019 ; Sept 1 : E2043. Prognostic 
value of the third lumbar skeletal muscle mass in patients with cirrhosis and 
ascites. Yao J et al. Clin Nutr 2019; 15 Nutrition in cancer patients. Ravasco 
P. J Clin Med 2019 ; Aug 14. Low fat-free mass as a marker of mortality in 
community-dweling healthy elderly subjecfts. Age ageing 2013; 42: 33-39. 
Systematic review of nutrition screening and assessment in inflammatory 
bowel diseases. World J Gastroenterol 2019; 28: 3823-3827. 
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Motility disorders: Nutritional treatment
Francisca Joly, France

Learning Objectives:
•  Sensitize to gastrointestinal disorders in patients with eating 

disorders 
•  Determine the nutritional support to be proposed in a patient with 

motility disorder in a context of eating disorders 
•  Prevent the refeeding syndrome 

Abstract:
Anorexia nervosa (AN) is an eating disorder characterized by body 
schema disruptions, underweight, self-induced weight reduction, and 
endocrine impairments.Gastrointestinal alterations can be particularly 
bothersome by patients. Decreased gastric motility and delayed gastric 
emptying can result in further complications. Both rarely lead to acute 
gastric dilation, a surgical emergency that can result in gastric necrosis, 
perforation, shock, and death. Lower intestinal motility can be affected 
as shown by a prolonged gastrocecal transit time, by whole-gut transit 
time, and by pelvic floor dysfunction. Because most AN patients reported 
the desire to lose weight before the onset of GI symptoms, AN is rather 
the cause and not the consequence of abnormal GI functions and related 
symptoms. If most of these are reversible following treatment and weight 
regain, the presence of GI symptoms can make the nutritional approach 
difficult. Different approaches including oral feeding, enteral nutrition 
(EN), or parenteral nutrition (PN) should be tailored to each individual. 
In general, EN is always preferable to PN because of preservation of gut 
function, fewer infectious and metabolic complications. Patients with AN 
are high risk patients for refeeding syndrome. Refeeding syndrome is a 
potentially fatal condition, caused by rapid initiation of refeeding after 
a period of undernutrition. It is characterised by hypophosphataemia, 
associated with fluid and electrolyte shifts and metabolic and clinical 
complications. Awareness of refeeding syndrome and identification of 
patients at risk is crucial as the condition is preventable and the meta-
bolic complications are avoidable. Refeeding should be started at a low 
level of energy replacement. Vitamin supplementation should also be 
started with refeeding and continued for at least 10 days. Correction of 
electrolyte and fluid imbalances before feeding should be done along-
side feeding. 

References:
Schalla MA, Stengel A. Gastrointestinal alterations in anorexia nervosa - 
A systematic review. Eur Eat Disord Rev. 2019 May 7. Norris ML, Harrison 
ME, Isserlin L, Robinson A, Feder S, Sampson M. Gastrointestinal compli-
cations associated with anorexia nervosa: A systematic review. Int J Eat Dis-
ord. 2016 Mar;49(3):216-37. Sato Y, Fukudo S. Gastrointestinal symptoms 
and disorders in patients with eating disorders. Clin J Gastroenterol. 2015 
Oct;8(5):255-63 Krasaelap A, Kovacic K, Goday PS. Nutrition Management 
in Pediatric Gastrointestinal Motility Disorders. Nutr Clin Pract. 2019 Jul 18. 
Mehanna HM, Moledina J, Travis J. Refeeding syndrome: what it is, and how 
to prevent and treat it. BMJ. 2008 Jun 28;336(7659):1495-8. Walmsley RS. 
Refeeding syndrome: screening, incidence, and treatment during parente-
ral nutrition. J Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2013 Dec;28 Suppl 4:113-7. Rizzo SM, 
Douglas JW, Lawrence JC. Enteral Nutrition via Nasogastric Tube for Refee-
ding Patients With Anorexia Nervosa: A Systematic Review. Nutr Clin Pract. 
2019 Jun;34(3):359-370. 
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Oesophageal cancer: Challenges and 
controversies
11:00-13:00 / A2

Oesophageal cancer: Diagnosis and treatment
Prateek Sharma, United States

Learning Objectives:
•  Discuss the role of resection in the diagnosis and staging of 

esophageal cancer 
•  List the various endoscopic therapies available for the treatment of 

Barrett’s esophagus and cancer 
•  Summarize new insights about recent guidelines on Barrett’s 

esophagus and cancer 

Abstract:
Introduction: Barrett’s esophagus (BE), a premalignant condition whe-
re the normal squamous epithelium of the esophagus transforms into 
columnar epithelium with intestinal metaplasia, is the most important 
risk factor for development of esophageal adenocarcinoma. The risk of 
this progression from non-dysplastic BE is relatively low with annual risk 
of 0.3 % to 0.5%, however, once adenocarcinoma develops the 5 year 
survival is 15 %. 
The latest gastroenterology society guidelines recommend endoscopic 
eradication rather than esophagectomy for treatment of patients with 
early adenocarcinoma with endoscopic therapy. Previously, the gold 
standard of treatment used to be esophagectomy, however, due to high 
perioperative morbidity and mortality, it has been largely replaced by 
endoscopic techniques that are now the current mainstay of treatment. 
Diganosis and Treatment: The initial diagnosis of esophageal cancer re-
quires a meticulous and careful examination of the esophageal mucosa 
with high defintion endoscopy with or without electronic chromoendo-
scopy. The biopsy diagnosis of esopahgeal cancer is confirmed and then 
staged by endoscopic mucsal resection of the visible lesions in the eso-
phagus (EMR). EMR removes the mucosal and sub-mucosal layers of 
tissue either by raising the targeted segment with sub-mucosal injection 
followed by resection (cap EMR) or the suction, banding and cut method 
(multi-band ligation). This allows for accurate diagnosis and differnetia-
tion between T1(a) and T1(b) cancers.
EMR and and mucosal abaltion is generally combined, and recent data 
suggest this can be done safely within a single session. 
Conclusions: An accurate diagnosis of early dysplastic disease is the first 
hurdle and can be helped by seeking histologic confirmation by a second 
pathologist. Studies have also shown that use of high defintion endosco-
py and advanced imaging techniques can be effective in the endoscopic 
inspection for neoplasia. Endoscopic therapy has shown excellent re-
sults. 

References:
Desai M et al. GIE 2017 Sharma P. NEJM 2012 
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Consultant: Olympus Grant support: US Endoscopy, Ironwood, Erbe 

Changing epidemiology of oesophageal cancer and its 
impact
Isabelle Soerjomataram, France

Learning Objectives:
•  Understand major causes of oesophageal cancers, their current and 

historical pattern 
•  Understand current landscape of oesophageal cancer and its substy-

pes linked to changes in risk factors 
•  Understand the impact on characteristics of cases diagnosed with 

oesophageal cancer and their management 

Abstract:
Survival of patients diagnosed with oesophageal cancer remains poor, 
as such that it is today the sixth most common cause of cancer mortality. 
Oesophageal cancer is predominantly categorised into two main histo-
logical subtypes: adenocarcinomas (AC) that are typically located in the 
lower third of the oesophagus and are linked to Barrett’s oesophagus 
and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC) that develops mostly in flat cells 
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lining the upper part of the oesophagus. Changing pattern of major cau-
ses of oesophageal cancers has completely change the current landscape 
of cases diagnosed today with oesophageal cancer subtypes. While SCCs 
are highly linked with smoking and alcohol consumption, ACs mainly 
occur in patients with gastro-oesophageal reflux, which in turn is associ-
ated with obesity. Today global findings showed that although SCC is the 
more common type of oesophageal cancer globally, yet incidence rates of 
AC have surpassed SCC rates in high-income countries - changing com-
pletely clinical practice in terms of oesophageal cancer management. 
This session will provide a comprehensive view of current challenges 
and controversies in oesophageal cancers, in terms of its epidemiology 
and management followed by case presentation to illustrate common 
challenge that is found in clinical practice. Presentation on the most up-
to-date diagnostic strategies and management of this disease will go 
through all modalities used to manage the different oesophageal sub-
types. This is complemented with a presentation providing epidemiolo-
gical perspective on the current burden of the disease, future projection 
as well as survival differences between countries highlighting impact on 
current and future clinical practice. 

References:
1. Arnold M, Soerjomataram I, Ferlay J, Forman D. Global incidence of oeso-
phageal cancer by histological subtype in 2012. Gut. 2015 Mar;64(3):381-7. 
2. Eileen Morgan, Isabelle Soerjomataram, et al. International Trends in 
Oesophageal Cancer Survival by Histological Subtype: A population-based 
study from seven high-income countries 199.5-2014. Submitted. 
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Challenging the small bowel: Diagnosis and 
management of small bowel tumours in 2019
11:00-13:00 / A3

How to investigate the small bowel when a small 
bowel tumour is suspected
Marco Pennazio, Italy

Learning Objectives:
•  Recognize clinical presentation 
•  Knowledge of patients at increased risk for small bowel cancer 
•  Appropriate diagnostic work-up

Abstract:
Small bowel tumours (SBTs) are rare and usually remain asymptoma-
tic for years, The clinical presentation is often indolent and nonspecific. 
Most cases of SBTs are unexpectedly diagnosed in the course of a di-
agnostic workup of patients with suspected SB bleeding, unexplained 
iron-deficiency anaemia and persistent abdominal pain, or during the 
follow-up of patients at an increased risk to develop SBT (FAP, Peutz-
Jeghers syndrome, Lynch syndrome, Crohn’s disease, refractory celiac 
disease). Early diagnosis is of paramount importance. Although SBTs 
could be suspected by means of routine abdominal ultrasound or com-
puted tomography (CT), at the present time, imaging tools specifically 
designed for the study of the SB include capsule endoscopy (CE), device-
assisted enteroscopy (DAE) and SB cross-sectional imaging techniques 
[CT or magnetic resonance (MR) enterography].CE has demonstrated a 
high diagnostic yield by identifying SB mucosal lesions, including SBTs 
in 3-10% of patients receiving CE. CE is burdened by an increased risk 
of capsule retention and/or missing proximal SBTs. Capsule retention 
is generally asymptomatic and, as most patients with SBT will require 
surgery, retrieval of the retained capsule can happen at that time. Ra-
diologic cross-sectional techniques have a high sensitivity in identifying 
SBTs (85-94%) but have a low specificity. They allow, in a single exami-
nation, both identification and staging of SBTs. DAE is more often used 
in clinical practice as confirmatory tool, when other less invasive tests 
identify relevant findings. DAE has the advantage to allow both a de-
tailed evaluation of the SB surface with tissue sampling and endoscopic 
treatments or of placing tattoos for more precise identification of SBTs at 
the time of surgery. In patients with SBT, the result of a single diagnostic 
exam is often insufficient to provide a definite diagnosis. A balanced 
combination of different tests allows reaching a final diagnosis and drive 
further management. 

References:
1) Pennazio M. Endoscopy. 2015;47:352-76. 2) Rondonotti E. Curr Opin Gas-
troenterol. 2018;34:159-164. 3) Johnston CA. Endoscopy Internat Open 2017; 
05:E463-E470. 4) Chung CS. J Formos Med Assoc. 2018;117:705-710. 5) Elli 
L. Gastrointest Endosc.2017;86:264-273 6) Soyer P. Eur Radiol 2013; 23:388-
399. 7) Faggian A. Gastroenterol Res Pract 2016; 2016:9686815. 
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Therapeutic aspects
Omar Faiz, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•  Clinical symptoms and diagnostic work-up 
•  Differential Diagnosis of underlying conditions 
•  Therapeutic management 

Abstract:
The four principal differential diagnoses of small bowel tumours are 
discussed. The latter include: adenocarcinomas, lymphomas, sarcoma/
gastrointestinal stromal tumours and neuroendocrine tumours. The sur-
gical and adjuvant management of each of these tumours are presented 
in sequence.
The emphasis of the presentation is on neuroendocrine tumours and, 
in particular, their anatomical distribution, surgical intervention, the 
management of hepatic neuroendocrine (NETs) metastases and survival 
following treatment for NETs. 
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Autoimmune pancreatitis: From diagnosis to 
treatment
11:00-13:00 / C1

Autoimmune pancreatitis: From etiology to diagnosis
Matthias Löhr, Sweden

Learning Objectives:
•  Being familiar with the two subtypes of autoimmune pancreatitis 
•  Learn how to diagnose autoimmune pancreatitis 
•  Understand the complexity of AIP 1 / IgG4-related diseases (IgG4-RD) 

Abstract:
It is pivotal to know that such diagnosis exists! AIP is defined by histolo-
gy, and different in clinical appearance and imaging: type I (lymphoplas-
macytic sclerosing pancreatitis (LPSP) and type II (idiopathic duct-centric 
pancreatitis (IDCP)1. AIP type I is a systemic disease (IgG4-RD syndrome). 
The etiology is unknown. As an external trigger to autoimmunity, H. py-
loriwas suggested based on”molecular mimikry” with human carbonic 
anhydrase II (CA-II)2, the lead enzyme of pancreatic ducts. The sequence 
in common contains a binding motif of a HLA-class-II-haplotype, a risk 
factor for AIP3. The H. pyloriCagA protein has a high homology to the 
telomerase subunit UBR2, expressed in the pancreas4. However, no H. 
pyloriDNA or RNA could be found in AIP5. Viruses have been implicated, 
especially Hepatitis E virus6. A murine leucemia retrovirus could mimik 
human AIP sharing the same protein defects and autoantibodies7.
A consensus was reached diagnosing AIP8, relying on serology and ima-
ging. In AIP type 1, >80% of patients have elevated serum IgG/IgG4; 
some patients have only tissue expression of IgG4. Autoantibodies have 
been described for ductal (CA-II9) and acinar antigens (lactoferrin10, 
SPINK7, 11, UBR24, amylase12, trypsinogens7). Autoantibodies against 
CA-II, SPINK-1 and trypsinogens were confirmed independently13. Only 
tests for lactoferrin and CA-II are available in Europe. They are positive 
in up to 20% of AIP patients.
Imaging reveals pathognomonic signs of AIP: a homogenously swollen 
pancreas with smooth, contrast enhancing rim; contrast enhancement 
in the distal bile duct and kidney lesions14(AIP type I only). Changes 
can be subtle and AIP can present as acute pancreatitis or pancreatic 
cancer with a pancreatic tumor. Positive imaging and elevated IgG/IgG4 
constitutes the diagnosis of AIP type I. If in doubt, a biopsy from the pa-
pilla or via EUS may help to establish the diagnosis, according to certain 
criteria15, also allowing for IgG4 immunostaining. 
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1. Chari ST, et al. Histopathologic and clinical subtypes of autoimmune pan-
creatitis: the Honolulu consensus document. Pancreas 2010;39:549-54. 2. 
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pancreatitis: role of carbonic anhydrase via molecular mimicry? J Cell Mol 
Med 2005;9:741-4. 3. Ota M, , et al. Two critical genes (HLA-DRB1 and ABCF1)
in the HLA region are associated with the susceptibility to autoimmune pan-
creatitis. Immunogenetics 2007;59:45-52. 4. Frulloni L, et al. Identification 
of a novel antibody associated with autoimmune pancreatitis. N Engl J Med 
2009;361:2135-42. 5. Jesnowski R, et al. Helicobacter pylori in autoimmu-
ne pancreatitis and pancreatic carcinoma. Pancreatology 2010;10:462-466. 
6. Pischke S, et al. Hepatitis E virus: Infection beyond the liver? J Hepatol 
2017;66:1082-1095. 7. Löhr JM, et al. Autoantibodies against the exocrine 
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segawa T, et al. International consensus diagnostic criteria for autoimmune 
pancreatitis: guidelines of the International Association of Pancreatology. 
Pancreas 2011;40:352-8. 9. Kino-Ohsaki J, et al. Serum antibodies to carbo-
nic anhydrase I and II in patients with idiopathic chronic pancreatitis and 
Sjögren´s syndrome. Gastroenterology 1996;110:1579-1586. 10. Okazaki K, et 
al. Autoimmune-related pancreatitis is associated with autoantibodies and 
a Th1/Th2-type cellular immune response. Gastroenterology 2000;118:573-
81. 11. Asada M, et al. Identification of a novel autoantibody against pan-
creatic secretory trypsin inhibitor in patients with autoimmune pancreatitis. 
Pancreas 2006;33:20-6. 12. Sanchez Castanon M, Zuliani V, Amodio A, et al. 
Role of Amylase-alpha2A Autoantibodies in the Diagnosis of Autoimmune 
Pancreatitis. Pancreas 2015;44:1078-82. 13. Felix K, Hauck O, Schnölzer M, 
et al. Identification of Novel Serum Autoantibodies for Differential Diag-
nosis of Autoimmune Pancreatitis and Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma. 
Pancreas 2016;45:1309-19. 14. Vujasinovic M, et al. Kidney Involvement in 
Patients with Type 1 Autoimmune Pancreatitis. J Clin Med 2019;8. 15. Detlef-
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sen S, et al. Diagnosis of autoimmune pancreatitis by core needle biopsy: 
application of six microscopic criteria. Virchows Arch 2009;454:531-9. 
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Current treatment, side effects and long-term results
Jeanin E. van Hooft, Netherlands

Learning Objectives:
•  When to start and how to guide first-line therapy with steroids 
•  Being familiar with maintenance treatment with low-dose steroids, 

immunomodulators and rituximab 
•  Monitoring the treatment and anticipating side effects 

Abstract:
The first-line, standard-of-care approach for most patients diagnosed 
with autoimmune pancreatitis is steroid treatment. The usually recom-
mended dosage for remission induction is 0.6 -1.0 mg/kg per day, re-
sulting in daily starting doses of 30 to 40 mg. One should be aware that 
particular the high dose is potentially associated with significant adverse 
effects especially in the AIP population with advanced age and high in-
cidence of (de novo) diabetes mellitus. Recent data suggest that a lower 
daily dose of 20 mg is as effective. In general, clinical improvement af-
ter the start of steroid therapy is rapid, and follow-up serological and/
or radiological assessment should be done in 2 weeks after treatment 
initiation. A swift response to steroids provides further diagnostic confir-
mation. A poor response, however, should raise the possibility of other 
diagnoses, particularly cancer.
The aim of maintenance therapyis to reduce the incidence of relapses. 
However, up to 70% of patients will never experience a relapse. Therefor 
introducing maintenance therapy only after a first disease relapse has 
been advocated to avoid overtreatment. Drugs available for maintenance 
are: low-dose steroids, immunomodulators and rituximab. In western 
countries, the use of immunosuppressants is generally preferred to avoid 
the adverse events of the long-term use of steroids. The most studied of 
these drugs is azathioprine, which is generally administered at a dose of 
2-2.5 mg/kg. Azathioprine maintains a vast majority (75-85%) of treated 
patients in sustained remission at 3 years. In eastern countries, a low-
dose (±5 mg/per day) maintenance therapy with steroids is proposed 
based on a Japanese randomized controlled trial revealing a significant 
longer relapse free survival. The third therapeutic option, which is off-
label for autoimmune pancreatitis, is rituximab. Recently data suggested 
rituximab treatment to be considered for patients with difficult-to-treat 
relapsing disease. 

References:
1. Okazaki K, Chari ST, Frulloni L, et al. International consensus for the treat-
ment of autoimmune pancreatitis. Pancreatology 2017; 17:1-6 2. Kamisawa 
T, Okazaki K, Kawa S, Ito T, Inui K, Irie H, et al. Amendment of the japanese 
consensus guidelines for autoimmune pancreatitis, 2013. Iii. Treatment and 
prognosis of autoimmune pancreatitis. J Gastroenterol 2014;(49): 961e70. 3. 
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mann K, et al. Comparable efficacy of low- versus high-dose induction cor-
ticosteroid treatment in autoimmune pancreatitis. Pancreas 2014;43:261e7. 
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long-term maintenance corticosteroid therapy in patients with autoimmune 
pancreatitis. Gut 2017; 66:487-494 5. Majumder S, Mohapatra S, Lennon RJ, 
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Acute liver failure: An era of expectation
11:00-13:00 / C2

Decisions, decisions and so little time to think!
John O’Grady, Ireland

Learning Objectives:
•  To understand the heterogeneity of acute liver failure 
•  To understand the assessment of prognosis and determination of the 

optimal management plan 
•  To understand the role of liver transplantation in the management of 

acute liver failure 

Abstract:
The modern management of acute liver failure delivers survival rates of 
around 80% when all available treatment options are optimally deployed. 
Achieving this threshold is reliant on rapid and accurate decision making 
from the point of initial presentation. Initially, patients must be charac-
terised in terms of aetiology and sub-classification of acute liver failure, 
leading to an early assessment of prognosis. A key decision relates to lis-
ting for liver transplantation and confirmation of suitability once an organ 
becomes available. 
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General: Bernal W, Wendon J. Acute liver failure. NEJM 2013:369:2525-34.
O’Grady JG, Schalm SW, Williams R. Acute liver failure: redefining the syn-
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Specific: Bernal W, Hyyrylainen R, Gera A, et al. Lessons from look-back in 
acute liver failure? A single centre experience of 3300 patients. J Hepatol 
2013;59:74-80.
Larson FS, Schmidt LE, Beirnsmeier C et al. High volume plasma exchange 
in patients with acute liver failure: an open randomised controlled trial. J 
Hepatol 2016;64:69-78.
Lisman T, Stravitz RT. Rebalanced haemostasis in acute liver failure. Sem 
Thromb Haem 2015;41:468-73.
Maloney PR, Mallory GW, Atkinson JLD, et al. Intracranial pressure mo-
nitoring in acute liver failure: institutional case series. Neurocritical Care 
2016;29:86-93. 
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J Hepatol 2014;60:663-70. 
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Extracorporeal liver support: Evidence, current and 
future strategies
Faouzi Saliba, France

Learning Objectives:
•  When to transfer a patient with ALI-ALF to a transplant center 
•  Place and timing of artificial liver support in patients with ALF 
•  Outcome of patients with and without transplantation 

Abstract:
Well-established criteria for LTx (the Clichy-Villejuif and King’s College cri-
teria have been validated for ALF patients. Three main large controlled 
randomized trial (RCT) evaluated extracorporeal liver support in this in-
dication:
1. The HepatAssist®system (a hollow fibre bioreactor embedded with 7 
billion porcine hepatocytes). 171 patients (147 patients with ALF and 24 
others with primary graft non-function) were randomized to device treat-
ment or control. No significant difference between the control and the 
treatment arms for 30-day survival (62% vs 71%; p=NS).
2. Larsen F et al. conducted a RCT in 182 ALF patients who received either 
standard medical therapy (SMT; 90 patients) or SMT plus High Volume 
Plasma Exchange (HVPE) for 3 days (92 patients). Hospital survival was 
58.7% for patients treated with HVPE vs. 47.8% for the control group (HR: 
0.56; 95%CI, 0.36-0.86; p = 0.0083). HVPE prior to LTx did not improve 
survival compared with patients who received SMT alone (CI 0.37-3.98; p 
= 0.75).
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In this context, the EASL 2017 guidelines reported: 
Liver support systems (biological or adsorbent) should only be used in 
the context of RCT. HVPE in RCT has been shown to improve transplant-
free survival in patients with ALF, and to modulate immune dysfunction. 
HVPE may be of greater benefit in patients who are treated early and 
who will not ultimately undergo LTx.
3. A RCT in France compared albumin dialysis with MARS®, initiated 
within 12 hours of randomization, to conventional medical treatment in 
110 patients with ALF. 75% of the study patients underwent transplan-
tation within 24 hours. Six-month survival was 75.5% (95% CI, 60.8-
86.2%) with conventional treatment and 84.9% (95% CI, 71.9-92.8%) 
with MARS® (p=0.28). Access to LT was significantly higher in the MARS 
group.
Conclusion: HVPE is a safe technique that improved transplant free sur-
vival and allows a bridge to LT. MARS® is a safe tool that could be used 
as a bridge to LT. 

References:
European Association for the Study of the Liver. Electronic address: easl-
office@easloffice.eu; Clinical practice guidelines panel, Wendon, J; Panel 
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J, Goudeau A, Poynard T, Dubois F, Lesage G, Yvonnet B, et al. Multiva-
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1986(4); 6:648-51. 3. O´Grady JG, Alexander GJ, Hayllar KM, Williams R. 
Early indicators of prognosis in fulminant hepatic failure. Gastroentero-
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Peptic ulcer disease
11:00-13:00 / C3

The “normal” peptic ulcer
Madalina Ilie, Romania

Learning Objectives:
•  To learn about the epidemiology and risk factors of peptic ulcer 

disease 
•  To learn about diagnosis and treatment of Helicobacter pylori 

infection 
•  To learn about the diagnosis and management of uncomplicated 

peptic ulcer disease 

Abstract:
Peptic ulcer is defined as defect in the gastroduodenal mucosa that ex-
tends through the muscularis mucosa secondary to pepsin and gastric 
acid secretion. It usually occurs in the stomach and proximal duode-
num and less often in the lower esophagus (Cameron ulcers), distal 
duodenum or jejunum (in Zollinger-Ellison syndrome). The prevalence 
of peptic ulcer disease (PUD) has been decreasing lately reflecting the 
change in risk factors rather than genetic factors. PUD is associated with 
2 main risk factors: Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) infection and use of 
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs). The risk is even higher 
when these are associated with smoking, advanced age, comorbidities 
and co-therapy with corticosteroids, anticoagulants, and bisphosphona-
tes. PUD may be asymptomatic, may present with dyspeptic symptoms 
or complications like bleeding or perforation. The diagnosis is suspected 
in patients with symptoms and risk factors and is established by upper 
endoscopy. Currently, the strategy “test-and-treat” for Helicobacter pylori 
is appropriate in patients younger than 55 years, in the absence of alarm 
symptoms. Most other patients require endoscopy. If the patient is con-
firmed to be both H. pylori and NSAIDs negative, biopsies from the ulcer 
and the surrounding mucosa should be obtained to exclude underlying 
malignancy/lymphoma, Crohn´s disease or unusual infectious agents. If 
the etiology of the ulcer remains unexplained, an underlying gastrinoma 
should be considered. Gastric and duodenal ulcers which are benign 
have smooth, regular edges, with a flat, smooth ulcer base often filled 
with exudate. Endoscopic features that suggest a malignant ulcer inclu-
de: ulcerated mass protruding into the lumen, nodular, clubbed, fused 
folds surrounding the ulcer crater, irregular or thickened ulcer margins. 
All ulcers with malignant features should be biopsied. The mainstay of 
PUD management is represented by eradicating H. pylori and antisecre-
tory therapy. 
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Apr;132(4):447-456. 4. Mahachai V, Vilaichone R, Pittayanon R et al. He-
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ournal of Gastroenterology and Hepatology 33 (2018) 37-56. 5. Managing 
peptic ulcer disease in adults NICE Pathway (https://pathways.nice.org.uk/
pathways/dyspepsia-and-gastro-oesophageal-reflux-disease/managing-
peptic-ulcer-disease-in-adults). 6. Sostres C, Gargallo CJ, Lanas A. Interac-
tion between Helicobacter pylori infection, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 
drugs and/or low-dose aspirin use: old question new insights. World J Gas-
troenterol. 2014;20(28):9439-9450. 7. McColl KE. How I manage H. pylori-
negative, NSAID/aspirin-negative peptic ulcers. Am J Gastroenterol. 2009 
Jan;104(1):190-3. 8. Gralnek Ian M et al. Diagnosis and management of 
nonvariceal upper gastrointestinal hemorrhage: European Society of Gast-
rointestinal Endoscopy (ESGE) Guideline. Endoscopy 2015; 47: a1-a46. 
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The “complicated” peptic ulcer
Peter Bauerfeind, Switzerland

Learning Objectives:
•  Epidemiology and etiology of peptic ulcer complications 
•  Treatment of peptic ulcer complications 
•  Prevention of rtecurrence of peptic ulcer complications 

Abstract:
Ulcer complications are: bleeding, perforation, penetration and duode-
nal outlet obstruction. Most frequent is bleeding (~70%) followed by 
perforation (~10%) and outlet obstruction (~3%). I.v.proton pump inhi-
bitors (PPI) should be given in all cases. Standard dose (esomeprazole 
or pantoprazole) is 80 mg bolus followed by 8 mg/h for 72 h. High doses 
of orally given PPI should be used as soon as oral intake is possible. 
Sensitivity of all biopsy based H.p. tests, urea breath test and of stool test 
is reduced in complications. Nevertheless, H.p. test at the first endoscopy 
is useful, since specificity is high. In case of a negative test, serology is 
useful (not affected during PUD complication). In H.p.-positive patients 
treatment should be started as soon as possible. Key diagnostic instru-
ment is early endoscopy. 250 mg Erythromycin i.v. is recommended 2 h 
before endoscopy. Routine use of nasogastric or orogastric aspiration/
lavage or the use of somatostatin i.v. is not recommended. Endoscopic 
treatment of PUD complication should be based on the Forrest (F) clas-
sification. FIa (active spurting) and FIb (active oozing) should be treated 
by combining epinephrine injection with a second hemostasis modality 
(contact thermal, mechanical therapy, or injection of a sclerosing agent. 
In case of an adherent clot (FIIb), clot removal followed by endoscopic 
hemostasis is recommended. A routine second look is recommended 
only in high-risk patients or high-risk ulcer. If hemostasis is not achieved 
or recurrent re-bleeding following the second attempt, an endoscopic 
salvage therapy with topical hemostatic spray or over-the-scope clip 
should be considered. If this fails, transcatheter angiographic emboli-
zation (TAE) or surgery is the next step. H.p. eradication and avoidance 
of NSAIDs is necessary to prevent recurrence. Patients with no H.p. need 
anti-secretory therapy when NSAID is continued (PPIs). 

References:
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Proctology: Solutions for daily problems
11:00-13:00 / F1

Hemorrhoids, pilonidal sinus, fissures and warts
Dieter Hahnloser, Switzerland

Learning Objectives:
•  Recognize from anal symptoms the most probable proctological 

diagnosis 
•  Initial management of pilonidal sinus, hemorrhoids, fissures and 

warts 
•  When is surgery for obstructed defecation syndrome needed? 

Abstract:
Symptomatic hemorrhoids can bleed + protrude and cause itching, soiling. 
Grade I-II hemorrhoids are treated conservatively (stool softeners, rubber 
band ligation;RBL). Grade III-IV hemorrhoids require surgery. Recurrence 
@1year after hemorrhoidal arterial ligation was 30% and 49% after RBL 
(HubBLe trial). Traditional excisional hemorrhoidectomy compared to 
stapled hemorrhoidopexy demonstrated @24month better QoL, less sym-
ptoms, less re-intervention and was cost-effective (eTHoS tiral).
Constipation, pain at defecation and bleeding are suspicious for acute 
anal fissure. Stool softeners and local application of calcium antagonist 
ointment heal >90%.Chronic fissures are characterized by a skin tag, hy-
pertroph anal papilla, inverted borders and/or a visible sphincter. Chronic 
fissures need surgical treatment with fissurcetomy or V-Y advancement 
flap. Lateral internal sphincterotomy should be avoided.
Pilonidal sinus cause pain, secretion and recurrent infections. Treatment 
should be definitive with fast return to normal physical activity. We re-
commend outpatient minimal invasive sinusectomy in local anesthesia. 
Wounds heal in 5w, after 1w return to work and 7.5% recurrence. Recur-
rent or extensive disease should be treated by wide excision and primary 
closure (Limberg flap; 3.1% recurrence).
Warts are related with anal intraepithelial neoplasia (AIN, =premalignant). 
The incidence of AIN and anal cancer is rising, especially in the high-risk 
population. Warts should be classified into low or high grade AIN if pre-
sent. Ablative treatment includes excision, fulguration, and laser therapy. 
Significant controversy regarding screening, surveillance and vaccination 
exists.
Patients complaining of incomplete or unsuccessful defecation requiring 
digitation, prolonged episodes on the toilet could present obstructed de-
fecation syndrome (ODS). Symptoms correlated with anatomical changes. 
Laparoscopic ventral mesh rectopexy has replaced transanal/-vaginal pro-
cedures.
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- Haemorrhoidal artery ligation versus rubber band ligation for the ma-
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Alshreef A, Hind D; HubBLe Study team. Lancet. 2016 Jul 23;388(10042):356-
364 Comparison of stapled haemorrhoidopexy with traditional excisional 
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2011 Nov;150(5):996-1001. Long-term follow-up for pilonidal sinus surgery: 
A review of literature with metanalysis. Milone M, Velotti N, Manigrasso 
M, Anoldo P, Milone F, De Palma GD. Surgeon. 2018 Oct;16(5):315-320. - 
Synthetic Versus Biological Mesh-Related Erosion After Laparoscopic Vent-
ral Mesh Rectopexy: A Systematic Review. Balla A, Quaresima S, Smolarek 
S, Shalaby M, Missori G, Sileri P. Ann Coloproctol. 2017 Apr;33(2):46-51. 
doi: 10.3393/ac.2017.33.2.46. Epub 2017 Apr 28. Review. Current status of 
laparoscopic and robotic ventral mesh rectopexy for external and internal 
rectal prolapse. van Iersel JJ, Paulides TJ, Verheijen PM, Lumley JW, Bro-
eders IA, Consten EC. World J Gastroenterol. 2016 Jun 7;22(21):4977-87. Anal 
intraepithelial neoplasia: diagnosis, screening, and treatment. Siddharthan 
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Practice parameters for the treatment of colonic diverticular disease: Italian 
Society of Colon and Rectal Surgery (SICCR) guidelines.Binda GA, Cuomo R, 
Laghi A, Nascimbeni R, Serventi A, Bellini D, Gervaz P, Annibale B; Italian 
Society of Colon and Rectal Surgery. Tech Coloproctol. 2015 Oct;19(10):615-
26. 
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All you need to know about anal fistula 
Not available

Oropharyngeal swallowing disorders: Why 
gastroenterologists should be interested!
11:00-13:00 / F2

Causes and diagnosis of oropharyngeal dysphagia: 
An update
Nathalie Rommel, Belgium

Learning Objectives:
•  To understand the causes of oropharyngeal dysphagia in a variety of 

adult patients 
•  To understand the spectrum diagnostic instruments to assess of 

oropharyngeal dysphagia in adult patients 
•  To understand some of the pitfalls in current clinical diagnostic 

practise in the care of patients with dysphagia 

Abstract:
Dysphagia of varying severity is common, hinders the provision of ade-
quate nutrition and is associated with a wide range of morbidities1,2. 
Before treatment and management of dysphagia can commence, there is 
a need for a thorough assessment of swallowing function. Many different 
functional tests are available to assess oropharyngeal function, each with 
advantages and disadvantages3,4. Patients with dysphagia are typically 
investigated by a videofluoroscopic swallow study5,6. Although helpful 
clinically, the limitations of the technique are well known and relate to 
radiological exposure and the lack of measurable objective parameters. 
Currently the outcomes of a videofluoroscopic swallow study are largely 
descriptive. To make a videofluoroscopy diagnostically more useful, it can 
be combined with high resolution manometry impedance (HRM(I)), to 
assess pressure changes in the pharynx and upper oesophageal sphinc-
ter in relation to bolus flow during swallowing. This represents a sig-
nificant advance over a standard videofluoroscopy because it (1) allows 
quantification of the pharyngeal movements in relation to bolus passage 
and to the opening of the upper esophageal sphincter and (2) allows 
determination of the pathological basis for swallowing disorders across 
the pharyngo-oesophageal segment. High resolution manometry (HRM) 
has revolutionalized the assessment of esophageal motor function , and 
has brought significant advances to understand esophageal motility dis-
orders in adult7-11 and pediatric patients12,13. HRM(I) is now increasingly 
applied to evaluate contractile function across the length of the pharynx 
and upper esophageal sphincter. The clinical interpretation of HRM(I) 
metrics for the diagnosis of pharyngeal motility disorders has recently 
been formalized in a core outcome set of metrics14. The advanced role 
of these functional tests will be discussed and illustrated with examples 
from daily clinical practice. 
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with suspected aspiration. Gastroenterology 140, 1454-1463 (2011). 15. Omari 
TI, Ciucci M, Gozdzikowska K, Hernández E, Hutcheson K, Jones C, Maclean 
J, Nativ-Zeltzer N, Plowman E, Rogus-Pulia N, Rommel N, O´Rourke A. High-
Resolution Pharyngeal Manometry and Impedance: Protocols and Metrics-
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Treatment of oropharyngeal dysphagia in 2019
Philip Woodland, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•  To understand how investigations into oropharyngeal dysphagia can 

direct management decisions 
•  To understand treatment options (including allied professional 

therapy) for oropharyngeal dysphagia 
•  To understand endoscopic therapeutic options in oropharyngeal 

dysphagia 

Abstract:
Treatment of oropharyngeal dysphagia is often an area treated with less 
confidence by gastroenterologists when compared to treatment of oe-
sophageal dysphagia. This talk discusses how to approach treatment of 
oropharyngeal dysphagia. Discussed topics include the role of speech 
and language therapy, and the role of transcranial stimulation. The role 
of endoscopy in post-surgical/radiotherapy hypopharyngeal strictures, 
and for Zenker diverticulum will be addressed. 
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Mistry S, Rothwell JC, Hamdy S. High-frequency focal repetitive cerebellar 
stimulation induces prolonged increases in human pharyngeal motor cortex 
excitability. The Journal of physiology. 2015;593(22):4963-77. 5. Jayasekeran 
V, Rothwell J, Hamdy S. Non-invasive magnetic stimulation of the human 
cerebellum facilitates cortico-bulbar projections in the swallowing motor 
system. Neurogastroenterol Motil. 2011;23(9):831-e341. 6. Brewer Gutier-
rez OI, Ichkhanian Y, Spadaccini M, Vosoughi K, Repici A, Khashab MA. 
Zenker´s Diverticulum Per-Oral Endoscopic Myotomy Techniques: Changing 
Paradigms. Gastroenterology. 2019;156(8):2134-5. 

Disclosure:
I receive consulting fees from Reckitt Benckiser UK and Dr Falk Pharma UK. 

Evaluation and management of patients 
with alcohol-related liver disease: 
A multidisciplinary approach
11:00-13:00 / F3

Diagnosis and the role of histology in the management 
of patients with alcohol-related liver disease
Karoline Lackner, Austria

Learning Objectives:
•  Types of alcohol-related liver disease (ALD) 
•  Clinical diagnosis of ALD 
•  Role of histology in the management of patients with ALD 

Abstract:
The cornerstone of the clinical diagnosis of ALD is the documentation 
of regular alcohol overuse with a threshold of >20g/d for women and 
>30g/d for men and biochemical and/or radiological signs of liver injury 
[1, 2]. Most patients with ALD present at a late stage with advanced liver 
disease and severe symptoms related to liver failure either caused by 
acute decompensation of cirrhosis or as acute-on chronic liver failure 
(ACLF) often due to active drinking and severe alcoholic hepatitis. In the 
latter group the clinical diagnosis of ALD is often straight forward. Howe-
ver, the identification of the exact cause precipitating hepatic decompen-
sation is important and guides decision making including treatment with 
corticosteroids and/or antibiotics. Therefore, liver histology can be very 
useful to confirm the clinical diagnosis and exclude other liver diseases 
which may be present in 10-20% of cases [2]. In addition, liver histology 
can provide important prognostic information and predict sepsis [3-5]. 
In the majority of individuals with alcohol overuse ALD follows an oli-
gosymptomatic course with few or even no symptoms also despite the 
presence of severe liver injury. Advanced fibrosis may be found in up 
to 50% of patients [6]. Early detection of ALD and measures to achieve 
abstinence are pivotal to prevent disease progression, development of 
cirrhosis and its complications. Therefore, if alcohol overuse has been 
detected, screening for ALD is warranted even in the absence of sym-
ptomatic disease. This also applies for high-risk populations including 
patients of alcohol rehabilitation clinics, or for patients with extrahepa-
tic manifestations of alcohol use disorders like injuries, cardiovascular 
diseases, pancreatitis, peripheral neuropathy or others. Also in patients 
with clinical suspicion of another or concomitant cause(s) of liver injury, 
histology plays an important role in the classification, staging as well as 
prognostication [2]. 

References:
[1] Seitz H K, Bataller R, Cortez-Pinto H, Gao B, Gual A, Lackner C et al. Alco-
holic liver disease. Nat Rev Dis Primers 2018; 4:16-018-0014-7. [2] European 
Association for the Study of the Liver. Electronic address: easloffice@easlof-
fice.eu, European Association for the Study of the Liver. EASL Clinical Practi-
ce Guidelines: Management of alcohol-related liver disease. J Hepatol 2018. 
[3] Spahr L, Rubbia-Brandt L, Genevay M, Hadengue A, Giostra E. Early liver 
biopsy, intraparenchymal cholestasis, and prognosis in patients with alco-
holic steatohepatitis. BMC Gastroenterol 2011; 11:115. [4] Katoonizadeh A, 
Laleman W, Verslype C, Wilmer A, Maleux G, Roskams T et al. Early features 
of acute-on-chronic alcoholic liver failure: a prospective cohort study. Gut 
2010; 59:1561-1569. [5] Mookerjee R P, Lackner C, Stauber R, Stadlbauer V, 
Deheragoda M, Aigelsreiter A et al. The role of liver biopsy in the diagnosis 
and prognosis of patients with acute deterioration of alcoholic cirrhosis. J 
Hepatol 2011; 55:1103-1111. [6] Lackner C, Spindelboeck W, Haybaeck J, Dou-
schan P, Rainer F, Terracciano L et al. Histological parameters and alcohol 
abstinence determine long-term prognosis in patients with alcoholic liver 
disease. J Hepatol 2017; 66:610-618. 

Disclosure:
Consultant histopathologist for Galmed Pharamceutical Ltd, Dr Falk Phar-
ma GmbH, Allergan, and Histoindex 
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Burden of disease: The importance of early diagnosis 
and correct management
Helena Cortez-Pinto, Portugal

Learning Objectives:
•  Learn what is presently the burden of ALD in Europe and the World 
•  How to diagnose ALD in earlier stages, and what are the best 

prognosticators 
•  How to manage ALD in an earlier stage and alcoholic hepatitis 

Abstract:
Alcohol related liver disease (ALD) is the most frequent liver disease, 
responsible for 50% of cases of cirrhosis worldwide, according to WHO. 
Furthermore, ALD is now the most common indication for LT in US and 
Europe. It is also increasingly recognized the importance of overlap bet-
ween harmful alcohol consumption, and metabolic factors in the risk of 
developing disease. 
Although so frequent, ALD is diagnosed mostly in advanced stages. In a 
large multicontinental cohort of patients with either early or advanced 
liver disease, in the early disease group only 3.8% had ALD, contrasting 
with 29% of patients seen in an advanced stage. This late diagnosis is 
very detrimental for ALD patients. 
However, there are good opportunities for ALD earlier diagnosis, inclu-
ding acute medical admissions, screening of patients in alcohol detoxi-
fication clinics and previous hospital admissions. Nonetheless, identifi-
cation of harmful drinkers and early phases of liver disease will only be 
effective if measures to curtail alcohol consumption are implemented, 
and management of liver disease is initiated.
The use of noninvasive tests to detect earlier stages of ALD is attractive. 
In suspected ALD, doing blood tests, and ultrasound followed by liver 
stiffness measurement, enables the assessment of fibrosis stage in about 
95% of patients. This may improve early recognition and follow-up of 
patients with ALD.In the setting of alcoholic hepatitis, several algorithms 
are used, such as MDF or MELD. Combining scores seems better for pre-
dicting outcome. New biomarkers, such as cytokeratin’s and MicroRNA 
will be discussed.
ALD patients should be managed by a multidisciplinary team, including 
addiction therapists. Motivational interviewing and pharmacological 
agents to treat alcohol use dependence will be discussed. Besides from 
prednisolone, other treatments for alcoholic hepatitis are being investi-
gated, such as IL-22 or GCSF. Liver transplantation in this setting is also 
increasingly recognized. 

References:
Reviews; Seitz HK, Bataller R, Cortez-Pinto H, et al. Publisher Correction: 
Alcoholic liver disease. Nat Rev Dis Primers 2018;4:18. European Associati-
on for the Study of the Liver. Electronic address eee, European Association 
for the Study of the L. EASL Clinical Practice Guidelines: Management of 
alcohol-related liver disease. J Hepatol 2018. Key papers: 1. WHO. Global 
status report on alcohol and health 2018. Geneva: WHO; 2018. 2. Pimpin 
L, Cortez-Pinto H, Negro F, et al. Burden of liver disease in Europe: epide-
miology and analysis of risk factors to identify prevention policies. J He-
patol 2018. 3. Cholankeril G, Ahmed A. Alcoholic Liver Disease Replaces 
Hepatitis C Virus Infection as the Leading Indication for Liver Transplan-
tation in the United States. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 2018;16:1356-8. 4. 
Haldar D, Kern B, Hodson J, et al. Outcomes of liver transplantation for 
non-alcoholic steatohepatitis: A European Liver Transplant Registry study. J 
Hepatol 2019;71:313-22. 5. Eslam M, Sanyal AJ, George J. Toward More Accu-
rate Nomenclature for Fatty Liver Diseases. Gastroenterology 2019;157:590-
3. 6. Shah ND, Ventura-Cots M, Abraldes JG, et al. Alcohol-Related Liver 
Disease Is Rarely Detected at Early Stages Compared With Liver Diseases of 
Other Etiologies Worldwide. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 2019. 7. Atkinson 
SR, Vergis N, Louvet A, Thursz MR. Universal screening of acute medical 
admissions for excess alcohol consumption: What´s the misuse? J Hepatol 
2017;67:448-50. 8. Moreno C, Mueller S, Szabo G. Non-invasive diagnosis 
and biomarkers in alcohol-related liver disease. J Hepatol 2019;70:273-83. 
9. Gao B, Shah VH. Combination therapy: New hope for alcoholic hepatitis? 
Clin Res Hepatol Gastroenterol 2015;39 Suppl 1:S7-S11. 10. Szabo G, Kamath 
PS, Shah VH, Thursz M, Mathurin P, Meeting E-AJ. Alcohol-Related Liver 
Disease: Areas of Consensus, Unmet Needs and Opportunities for Further 
Study. Hepatology 2019;69:2271-83. 

Disclosure:
Gilead Science// Lectures and advisory board fees Intercept // Lectures and 
advisory board fees 

Complications of liver cirrhosis
14:00-16:00 / Hall 6

Patients with difficult to treat ascites and large varices
Guadalupe Garcia-Tsao, United States

Learning Objectives:
•  Identify measures to prevent first variceal hemorrhage in patients 

with large varices, with or without ascites 
•  Recognize that non-selective beta-blockers, by decreasing portal 

pressure, reduce the risk of variceal hemorrhage and other complica-
tions of cirrhosis 

•  Identify settings in which NSBB should be used cautiously in patients 
with ascites 

Abstract:
In patients with cirrhosis and large varices, recommendations to prevent 
first variceal hemorrhage are non-selective beta-blockers (NSBB: pro-
pranolol or nadolol) or carvedilol or endoscopic variceal ligation (EVL) 
(1). However, it has been suggested that NSBB may be deleterious in 
patients with difficult-to-treat ascites (2). NSBB have been shown to pre-
vent not only first but also recurrent variceal hemorrhage in patients 
with cirrhosis. Furthermore, a recent meta-analysis showed that patients 
with cirrhosis, both with and without ascites, who are hemodynamic re-
sponders to NSBB (i.e. reduce portal pressure), not only have a reduced 
risk of relevant events but also have a lower risk of death/transplant (3) 
. On the other hand, the main pathophysiologic mechanism in patients 
with cirrhosis and ascites is splanchnic and systemic vasodilatation that 
leads to activation of neurohumoral systems, sodium and fluid retenti-
on, resulting in increased cardiac output, and a hyperdynamic circula-
tory state. In patients with difficult to treat ascites, these abnormalities 
are maximal and a relative decrease in cardiac output due to NSBB can 
lead to a decrease in renal perfusion and to renal dysfunction (4). An 
observational study including 151 patients first suggested that mortality 
was higher in patients with refractory ascites on NSBB (5). The most 
recent meta-analysis including this and several additional observational 
studies, totaling 1,397 patients, concluded that NSBB have neither a be-
neficial or a deleterious effect in patients with cirrhosis and ascites (6). 
Other studies have suggested that the deleterious effect of NSBB in pati-
ents with ascites occur with higher doses of NSBB (2, 7) and when NSBB 
are associated with a significant decrease in arterial blood pressure (2, 
8). Given the benefit of NSBB, particularly in the setting of secondary 
prophylaxis of variceal hemorrhage where patients with ascites have a 
significantly better survival with combination EVL + NSBB compared to 
EVL alone (9), guidelines recommend that NSBB should not be avoided 
in patients with cirrhosis and ascites but that they should be used cau-
tiously, starting at lower doses with dose/reduction or discontinuation 
if systolic blood pressure decreases to < 90 mmHg, serum sodium < 130 
mEq/L or development of acute kidney injury (1, 10). 

References:
(1) Garcia-Tsao G, Abraldes J, Berzigotti A, Bosch J. Portal Hypertensive 
Bleeding in Cirrhosis: Risk Stratification, Diagnosis and Management - 2016 
Practice Guidance by the American Association for the Study of Liver Disea-
ses. Hepatology 2017 Jan 1;65(1):310-335. (2) Garcia-Tsao G. Beta blockers in 
cirrhosis: The window re-opens. J Hepatol 2015 Dec 24. (3) Turco L, Villanu-
eva C, La M, V, Garcia-Pagan JC, Reiberger T, Genesca J, et al. Lowering Por-
tal Pressure Improves Outcomes of Patients With Cirrhosis, With or Without 
Ascites: A Meta-Analysis. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 2019 Jun 5. (4) Kim SG, 
Larson JJ, Lee JS, Therneau TM, Kim WR. Beneficial and harmful effects of 
nonselective beta blockade on acute kidney injury in liver transplant candi-
dates. Liver Transpl 2017 Jun;23(6):733-740. (5) Serste T, Melot C, Francoz C, 
Durand F, Rautou PE, Valla D, et al. Deleterious effects of beta-blockers on 
survival in patients with cirrhosis and refractory ascites. Hepatology 2010 
Sep;52(3):1017-1022. (6) Facciorusso A, Roy S, Livadas S, Fevrier-Paul A, 
Wekesa C, Kilic ID, et al. Nonselective Beta-Blockers Do Not Affect Survival 
in Cirrhotic Patients with Ascites. Dig Dis Sci 2018 Jul;63(7):1737-1746. (7) 
Bang UC, Benfield T, Hyldstrup L, Jensen JB, Bendtsen F. Effect of propra-
nolol on survival in patients with decompensated cirrhosis: A nationwide 
study based Danish patient registers. Liver Int 2016 Mar 16;36(9):1304-1312. 
(8) Tergast TL, Kimmann M, Laser H, Gerbel S, Manns MP, Cornberg M, et 
al. Systemic arterial blood pressure determines the therapeutic window of 
non-selective beta blockers in decompensated cirrhosis. Aliment Pharmacol 
Ther 2019 Sep;50(6):696-706. (9) Albillos A, Zamora J, Martinez J, Arroyo D, 
Ahmad I, de la Pena J, et al. Stratifying risk in the prevention of recurrent 
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variceal hemorrhage: Results of an individual patient meta-analysis. He-
patology 2017 Oct;66(4):1219-1231. (10) de Franchis. Expanding consensus 
in portal hypertension. Report of the Baveno VI Consensus Workshop: stra-
tifying risk and individualizing care for portal hypertension. J Hepatol 2015 
63(3):743-52. 

Disclosure:
Nothing to disclose 

Patients with alcoholic cirrhosis presenting with 
confusion
Debbie Shawcross, United Kingdom

Learning Objectives:
•  To consider the wide differential of causes of brain dysfunction in a 

patient with alcohol-related cirrhosis presenting with confusion 
•  To focus specifically on the diagnosis and management of acute 

hepatic encephalopathy 
•  To consider the prognosis and strategies to prevent re-admission 

Abstract:
Patients presenting with confusion in the context of alcohol-related cir-
rhosis are challenging to manage especially if acute alcohol withdrawal 
is present. The differential diagnosis is wide and presents a complex 
conundrum of issues. Hepatic encephalopathy (HE) is a clinical diagnosis 
of exclusion when other causes of confusion have been excluded which 
include intracranial haemorrhage, acute alcohol withdrawal, electrolyte 
disturbance, sepsis and drug intoxication. Assessment for the presence 
of a precipitating factor such as gastrointestinal bleeding or infection 
must be sought. Evaluation and simultaneous management of the air-
way should be performed at the outset. Blood biochemistry, glucose and 
a septic screen should be undertaken including a diagnostic ascitic tap. 
An elevated arterial ammonia concentration can help to confirm the dia-
gnosis of HE; however, a normal or mildly elevated blood ammonia does 
not exclude a diagnosis of HE. Computed tomography of the head is often 
required to exclude an alternative cause of altered consciousness. The 
staging of overt HE with the West Haven criteria remains an imprecise art 
that is often hampered by its fluctuant course. The development of HE is 
often unpredictable and its management, particularly in a ward environ-
ment, remains challenging. Patients frequently require augmented levels 
of care in a high-dependency or intensive care area. The overarching 
priority in any patient presenting with HE is to actively seek out and 
treat any causative factor(s). A low threshold for antibiotic use should be 
adopted. Reversal of dehydration and correction of hyponatraemia are 
important. Enemas often rapidly improve conscious level. Evidence for 
giving lactulose in acute HE is limited; on discharge it should be used 
with the aim of producing two bowel movements/day. Treatment with 
rifaximin and lactulose maintains remission from HE more effectively 
than lactulose alone and significantly reduced the risk of hospitalization 
with HE. 

References:
1. Ryan JM and Shawcross DL. Hepatic Encephalopathy in Management of 
Problems in Liver Disease. Clinical Medicine 2015; 43(11): 679-82. 2. Vilstrup 
H, Amodio P, Bajaj J, Cordoba J, Ferenci P, Mullen KD, et al. Hepatic ence-
phalopathy in chronic liver disease: 2014 Practice Guideline by the Ameri-
can Association for the Study of Liver Diseases and the European Associa-
tion for the Study of the Liver. Hepatology. 2014;60(2):715-35. 3. Gluud LL, 
Vilstrup H, Morgan MY. Non-absorbable disaccharides versus placebo/no 
intervention and lactulose versus lactitol for the prevention and treatment 
of hepatic encephalopathy in people with cirrhosis. Cochrane Database Syst 
Rev. 2016;4:Cd003044. 4. Sharma BC, Sharma P, Agrawal A, Sarin SK. Se-
condary prophylaxis of hepatic encephalopathy: An open-label randomized 
controlled trial of lactulose versus placebo. Gastroenterology 2009;137:885-
91. 5. Bass NM, Mullen KD, Sanyal A, Poordad F, Neff G, Leevy CB, et al. 
Rifaximin treatment in hepatic encephalopathy. The New England journal of 
medicine. 2010;362(12):1071-81. 

Disclosure:
Advisory Board for Norgine, Shionogi and Kaleido Biosciences. Paid lec-
tures for Falk and Norgine 

Patients with compensated or decompensated 
cirrhosis: How to assess (mal)nutrition?
Manuela Merli, Italy

Learning Objectives:
•  Understand the relevance of nutritional status in chronic liver 

diseases 
•  Recognize sarcopenia in patients with liver cirrhosis 
•  Comprehend the interplay between muscle depletion, frailty and 

functional disability in advanced liver failure 

Abstract:
Nutritional alterations are not only a bystander in chronic liver disease. 
Both undernutrition or overnutrition may influence the patient’s out-
come. Malnutrition has been associated with hepatic encephalopathy, 
bacterial infections, hyponatremia, and recurrent/refractory ascites. 
In the early stages of liver disease malnutrition may be underrated. Cli-
nical suspicious and recognition of patients at risk of malnutrition are 
mandatory. Muscle depletion (sarcopenia) is a relevant component of 
malnutrition in patients with liver cirrhosis. Sarcopenia can be evalua-
ted through CT-scan, DEXA (dual energy X-ray absorptiometry), BIA or 
be estimated through simple anthropometry measurements. Survival is 
worse in sarcopenic patients vs non-sarcopenic patients independently 
from the severity of liver insufficiency. The concept of muscle mass cannot 
be separated from that of muscle performance. These two parameters 
are not always correlated. The estimate of muscle function is possible 
through the handgrip test and the Physical Performance Battery. A well-
preserved muscle performance has been found to be highly predictive of 
survival while deterioration of muscle function contributes to frailty and 
daily living disability and is associated with a worse patient’s outcome. 
Nutritional assessment in a patient with liver cirrhosis is a prerequisite to 
start adequate nutritional counseling and nutritional therapy. 

References:
1. European Association for the Study of the Liver. EASL Clinical Practice Gui-
delines on nutrition in chronic liver disease.J Hepatol. 2019 Jan;70(1):172-
193. 2. ESPEN guideline on clinical nutrition in liver disease. Plauth M, Ber-
nal W, Dasarathy S, Merli M, Plank LD, Schütz T, Bischoff SC. Clin Nutr. 2019 
Apr;38(2):485-521 3. Dasarathy S, Merli M. Sarcopenia from mechanism to 
diagnosis and treatment in liver disease. J Hepatol 2016; 65(6):1232-1244 
4. Muscle alterations are associated with minimal and overt hepatic en-
cephalopathy in patients with liver cirrhosis Nardelli S, Lattanzi B, Merli 
M, Farcomeni A, Gioia S, Ridola L, Riggio O. Hepatology. 2019 Apr 30. doi: 
10.1002/hep.30692. [Epub ahead of print] 5. Montano-Loza AJ, Meza-Junco 
J, Prado CM, Lieffers JR, Baracos VE, Bain VG, et al. Muscle wasting is asso-
ciated with mortality in patients with cirrhosis. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol 
2012;10:166-173 173 e161. 6. van Vugt JLA, Alferink LJM, Buettner S, Gas-
persz MP, Bot D, Murad SD, et al. A model including sarcopenia surpasses 
the MELD score in predicting waiting list mortality in cirrhotic liver trans-
plant candidates. J Hepatol 2017;68:707-714. 7. Lai JC, Covinsky KE, Dodge 
JL, Boscardin WJ, Segev DL, Roberts JP, Feng S. Development of a novel 
frailty index to predict mortality in patients with end-stage liver disease. 
Hepatology. 2017 Aug;66(2):564-574. 8. Marie Sinclair, Brooke Chapman, 
Rudolf Hoermann, Peter W Angus, Adam Testro, Thomas Scodellaro, Paul 
J Gow. Handgrip strength adds more prognostic value to the MELD score 
than imaging-based measures of muscle mass in men with cirrhosis. Liver 
Transplantation (in press) 
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Patients with compensated or decompensated 
cirrhosis: How to manage (mal)nutrition?
Mathias Plauth, Germany

Learning Objectives:
•  To know recommended energy and protein intake 
•  To know the beneficial effect of nocturnal feeding oral nutrition 

supplements (ONS) 
•  To know the benefit of enteral tube feeding 

Abstract:
Many malnourished cirrhotic patients are anorexic and cannot meet 
their nutrient requirements by oral intake “ad lib”. In patients with clini-
cally stable LC, an intake of 1.3 x REE or 30-35kcal kg-1 d-1 total energy 
including 1.2g kg-1 d-1 of protein is recommended for maintaining body 
composition and protein status. If the patient cannot eat such a quan-
tity of food, then standard ONS offer the opportunity to provide the pa-
tient with additional energy and protein. In order to make full use of 
the protein consumed, patients should be counseled to drink ONS late 
in the evening and at night because nocturnal feeding has been shown 
to result in greater accretion of total body protein than daytime ONS. In 
malnourished LC patients requiring repletion, more protein (1.5g kg-1 d-1) 
should be given. In such patients, enteral feeding of a high density stan-
dard formula via nasogastric tube is recommended. Tube feeding has 
been shown to improve liver function, mental state and survival without 
an undue risk of variceal bleeding. In these patients, low grade HE (I-II°) 
is not a contraindication to an adequate protein supply. As hepatic gly-
cogen stores are depleted cirrhotics who can be fed sufficiently either by 
the oral or enteral route but who have to abstain from food temporarily 
(including nocturnal fasting!) for more than 12 hours, should be given 
hypocaloric parenteral nutrition (PN) or i.v. glucose. When this fasting 
period lasts longer than 72 h total PN is required. 
Adequate nutrition per se counteracts HE and even transient protein re-
striction is not beneficial. In proven protein-intolerant patients, oral sup-
plementation with branched-chain amino acids (BCAA) may be helpful 
in achieving an adequate nitrogen intake. PN is only indicated, when 
oral or enteral nutrition are not possible. Patients in coma (HE III-IV°) 
can safely be given total PN regimens providing 30-35kcal kg-1 d-1 total 
energy including 1.0g kg-1 d-1 using BCAA-enriched amino acid solutions. 

References:
Plauth M, Bernal W, Dasarathy S, Merli M, Plank LD, Schütz T, Bischoff 
SC. ESPEN guideline on nutrition in liver disease. Clin Nutr 2019, 38: 485-
521 EASL Clinical Practice Guidelines on nutrition in chronic liver disease. J 
Hepatol 2019, 70: 172-193 Plank LD, Gane EJ, Peng S, et al. Nocturnal nutri-
tional supplementation improves total body protein status of patients with 
liver cirrhosis: a randomized 12-month trial. Hepatology 2008, 48: 557-66 
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Patients with a new diagnosis of portal vein 
thrombosis: Anticoagulate? Yes!
Andrea De Gottardi, Switzerland

Learning Objectives:
•  To understand the reasons why cirrhotic patients are at risk for the 

development of portal vein thrombosis 
•  To know the incidence of portal vein thrombosis and assess the 

clinical consequences of PVT in this group of patients 
•  To identify patients in whom anticoagulation may be beneficial and 

to know what anticoagulants are available 

Abstract:
In patients with Child-Pugh A or B cirrhosis, incidence of newly diag-
nosed PVT after one and five years has been reported to be 4.6% and 
10.7%, respectively. PVT is frequently detected in advanced stages, in-
creasing up to 25% in liver transplant candidates and 35% in cirrhotic 
patients with hepatocellular carcinoma. Prognosis and treatment of PVT 
depend on the localization, the degree of extension, and the rapidity 
of development, as well as risk factors for thrombosis and the stage 
of advanced chronic liver disease. Risk factors for PVT include Child C 
stage, prior history of resolved PVT, associated pro-thrombotic risk fac-
tors, hepatocellular carcinoma, recent abdominal surgical, endoscopic 

or invasive interventions and portal flow velocity < 15 cm/s. Symptoms 
may include abdominal pain, loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, and 
diarrhea, gastrointestinal hemorrhage, fever, ascites. The main goal of 
treatment is control and/or prevention of complications of PVT, which 
are accomplished by restoring the portal blood flow and prevention of 
thrombus extension. Anticoagulation should be considered in potential 
liver transplant candidates with thrombosis of the main portal trunk or 
progressive PVT, with the goal to facilitate liver transplantation and re-
duce post-transplant morbidity and mortality. Heparin, low molecular 
weight heparins, as well as vitamin K antagonists are safe in this popu-
lation. Current data on the use of direct oral anticoagulants suggest that 
these drugs are safe in Child A and B patients, while they should not be 
used in Child C patients or in case of renal failure. Their efficacy remains 
to be demonstrated in future studies. 

References:
1) von Köckritz L, De Gottardi A, Trebicka J, Praktiknjo M. Portal vein throm-
bosis in patients with cirrhosis. Gastroenterol Rep (Oxf). 2017 May;5(2):148-
156 2) Nery F, Chevret S, Condat B, de Raucourt E, Boudaoud L, Rautou 
P-E, et al. Causes and consequences of portal vein thrombosis in 1,243 pa-
tients with cirrhosis: results of a longitudinal study. Hepatol Baltim Md. 
2015 Feb;61(2):660-7. 3) Cool J, Rosenblatt R, Kumar S, Lucero C, Fortune B, 
Crawford C, Jesudian A. Portal vein thrombosis prevalence and associated 
mortality in cirrhosis in a nationally representative inpatient cohort. J Gas-
troenterol Hepatol. 2019 Jun;34(6):1088-1092. 4) De Gottardi A, Trebicka J, 
Klinger C, Plessier A, Seijo S, Terziroli B, Magenta L, Semela D, Buscarini E, 
Langlet P, Görtzen J, Puente A, Müllhaupt B, Navascuès C, Nery F, Deltenre 
P, Turon F, Engelmann C, Arya R, Caca K, Peck-Radosavljevic M, Leebeek 
FWG, Valla D, Garcia-Pagan JC; VALDIG Investigators. Antithrombotic treat-
ment with direct-acting oral anticoagulants in patients with splanchnic vein 
thrombosis and cirrhosis. Liver Int. 2017 May;37(5):694-699 
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Patients with a new diagnosis of portal vein 
thrombosis: Anticoagulate? No!
Virginia Hernández-Gea, Spain

Learning Objectives:
•  The natural history of portal vein thrombosis (PVT) is not well 

known, including whether PVT is the cause or the consequence of 
liver disease progression and it may resolve spontaneously 

•  PVT increases complexity of liver transplant and it is associated with 
worse outcome. Therefore achieving recanalization may be a mayor 
goal in liver transplant candidates, however in non-liver transplant 
candidates the benefit is not well established 

•  No randomized controlled clinical trial has compare anticoagulation 
versus placebo to accurately assess safety and adverse events 

Abstract:
The natural history of PVT is not well known including whether PVT is the 
cause or the consequence of liver disease progression. Prevalence in high-
ly variable among studies ranging from 2-23% and the annual incidence of 
PVT in patients with advanced cirrhosis may be 10%-15%. Anticoagulation 
is the considered first line therapy to achieve portal vein recanalization. 
However PVT may resolve spontaneously in approximately 40%-70% of 
cases, mainly when not occlusive and no predictive factors of spontaneous 
recanalization have been found so far. Importantly prospective controlled 
trials evaluating the effect of anticoagulation and properly considering 
spontaneous recanalization rate are lacking and available recanalization 
rates may be biased. Moreover the contribution of PVT to hepatic decom-
pensation and overall mortality in cirrhosis is not well defined and the 
impact of recanalyzing PVT in development of portal hypertension related 
complications is not so clear. In addition no randomized controlled clini-
cal trial has compare anticoagulation versus placebo to accurately assess 
whether bleeding risk is increased Based on all this data, more evidence 
generated by high quality studies is needed before recommending anti-
coagulation to all patients with acute PVT. Although still considered as a 
second line therapy due to the lack of robust evidence, TIPS is very effective 
achieving recanalization even in patients with fully occlusive PVT with re-
canalization rates ranging from 57% to 95% and maintain during follow 
up in more than 90% of the cases and should be also consider. 
PVT increases complexity of liver transplantation surgery and even im-
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pairs physiological reconstruction of the portal venous axis, increasing 
complications rates and decreasing post-liver transplantation survival. 
Achieving portal vein recanalization to allow end-to-end portal vein 
anastomosis during liver transplant is recommended in liver transplant 
candidates as it improves outcome. 
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